


Glomax LL is an industry standard. It offers
important advantages in various paint systems:

• Excellent hiding and color in a wide range of
coatings.

• Excellent flatting efficiency.
• Fast solvent release.
• Improved film hardness.
• Easy dispersion.

Georgia Kaolin makes the difference in paints.
And the difference is great.
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EVEN IN
OXYCENATEDSOUfENrS,

YOU NEEDA
LIFELONC COMPANION.

When things get tough, it's
good to have a trusted friend to
depend on.

As environmental demands get
tougher, you can count on us to be
at your side.

Were the leading supplier of
oxygenated solvents. Committed to
providing you with an economical
and efficient answer to environ
mental controls.

Were prepared to help meet
your volume requirements through
the 1980's. As well as give you all
the technical assistance you need in
your formulations.

We understand the problems
you face and will continue working
with you to solve them. You'll be
drawing onfifty years ofexperience.

Weve written a guide describ
ing our twenty-five organic
cosolvents for waterborne solvents.
It's free, along with product infor
mation and safety data sheets, by
writing Dept. RAM, 270 Park
Avenue, New York, N.Y.10017. Or
contact your Union Carbide
representative.

You'll not only be getting the
widest line of products in the
business.

But a faithful companion as
well, Kemo Sabay.

PEOPLE PLANNING THE FUTURE.

•Coatings Materials
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The Left and Right Hands

The author ofa" Letter to the Editor" in this issue feels that the coatings industry
has all but thrown in the towel with regard to governmental regulations limiting the
amount of volatile organic solvents in both trade sales and industrial coatings.

The result, he claims, will be "the further erosion of the paint industry as more
and more surfaces are surrendered without a struggle."

Trouble is that either industry's voice has not been loud enough or government
can't hear too well.

Anyway, now comes the hopeful word that the Department of Commerce has
been made aware of these developments. The DOC Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Affairs, after being briefed by NPCA, expressed concern about the
fate of the small manufacturer if it turns out that only large companies will have the
technical and manufacturing know-how to produce coatings that conform with
strict governmental regulations.

And what will happen to the products themselves? DOC was advised that prices
will certainly go up, but not necessarily performance characteristics.

Now that the right hand of government knows what the left hand is doing,
perhaps there is a way to get them to shake on a deal the industry has been pushing
for all along: quality coatings that do ajob in protecting both the surfaces to which
they are applied - and - the best interests of the consumer.-FJB
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IntroduceyourselftoWAVE™
premiumwetadhesion emulsions.
Theyre revolutionizingthe industry

Air Products Paint Technical Service Try two revolutionary new emul-
Lab. And, compared to acrylics, you sions with a distinctive new name:
also have greater assurance of long- WAVE. To receive literature or to
term price stability. request samples, send the coupon to:

Many companies are using Polymer Chemicals Department, Air
WAVE 345 and 375 emulsions with Products and Chemicals, Inc., Box 538,
success, and with only slight modifi- Allentown, Pa. 18105. Or call
cations of their fOlmulations. (215) 398-6799.

1----------------------------------------
I Free Sample.

I want to test WAVE 345/375 emulsions. Rush me the material checked below.

STATE

D
D
o

ZIP

TITLE

WAVE 345 WAVE 375
\for semi· (for eXlerior

gloss paint) flat paint)

D
D
D

PHONE

NAME

STREET

COMPANY

CITY

Send brochure _

Send emulsion sample__
Send paint sample _

Paint manufacturers are saving
20C per gallon in finished
paint costs.

Air Products WAVE 345 and
WAVE 375 emulsions-formerly
Flexbond® 345 and Flexbond® 375
emulsions-are now giving paint
manufacturers wet adhesion that's as
good as, or better than, premium all
acrylics.

Yet they cost from 8ll: to lOll: per
dry pound less than acrylics. And they
can save you a hefty 20ll: per gallon
in finished paint costs.

On painted alkyd surfaces, paints
based on WAVE 345 and 375 emul
sions outperform many all-acrylics
and all conventional vinyls in federal
specification and most other tests of
wet adhesion. Paints made with these
vinyl-based emulsions can be applied
over enamels-with excellent flow,
leveling and gloss characteristics.

With WAVE 345 and 375 emul
sions, you have the support of the



It's all coming together at Sayreville.

Titanium
PigmentsN

Titanox IS a regIstered trademark of NL InduSlnes. Inc

When you're thinking of giving your product
a great start toward a superior finish, think of
Titanox 2160. It's one more example of the good
things that are happening at our world Ti02
headquarters in Sayreville. For more infonnation,
talk with your sales representative. Or write
NL Titaniwn Pigments/NL Indushies, Inc.,
100 Chevalier Avenue, South Amboy, NJ 08879.

We knew our new high durability d110tide
process Ti02 pigment was good. So good, in fact,
we provided commercial production to you for
evaluations w1der the experimental designation
1'5 4421-606.

There was nothing expetimental about your
Titanox 2160. You used the real thing. So you know
first hand about its high brightness and hiding
power. You're familiar with its high durability, its
superior gloss retention and resistance to malking
and fading.

With full-scale production capability already in
place, you can get Titanox 2160 in any quantities
you need worldwide.

You've made Titanox® 2160 aproven product.
We're making it plentiful.



EFFECT OF REACTION PATHWAY ON EMULSION
POLYMER STRUCTURE-K.L. Hoy

Journal of Coatings Technology. 51. No. 651. 27 (Apr. 1979)

Most latexes offered commercially are produced by a
semicontinuous batch process. In this process the parti
cles are usually initiated from a batch charge of monomer,
catalyst, surfactant, etc., and the remaining monomer is
continuously added to the reaction vessel during the
course of the polymerization. Other ingredients, such as
additional catalyst, surfactant, stabilizer, buffer, etc .. may
also be added during the polymerization. The exact order
of the additions are varied depending upon the effect de
sired by the latex chemist.

With such a wide latitude of operating procedures, it is
not surprising that similar latex products produced by this
general process exhibit strikingly different physical, for
mulation, and performance properties even though the
actual compositions are nearly identical. The author at
tempts to delineate a "critical few" variables which are
often employed by the latex chemist and to establish the
effect that these variables have on the structu re of the
latex particle. Several novel methods of controlling the
emulsion polymer structure to produce the desired per
formance properties are discussed. In addition, a method
for the synthesis of gradient polymers and their respective
properties as possible coatings polymers are reported.

COATING DURABILITY ON ORGANOLEAD-TREATED
SOUTHERN PINE IN EXTERIOR EXPOSURE-H.M.
Barnes

Journal of Coatings Technology. 51. No. 651, 43 (Apr. 1979)

Three coatings were applied to organolead-treated
southern pine and exposed at 45° south. Signiticant im
provement in the durability of a vinyl-acrylic latex and an
alkyd paint on treated wood was demonstrated. No in
crease in the durability of a phenolic spar varnish was ob
served. Improved durability appeared to be independent
of the type of organolead compound or the strength of
treating solutions used.
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STERIC STABILIZATION OF SURFACE-COATED TI
TANIUM DIOXIDE PIGMENTS BY ADSORBED METHYL
METHACRYLATE COPOL YMERS-GJ. Howard and
Choy Chow Ma

Journal of Coatings Technology, 51. No. 651. 47 (Apr. 1979)

The solution adsorption of some copolymers of methyl
methacrylate onto a series of titanium dioxide pigments.
which had been coated to impart various degrees of acid
ity to their surfaces. has been studied and, at the same
time. the colloidal stability of the dispersions has been as
sessed. Homopolymers adsorb poorly from methyl ethyl
ketone solutions and do not stabilize dispersions of the
coated pigments; however. they are better adsorbed from
their solutions in toluene and are then effective in disper
sion stabilization.

Incorporation of a very small quantity of carboxylic acid
groups into the macromolecular chain increases the ad
sorption and, provided the surface coverage is high, has a
beneficial effect on dispersion stability. The extent of
copolymer adsorption depends in considerable measure
on the solubility parameter of the solvent. Copolymers
with small amounts of nitrile. acrylamide, pyridyl, and hy
droxyl groups also show enhanced adsorptions but do
not, in general, improve dispersion stability except for
some cationic copolymers on the more acid pigments.
The relations between polymer adsorption and polymer
structure, surface composition and solvent nature are
discussed in terms of general acid-base interactions.

EFFECT OF TURNOVER RATE ON SOLID CONTENT IN
DIP-COATING BATH-T. Sato

Journal of Coatings Technology. 51. No. 651. 61 (Apr. 1979)

The effect of turnover rate on the change in solid content
of the dip-coating bath was theoretically calculated as
suming that the evaporation rate of solvent is constant
and the bath is replenished by the same paint as that in the
original bath.

The results showed that the increase in the bath solid in
m turnover, .:ICm , is given by

(Continued)
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Prevent early rusting
from aer lie primers with

VANSltW
The un-retouched lab photos above, dramatically demon
strate the rust-fighting property of VANSIL W(Wollastonite)
compared with the popularly used extender, calcium car
bonate. As the volume of VANSIL Wwas increased in these
acrylic maintenance paint formulas. flash and early rusting
diminished, then disappeared altogether

The reason for VANSIL W's rust-inhibiting property is basic.
VANSIL Wacts as an effective buffer to maintain adesirable

pH at all times. By controlling acidic drift during film forma
tion, rust does not form.

It costs little to eliminate rust from any type of water-thinned
paint formula with VANSIL W. For a free sample and techni
cal bulletins, call or write RT. Vanderbilt Company, Inc, Paint
Department, 30 Winfield Street, Norwalk, CT 06855 (203)
853-1400. West Coast 6279 E Slauson Avenue, Los
Angeles, CA 90040. (213) 723-5208.

@ R. T. ,ya!:1d~rbilt Company, Inc.



:'Cm = K, { 1 - (1 - )'

K = a Co
V

where t is the number of days for one turnover, a is a
volume of solvent evaporated, V is a volume of paint in the
bath, and Co is a solid content in the original bath. The
solid content of replenish paint to maintain the bath solid
constant, C" is given by

C,= ~
Co + K,

The validity of these equations was examined by a
simulation experiment using sugar solution. The experi
mental results agreed well with the theoretical results.

INTERPLANT QUALITY CONTROL BY MEANS OF SIMPLE
TRISTIMULUS COLORIMETERS-D.H Cook

Journal of Coatings Technology. 51, No. 651, 64 (Apr. 1979)

The problem of color control of products made at different
locations but marketed nationally with the same mer
chandizing aids has become increasingly acute, espe
cially with frequent product changes to meet a competi
tive market.

The unreliability of wet standards has long been recog-

In
This
Issue:
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nized and the time needed to produce and maintain mas
ter standards makes them impractical for most latex or
trade sales products. Establishment of working standards
also becomes impractical when the manufacturing
facilities are widely separated. Because of this it has be
come necessary to establish a way of communicating
color, strength, and acceptable tolerances by means of fi
nite instrumental figures to maintain not only batch-to
batch but planHo-plant reproducibility of a product
through the use of simple colorimeters.

A review of the methods used to establish and maintain
a successful system is presented.

RE-SEARCH FOR OPPORTUNITY-C.M. Hansen

Journal of Coatings Technology, 51, No. 651, 66 (Apr. 1979)

A research institute with a permanent staff and modern
equipment has the capacity to serve industry and govern
ment in a unique manner. Opportunities are presented in
the form of authorized analyses and evaluations of coat
ings materials and performance, equipment evaluation
prior to possible purchase by an industrial member, and a
wide variety of projects (information-opportunity) ranging
from waste disposal through fundamental concepts such
as solubility, evaporation, permeation, colloid stability,
rheology and the like. Problems and opportunities arising
from environmental concern are increasing and research
centers with combined industrial and governmental sup
port are quite important in Scandinavia.

1978 Mattiello Lecture

"Effect of Reaction Pathway
On Emulsion Polymer Structure"

Dr. Kenneth L. Hoy, of
Union Carbide Corp.

Journal of Coatings Technology



MINERALS. PIGMENTS & METALS DIVISION
8CX-10 .235 East 42nd. Street. New York, N.Y. 10017

- PLUS GREAT TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Pfizer's dedication to the paint & coatings industry is evidenced in many ways-but
perhaps most notably in technical back-up support to our customers in it. This is in
the main provided through the problem-solving services of our incomparable Re
search Center.

For more information of possible interest and value,
write for a free copy of our new product brochure.

EXTENDERS
Pfizer produces-with controlled proper
ties-ground limestone, dolomite, and
talc in grades that are highly effective
formulation components for the majority
of all types of paints and coatings-con
tributing notably to their performance
and durability. Pure and uniform, white
and bright, they have many other signifi
cant and useful characteristics.

COLORS
The majority of Pfizer's iron and chro
mium oxide pigments are high purity
unif"rm synthetics. They have exceptional
hiding power, tinting strength, perman
ence, abrasion and chemical resistance.
All have good dispersibility-and some
yield full color development and high
Hegmans qUickly enough to result in
marked energy, time and labor savings.



HALOX Pigments offers formulating
guidelines for paint producers

How will HALOX' pigments
perlorm as a corrosion inhibitor
in paint formulations?

A new series of studies by
Halox Pigments will help paint
producers answer this question
with accuracy and eHiciency for a
wide range of perlormance
criteria.

Typical of the type of empirical
evidence developed by these
studies are the test panels
shown below. Taken from Halox
Technical Report TR8. these
panels show how varying the
pigment volume concentration
influenced corrosion protection

during 886 hours of salt-fog ex
posure. That loading level "0"
approaches an optimum balance.
in this case, is apparent.

Paint producers will find per
formance guidelines such as are
contained in Technical Report
TR8 invaluable for eHectively
using Halox pigments in their
formulations. Other studies will
include perlormance guidelines
for:
Extender Selection; Loading
Levels and Inhibition; Oil Length
Selection; Film Thickness; Halox
Pigments in Alkyd, Chlorinated
Rubber, Epoxies; Halox Pig-

ments in Water-borne Vehicles;
Halox Pigment Formulating
Guide.

Technical Report TR8 "Halox
Pigment & p.v.e", is available
now and we invite your inquiry
for this information.

HALOX PIGMENTS
-125 Manor Oap; On£' 1910 Cocnlan Roao

PlllSI>UIQh Pa 15220 IJ 121 3J·l-:>in 1

A DIVISION OF
HAMMO D LEAD PRODUCTS INC
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How to Select
the Right Antifoam for

Water-Based Paints

N.lco Chemlc.1 Comp.ny
2901 Butterfield Road Oak Brook, IL 60521
(312) 887-7500

A Broad Line of
Products

there probably is not a foam problem
in manufacturing or application we
have not seen before. We are old
hands at licking foam problems.
You gain the advantage of
our experience.

From a broad selection of non,silicone
and silicone types, you can choose
the right defoamer for use in the grind
and the let-down, for your trade sales
coatings or industrial finishes. When
used properly, it will give you effective
foam control and minimize risk to film
quality, color acceptance,
and persistency.

How to Get Started
If you are reformulating or developing
a new water-based paint, give Nalco a
call. Our paint experts will work with
you from the start to develop the best
foam control program possible. Just
use our "hotline" number (312)
887·7500 ext. 1214. Or consult our
literature. Write for bulletins K-8 and
K·l0.

Nalco Acbieves Results

N
NALCO

50 Yeaf) of I ('adm/llfl III

ChL'J11icJi 7i.'(hJ)ok~~\ f<)}S W!<."i

A Systematic Approach
Nalco uses a systematic screening
procedure to determine antifoam
performance. And before Nalco
recommends an anti foam for your
coating. we thoroughly analyze its
effect in your total system. We:

Analyze Your Formulation The
surfactants. co-solvents. flow control
additives, pH. pigments. and resin
type in your formula are studied since
they affect foam stability and antifoam
performance.

Analyze Your Manufacturing
Procedures High sheer dispersion
phases, transfer, and filling operations
cause foam and may require several
antifoams for effectiveness.

Analyze Your Application Procedures
Techniques involving recirculation
and high shear, such as spray and
flow, can cause persistency problems
and are considered when solving the
foam problem.

Nalco's tests are designed to be as
similar to actual usage as possible.
Our recommendations may include
products for the grind and others for
the let-down. And to make sure the
recommendation is right, Nalco
checks results with the actual lab
manufacture of your paint whenever
possible.
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The Starting Point
Nalco starts from these basic
premises.

What an Antlfoam Should Do

It should prevent and destroy
foam.

2 It should be persistent

3 It should not adversely affect color
acceptance gloss. water
sensitivity or Il1tercoat adhesion

4 It should not cause surface defects
such as crawling. pinholes. or
flsheyes

Nalco is not satisfied with an antifoam
selection until it meets all four A Bank of Knowledge
requirements and achieves the results Nalco works directlv with new resin
you are 100kll1g for. , t"~hnology and may have already
..!,,, Rll'~ttled"~d~mJ,kso!h'i1cgC~tml"ICom~ln, Iscreened the resin you are using. And

Results are What Count
Below is just one example of the
results you get when Nalco tackles a
foam problem. Take a good look.
Results are what count and what
Nalco is committed to.

"Vinyl Acrylic Terpolymer in an
Interior Semi-gloss Paint"

Nalco has a unique approach to the
selection of anti foams. And the
results we achieve are proof of its
effectiveness.
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Usewater for
bathing.

You can't produce a quality
acrylic latex paint using exces
sive amounts of water. Yet, the in
corporation of traditional latex
paint thickeners ties up substantial

amounts of water. Using predis
persed slurries further restricts the

amount of free water in your for
mulation.

NL's new RHEOLATpM 1 rheological
additive eliminates the need for excessive
water in your paint formulation because

RHEOLATE 1 requires no prehydration.
With RHEOLATE 1 there are no powders to dissolve in water, no sticky gums to dilute.
RHEOLATE 1 is ready to use just as we ship it to you. Simply pour it directly into your
paint formula for efficient, reproducible thickening, batch after batch. And while
RHEOLATE 1 is saving you time and money on production, it's also helping you make
a better paint by giving you other tangible benefits.

RHEOLATE 1 additive gives your paint good shelf stability. Because RHEOLATE 1
is enzyme resistant, there is no viscosity loss due to enzymatic degradation of
the thickener. You can also salvage enzyme-spoiled paint by rethickening with
RHEOLATE 1. Plus, RHEOLATE 1 further improves shelf life by reducing settling
and syneresis, especially in latex wood stains.

RHEOLATE 1 additive gives you many other excellent paint film and application
properties such as reduced roller spattering and improved color acceptance. All at a
competitively attr:lCtive price. So, before you tie up more water with conventional
thickening additives, get the dollars-and-cents facts on RHEOLATE 1. Contact
Industrial Chemicals Division, NL Industries, Inc.,
P.O. Box 700, Hightstown, NJ 08520. (609) 443-2547.

Notfor
thickening
acrylic
latex
paint.

N.1ndustrial
Chemicals

RHEOLATE 1 is a trademark of NL Industries.
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Charles Kumins, of Tremco Inc.,
To Present 1979 Mattiello Lecture
At Federation Annual Meeting in 51. Louis

The Federation of Societies for
Coatings Technology is pleased to an
nounce that Charles Kumins. Director
of Research and Development of
Tremco Incorporated. Cleveland. Ohio.
and Secretary and Trustee of the Paint
Research Institute. will present the 1979
JosephJ. Mattiello Memorial Lectureat
the 57th Annual Meeting of the Federa
tion. to be held October 3-5 at the Con
vention Center. Sl. Louis. Mo.

Mr. Kumins will speak on "Physical
Chemical Models for Organic Protec
tive Coatings" at the morning session
on October 5.

Early Career
A native of New York City. Mr. Ku

mins receivcd thc B.S. Degrec in
Chemistry from the College of the City
of ew York and the M.S. Degree in
Physical Chemistry from the
Polytechnic Institutc of Brooklyn. He
continucd his graduatc education in
Physical Chemistry (while employed) at
New York University.

Hc began his carcer at the Rescarch
Laboratory of the Titanium Div. of the
former National Lead Co.. Sayreville.
N.J .. where he worked on the chemistry
of titanium oxides. particle size studies.
and surface treatment of pigments to
alter their performance properties.
Later. in collaboration with A.E. Jacob
sen. he took part in extensive studies on
the photo-chemistry of titanium oxides
and its relationship to chalking.

At a time when the exact role of light
energy was being actively debated. it
was shown by thermodynamic analysis.
despite the very high free energy offor
mation ofTiO, from its elements (about
50 K Cal/mol which made it one of the
most stablc oxides). that in organic
media the combined action of absorbed
light and water provided favorablc en
ergetics for the oxidation of the organic
vehicle and the reduction of the TiO, to
Ti,O". The variation in chalking of the
same TiO, in diffcrcnt vehicle systems
could be accounted for by thc difference
in the value of the free cnergy change for
the redoxreaction. It also offered an
explanation for the observation that
once chalking starts it continues at a rap
idly escalating rate since the reduccd
product (Ti,O,,) is easily rcoxidized in
the dark to TiO,. Howevcr. it is not of
pigmentary grade. and on the next cyclc
of light exposure it easily participates in

Vol. 51, No. 651, April 1979

the oxidation reduction process to de
stroy the binder with consequent
chalking. Some of this work was part of
Mr. Kumins' Master's Thesis.

As a resull of these studies. a test for
evaluation of the chalking properties of
different TiO, pigments was devised
which permitted obtaining resulls from
as rapidly as five minutes to 24 hours.
To obtain the same information. fence
exposures from 8 weeks to 2 years (for
the most resistant types) were usually
rcquired. The test. verified by years of
cross-correlation with field exposure.
has aided immensely in the research
aimcd at producing chalk-resistant pig
ments.

Work on Extender Pigments
Subsequently. Mr. Kumins became

associated with the Michigan Alkali Co.
(now Wyandotte Chemical Co.) where
he was a group leader in the Extender
Pigment Section. His efforts were di
rected toward the surface treatment of
calcium carbonates. to make them com
patible with aqueous and nonaqueous
systems. particle-size control and
measurement. and methods for prep
aration of the different crystal modifi
cations of the calcium carbonate.
Rheological studies on these modifica
tions were made and published. They
provided the first indications of the

presence of long-range interactions
between organic molecules. The work
resulled in an extremely economical
surface treatment which drastically im
proved the leveling propertics of flat
paints containing large amounts of the
extender. Another achievement was the
development of a method for the prep
aration of an exceptionally small parti
cle size carbonate which imparted
reinforcing properties to rubber formu
lations.

Paints for Production
Of Zeolites

He next joined the Central Research
Laboratories of the Interchemical Co.
(now Inmont Corp.) as head of the Inor
ganic Laboratory. Research was de
voted to high temperature solid state re
actions. metallo organics. and fine par
ticle pigments preparation.

During World War II. Mr. Kumins
was concerned with projects under the
auspices of the Office of Scientific Re
search and Development through the
National Defense Research Committee.
Returning to peacetime activities. his
efforts resulted in several patented
methods for the production of zeolites.
customarily called" Molecular Sieves"
in the industry. Based on crystallo
graphic studies that the pigment ul
tramarine blue was a clathrate com
pound. whose polysulfide molecules
were caged within the zeolites. new and
rapid synthescs were developed to pro
duce a colorant of exceptional strcngth.
He also synthesized an iron organic
oligomer from which transparent. ex
tremely lightfast coatings could be pre
pared. He called it "Midas Gold". It has
been marketed in sevcral modifications.
and is used extensively in metallic au
tomotive finishes.

Later. he was appointed Assistant Di
rcctor of the Central Research Labora
tory and assigned thc responsibilities for
the Textile Printing Ink. the Industrial
Finishes. Sealants and Adhcsives. Dis
persions. Electro static Copying and the
Physical Chemistry Sections since the
common denominator for all these sec
tions included studies of the effects of
slllface chemistry and the interactions
between mulli-component liquid and
solid phases. In these activities. he and
his colleagues invented and patented
foam-based printing systems. cationic

(Coll1ill//"d)
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1979 FSCT Annual Meeting Highlights
St. Louis, Mo. October 3-5

Kumins To Deliver 1979 Mattiello Lecture (Continued)

Program
The 57th Annual Meeting program

will open Wednesday. October 3. at the
Convention Center in St. Louis.

Program Chairman Morris Coffino. of
D.H. Litter Co .. Inc .. New York. has
announced the following planned
presentations:

• Keynote Address by News
castern-V Commentator Howard
K. Smith (see March JeT).

• ConstilUent Society Papers
• Roon Awards Papers
• Paint Research Instiwte Seminar

and anionic interaction printing systems
for fast-set and durable textile inks. en
capsulated reactive one part sealant
formulation. poromerics and similar
compositions.

At the urging and encouragement of
Dr. Zeno Wicks. then Director of the
Central Research Laboratories (now
Professor and Head of Organic Coatings
at North Dakota State University). he
assembled a group of chemists to slUdy.
on a fundamental level. certain aspects
of the physical chemistry of protective
coatings. The results of the program
were published in numerous papers in
various scientific journals. These de
scribed changes in the glass transition
temperature due to polymer sorption on
sUlfaces. diffusion and solubility of
gases and vapors in coatings. free vol
ume effects. surface potential and
polymer orientation on surfaces and
their long range cllect on polymer seg
ment mobility.

Chemistry of Photoconduction
In 1967. Mr. Kumins accepted an

offer to direct the M\. Prospec\. III. Rc
search Laboratory of the Charles
Bruning Co .. then a subsidiary of
Addressograph-Multigraph Co. There.
in addition to administrative functions.
he was concerned with the solid Slate
'physics and chemistry of photoconduc
tion. electrostatic toners and papers for
office copying machines. diazo com
pounds used in engineering drawing
media. microfilm. electro-photography
and lithography. During his four-year
tenure. five patents werc granted to his
organization and 24 patent applications
were filed.

In 1973. he was appointed Director of
Research and Development for Tremco
Incorporated. a manufaclUrer of roofing
matcrials. high performance sealants for
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• Manufacturing and Education
Seminars

• Overseas Papers
• Panel Discussions and Workshops
Concurrent sessions will be held

throughout the three-day meeting. but
papers will be scheduled so as to avoid
conOicting prescntations.

Paint Industries' Show
To be held concurrently with the An

nual Meeting in the Convention Center.
the 1979 Paint Show will be the largest in
history. To date. 130 supplier firms have

construction and insulating glass. glaz
ing compounds. waterproofing matcri
als. elastomeric tapes for thc automo
tive and metal building industries. His
present duties are in development of
new sealant systems based on unique
polymers synthesized by the Labora
tory: penetrating compositions for roof
treatmen\. and a continuing study of
adhe ion phenomena.

Author and Lecturer
Mr. Kumins has puhlished 30 papers

on polymer physical chemist ry. analyt i
cal and surface chemistry. rheology.
and transport processes through mem
branes. He has been granted over J(Kl
U.S. and foreign patents on pigments.
zcolites. adhesives. printing processcs.
poromerics. electrostatic toncrs. and
roof sheeting. He has been an invitcd
lecturer at numerous university semi
nars and conferences. He has presented
papers al Gordon Research Confer
ences. and was elected Chairman fort he
1969 Conference on the Science of
Adhesion. Mr. Kumins assembled and
chaired five American Chemical Soci
ety national symposia sponsored by the
Divisions of Polymer Chemistry. Sur
face and Colloid Chemist ry. and Or
ganic Coatings and Plastic Chemistry.

He is the recipient of two Roon
Awards for papers presenled at Federa
tion Annual Meetings.

Currently. he is Secretary and Trustee
of the Federation's Paint Research In
stitute. Technical Coordinator for the
Cleveland Sociely for Coatings Tech
nology. memher of the Editorial
Board of PrUg"".H in Organic Coatings.
and a member of the Executive Com
mittee of the Adhesion Society. He was
formerly on the Editorial Advisory
Board of Chelllica! and Engineering
Nell's and Prod/lC/ R&D.

reserved 318 exhibit spaces. some 15%
more than the record number at last
year's event.

The Paint Show is the only national
exhibit of raw materials and equipment
used in the manufacture of paints and
related coatings. and participating firms
will have their top technical personnel
on hand to discuss the latest devel
opments.

Show hours will be: 12:00 to 5:30 pm
on Wednesday. October 3: 10:00 am to
5:30 pm on Thursday. October 4: 10:00
am to 4:00 pm on Friday. Octobcr 5.

Headquarters Hotel
The Sheraton St. Louis will be head

quartcrs hotcl. and StouO'er's River
front Towers will he co-headquarters.
Other hotels with blocks of rooms set
aside for the Annual Meetingare Bel Air
Hilton. Breckenridge Pavilion. Holiday
Inn Riverfront. Lennox. Mavfair.
Rodeway Inn. and SI. Louisian. '

Free shuttle bus service will be pro
vided between panicipating hotels and
the Convention Center.

July 31 Deadline Announced
For 1979 DCMA Award Entries
Authors wishing to compete for the

1979 DCMA Award. for the best paper
prepared on any aspect of the science or
usage of color. use of colorants or their
behavior. which is presented to the
Federation of Societies for Coatings
Technology. are reminded that entries
musl be submitted by July 31. due 10 the
advanced date of this vear's Annual
Meeting. The Award. offered annually
by the Dry Color Manufacturers' Asso
ciation. is presented at the FSCT An
nual Meeting.

Papers are judged on the basis of
originality am] relevance to the coatings
industry. Recipients are selected by the
Inter-Societv Color Council of the Fed
eration. and' only papers (manuscripts)
submitted to the lOl/mal 0/ COl/tillgs
Techno!ogr. or those submitted for oral
presentation at the FSCT Annual
Meeting or at special regional meetings.
will be considered.

Authors wishing to submit entries
should contact either Robert Marcus.
PPG Industries. Inc .. 151 Colfax St ..
Springdale. I'a. 15144. (412) 274-45IXl or
Dennis Osmer. Pigments Dept ..
CIBA-GEIGY Corp .. Ardsley. N.Y.
10502. (914) 478-3131.
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51. Louis will host the Federation's 57th Annual Meeting and 44th Paint Industries' Show
on October 3, 4, and 5. Shown above is the 51. Louis rivertront featuring the famed

Gateway Arch. tn background is Busch Stadium

Room Reservations
All requests fur rooms and suites

must be sent to the Federation Housing
Bureau on the official form provided by
the Federation. These have heen mailed
to all members. and additional copies
are available from Federation head
quarters.

Registration Fees
Regular "on-site" registration fees

will be S40 for Federation members and
555 flll" non-memhers. Advance regis
tration will be availahle for $35 for
memhers and S50 for non-members.

There will again he a special $1.' ad
vance registration fcc for retired Fed
~ralion members.

An advance registration form will be
included in suhsequent issues of JCT.
and will also he mailed to Federation
memhers in July.

Luncheon
The Federation Luncheon will be

held Friday. Octoher 5 at the Sheraton
SI. Louis.

Presentations will be malic to recipi
entsofthe George Baugh Heckel Award
(outstanding individual who has cun
\Iibuted to the advancement of the red
eration) and the Flynn Awards (firms
judged to have the hest exhihit booths in
the IY7Y Paint Industries' Show).

Program Committee
In addition to Mr. CotTino. the fol

lowing members arc serving on the
FSCT Program Steering Commillee:

Vice-Chairman - Hugb Lowrey. uf
Indurall Coatings. Inc .. Birmingham.
Ala.: Umberto Ancona. uf McCloskey
Varnish Co .. Philadelphia.Pa.: Thomas
Ginsherg. of Union Carbide Corp ..

I, •, ,.
I I

Bound Brook. N.J.: William Mirick. of
Ballelle Menlllrial Institue. Columbus.
Ohio: Colin D. Penny. of Hampton
Paint Mfg. Co.. Inc .. Hampton. Va.:
and Richard E. Wolf. of DeSoto. Inc ..
Des Plaines. III.

Meetings Committee
Memhers of the Kansas City and SI.

Louis Societies arc serving on the
Meetings Commillee under General
Chairm71n HllIvard Jerome. of Vane

In St. Louis:

Calvert Paint Co. Chairing the various
subcommittees are: Information Ser
vices - William Fitzpatrick. of Cook
Paint & Varnish Co.: Operations 
John Folkerts. of Pias-Chem Coatings:
Luncheon - William Smith IV. ol'Con
chemco. Inc.: Publicity - Herman J.
Lanson. of Poly Chem Resins. Inc.:
Busing - Floyd Thumas. Jr .. of
Thomas & English. Inc.

Mrs. Howard (Gene) Jerome IS 111

charge of the Spou.es· Program.

October 3

Keynote Speaker
HOWARD K. SMITH

ABC-TV Newsman
and

Commentator
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October 5

Mattiello Lecturer
CHARLES A. KUMINS

of Tremco, Inc.

"Physical Chemical Models
for Organic Protective Coatings
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UCAR®
ACRYLIC 503.

ITBRINCiS
BACKTHE DAYS

WHEN
PAINT-MAKINCi

WAS ALSO
MONEY-MAKINCi.

Ask your Union Carbide representative about
this new way to bring back an old friend, profit.

. PEOPLE PLANNINC THE FUTURE.

•UCAR is a Registered Trademark of UnIOn Cdrbide Corpclfation. Coat ing MateriaIs



1978 JOSEPH J. MATTIELLO MEMORIAL LECTURE

Effect of Reaction Pathway
On Emulsion Polymer Structure

Kenneth L. Hoy
Union Carbide Corporation*

Most latexes offered commercially are produced by a
semicontinuous batch process. In this process the parti
cles are usually initiated from a batch charge of monomer,
catalyst, surfactant, etc., and the remaining monomer is
continuously added to the reaction vessel during the
course of the polymerization. Other ingredients, such as
additional catalyst, surfactant, stabilizer, buffer, etc., may
also be added during the polymerization. The exact order
of the additions are varied depending upon the effect de
sired by the latex chemist.

With such a wide latitude of operating procedures, it is
not surprising that similar latex products produced by this
general process exhibit strikingly different physical, for
mulation, and performance properties even though the
actual compositions are nearly identical. The author at
tempts to delineate a "critical few" variables which are
often employed by the latex chemist and to establish the
effect that these variables have on the structure of the
latex particle. Several novel methods of controlling the
emulsion polymer structure to produce the desired per
formance properties are discussed. In addition, a method
for the synthesis of gradient polymers and their respective
properties as possible coatings polymers are reported.

FORWARD
After I had recovered from the exhilaration of being
named the Mattiello Lecturer for 1978, there was the
awesome realization that I was expected to say some
thing important. The thought came to mind that perhaps
most Hollywood and TV celebrities repeat the usual
trite cliches when honored by their respective societies
because they have only played the parts and were not
expected to write the script. However, the men of sci
ence who have preceded me in this honor always seem
deserving as well as able to provide an insight into an
interesting technical problem confronting the industry.

Some sought to give advice on what to say as well as
how to say it. A few urged me to keep it entertaining;
others to keep it technical (apparently these are mutu-

Prescllll'J althe 5fllh :'nollal Mcclingoflhc l:edcrali\lIlofS\lciclics for('oalillgsTcl:hnol·
ogy in ChiclgO. 111.. Novcml1cr 3. 1~7X.

"Chemicals and Plaslks. R&D [)l,'PI.. P.O. Box IBbl. S. Charlesl1111. W. Va. ~5.'03.
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ally exclusive). The Chairman of the Selection Com
mittee, Mr. Dan Toombs, suggested that if possible I
should make the lecture impinge on the changes taking
place because of environmental concerns and the
looming energy shortage.

With these thoughts in mind, I decided to introduce
my subject "The Effect of Reaction Pathway on Emul
sion Polymer Structure," by taking a lead from the man
commemorated by this Lecture Series.

Basic principles lIlust be stressed; they provide a
groundwork/or the serious s/lldentfrom which he
may branch offon new developments a/his own.

Joseph J. Mattiello (1943)

Too often suppliers have failed to share the "basic
principles" upon which they design their products, and
coatings manufacturers conveniently disguise or omit
certain "basic information or performance require
ments." The net result of this "basic" misunderstand
ing is that the industry is not able to take advantage of all
that can be done, and the products of our labor always
seem to fall short of our expectations. A new polymeric
binder is often evaluated in whatever is the most press
ing problem or opportunity the coating formulator has
at the moment, rather than in the system or environ
ment for which it was intended. Thus, [ have witnessed
a new product, created from an elaborate synthetic pro
gram as a binder with improved barrier properties for a
new maintenance coating, be misdirected for use in a
temporary strip-coating application. I am sure that you
can think of other examples in your own experience
where a "coating of opportunity" failed ultimately by
being over-designed or under-designed for the intended
application. Indeed, many times, a "new-technology"
tends to fail because we as coating chemists try to
"force fit" our present products into the new need. In a
sense, we often create what can be termed as a "Peter
Principle Product". It is only fitling, then. that this lec
ture deal with some of the "basics" that we have
learned about emulsion polymerization in the past few
years in the hope that what is said can provide the
groundwork for the design of coatings which can meet
the changing needs of our society.
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1978
MATTIELLO LECTURER

KENNETH L. HOY

A native of Cheyenne, Wyoming, Dr. Hoy
received the B.S. Degree in Pharmacy with
honors from the University of Wyoming in
1950. He received the Ph.D. Degree in
Medicinal Chemistry with a minor in
Physical Chemistry and Pharmacology
from the University of North Carolina in
1955. While at the University of North
Carolina, he held the position of instructor
of Pharmacy and actively taught Inorganic
Preparation, Drug Analysis and Extraction
Processes.

Dr. Hoy joined Union Carbide Corp. in
1955 at its Research Center in South
Charleston, W. Va. His early work centered
on the utilization of cycloaliphatic
diepoxides in a variety of solvent-borne
varnishes as well as in high solids coat
ings.

In response to the growing importance
of water-borne systems to the Coatings
Industry, Dr. Hoy was assigned in 1968 to
establish a long-range, more fundamental
investigation of latex technology. His new
charter was to provide a firmer basis for
the future of new water-borne systems.

On the polymeric synthesis side, he and
his colleagues have been responsible for
the introduction of poly(vinyl chloride
ethylene) emulsions and vinyl acetate
butyl acrylate-vinyl chloride terpolymer
emulsions; the latter forms the basis of his
company's thrust into the exterior paint
vehicle market.

Dr. Hoy has completed 24 years of ser
vice with Union Carbide Corp., where he
currently holds the title of Corporate Re
search Fellow. He presently is a member of
the Union Carbide Exploratory Basis Re
search Management Team, which is
charged with the responsibility of defining
future directions for the firm.

Dr. Hoy has many patents which are rel
evant to the coatings industry to his credit.
They range from specular surface analysis
to a process for controlling the molecular
weight distribution of latex polymers. He is
active in the field of organic polymer
syntheses as well as the field of polymer
physical chemistry.

He has published widely and has been a
speaker at Gordon Research Confer
ences, Chemical Institute of Canada, ACS,
Div. of Organic Coatings and Plastics
Chemistry, University of Utah Polymer
Conference, and various Constituent
Societies of the Federation.

Dr. Hoy is a member of Gamma Sigma
Epsilon (honorary chemistry), Rho Chi
(honorary pharmacy), and Sigma Xi (hon
orary scientific).



EFFECT OF REACTION PATHWAY ON EMULSION POLYMER STRUCTURE

INTRODUCTION

SEMI CONTINUOUS BAlCH PROCESS

AflSORBED

MIIONIC SURFACTANT

[
BULK AQUEOUS]

PHASE

f----+-- PLANE OF SHEAR

EFFICIENT USE OF HEAT EXCHANGE CAPACITY
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WIDE LATITUDE OF QPERATItlG PROCEDURE
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i\.. 10ll\l POlf.NlIAl
5. lETA POTENTIAL
C. $TERN LAYER
D. lJlFFUSE LAYER

Figure 3-Model of latex particle stabilized via adsorbed
hydrocolloid

Figure 2-Model of latex particle stabilized via electronic double
layer

Figure l-Simplified diagrams of a semicontinuous batch
process

PRESENT THEORY
OF PARTICLE STABILIZATION

One of the accepted concepts of what the structure of
a latex particle mighl be is owed to the development of
Double Layer Theory' In this model (Figure 2).' a
polymeric spherical particle has adsorbed on its surface
an anionic species (surfactant). Since this adsorbed
layer is negatively charged. ion pairing creates a lo
calized accumulation of positive cations in the immedi
ate vicinity of the anionic layer. The layer of positive
charges is called the Stern Layer. The Stern Layer is
quite rigid and behaves as if it were physically a part of
the particle. but it induces a much more diffuse con
centration. although greater than in the bulk solution of
anions surrounding the particle. When two particles
approach each other these diffuse anionic layers create
an electrostatic repulsive force which prevents floccu
lation and thus stabilizes the system.

Another model for stabilization"'" of the latex particle
involves the concept of a noinonic adsorbed hydrocol
loid (Figure 3). In this theory. a slightly surface-active
water-soluble polymeric material is adsorbed on the
surl'ace of the polymer particle, The hydroph'obic seg
ments of the hydrocolloid are at the polymer surface
and the hydrophylic moieties are looped or entangled
in the aqueous phase immediately surrounding the par
ticle, This mode of stabilization is often termed "en
tropic". since the stabilization system requires no lo
calization of the ionic species to create a potential

Most latexes olTered commercially are produced by a
semicontinuous batch process. In this process (FiR
urI' I) the particles are usually initiated from a batch
charge of monomer. catalyst. surfactant. etc .. and the
remaining monomer is continuously added to the reac
tion vessel during the course of the polymerization.
Other ingredients. such as additional catalyst. surfac
tant. stabilizer. bulTer. etc .. may also be added during
the polymerization. With such a wide latitude of
operating procedures. it is not surprising that similar
latex products produced by this general process exhibit
strikingly different physical formulations and perform
ance properties. even though the actual compositions
are nearly identical. The exact order of the additions is
varied depending upon the effect desired by the latex
chemist. The effects of many of these process changes
are well recognized. especially by those skilled in the
art. As one might expect. they are recorded in the pat
ent literature. but this is often confusing and at times
even contradictory. The formulations chemist fre
quently is able to detect even minor changes not antici
pated by the latex chemist by the reaction or interaction
of an obscure ingredient or by tests not previously con
sidered worth revealing to the latex chemist. Perhaps
many of these results would be more understandable if
we actually could measure the impacts that these proc
ess changes have on the structure of the individual latex
particles.
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energy barrier. Rather, the surface-free energy of the
latex particles are dissipated by the adsorption and in
teraction of the hydrophobic segments of the hydro
colloid at the surface; the hydrophylic segments sol
vated by the aqueous phase form a steric barrier which
prevents the particles from agglomerating.

PARTICLE STRUCTURE

Given those two models for stabilization, we decided
to try to elucidate more of the fine structure details of
the latex particles themselves. Ergo, a detailed study of
latexes which incorporate certain functional groups
seemed reasonable. In many modern latex polymers
one or more monomers containing reactive functional
groups are included in the polymerization recipe. In our
study we elected to utilize carboxylic monomers be
cause the acid function can be readily analyzed and
many latexes of commercial interest contain acidic
functions. Stability and rheology, for example, are the
reasons often cited for the inclusion of carboxyl
monomer; in the final film, carboxylic acid groups can
provide reactive sites for crosslinking, adhesion, and
other functions. The question then, is, if we are to un
derstand the fundamental properties of these latexes.
where are these functional (acid) moieties located in the
latex? They could be present:

(I) As polymeric acid in the aqueous phase.

(2) At the interface between polymer and water.

(3) As randomly distributed between the surface and
buried deep in the polymer particle.

It is well known that when certain acrylic acid
containing latex polymers are neutralized to an alkaline
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Figure 4-Viscosity of an acrylic latex as a function of pH, 60
rpm Brookfield, 46% total solids
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Figure S-Viscosity of polyacrylic acid, 10% solution in water as
a function of pH

pH, there is a marked increase in Ihe viscosity of the
system (Figure 4). Likewise. it is known that a solution
of poly(acrylic acid) in water also increases in viscosity
when the pH is increased (Figure 5). One could postu
late from this limited information that the viscosity in
crease is caused by a soluble polyacid contained in the
aqueous phase. However, when the latex polymer is
separated from the water phase by centrifugation, very
little, if any. soluble polymeric acid is found in the water
phase; in contrast. only simple acidic residues (catalyst
fragments. unpolymerized acids. etc.) are contained in
the water. Following this lead. our laboratories devel
oped a conductometric method of locating the resi
dence of nearly all of the acid groups contained in the
latex." Armed with this simple analytical tool, we can
now ascertain the influence that compositional and
process variables have on the location of the acid
moieties of the latex polymer. In our studies we used a
simple semicontinuous batch process in which we con
trolled the amount and type of acid. and where and
when in the process it was introduced.

ACID LOCATION ANALYSIS

One set of experiments was directed at the effect of
monomer structure. Since some monomeric acids, e.g..
itaconic acid is not soluble in the bulk of the monomer
mixture. they can be incorporated by using a separate
aqueous feed or by dissolving them directly in the initial
reactor charge. Figure 6 shows the results obtained
using acrylic, methacrylic and itaconic acids when in
corporated by the various methods cited. The single
fact of note in these data is that the acid is readily ac
cessible to the analysis and. therefore. is most probably
at the interface. * Some is in the water phase but very
little is buried or unaccounted for. In the case of

'While acc\'~~ihilil~' 1tl anal} 'I' i" nnt in ihl:lf ab\ohlll.' prnll( ot" the "Urf;ll'l' IIl1.:ali"l1 (If [hI.'
adJ group". 11lhcr\upporllng Jata, SlllllC orwlm'h will be di'cu"'l'U lall:r. kmh nl'dcIKC til

lhisassumplion.
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EFFECT OF REACTION PATHWAY ON EMULSION POLYMER STRUCTURE

PROCE,iL

MONOMER ACIO ~~~gM~:)
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Figure &-Effect of acid monomer structure and mode of incor
poration on acid location
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Figure 7-Effect of reaction stage on incorporation of acid
monomer
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Figure 6-Effect of pH of reaction on incorporation efficiency and
acid location

itaconic, the aqueous phase acid was identified as
monomeric and not polymeric acid.

In the next set of experiments, the reaction scheme
was modified to provide two separate monomer feed
tanks. The monomer was divided in half and the acid
monomer added either with the first half of the
monomer, the second half of the monomer, or to both.
From the data presented in Figure 7, it is obvious that if
the acid is incorporated in the polymer it still tends to
reside in the interface with little regard to the process
pathway. A third set of experiments (Figure 8) demon
strates the effect of ionization on the acid incorporation
and location. In the two experiments of this set, the
polymerization was carried oul at alkaline pH, and it is
noted that, although the efficiency of incorporation was
decreased markedly, the incorporated acid groups were
still on the surface. In all cases the aqueous phase acid
was either monomeric or very low molecular weight
oligomers_

Thus, we can conclude from acid-location analysis
that:

(I) Monomers containing carboxyl functions and
perhaps other polar groups tend to be incorporated in
such a manner that the carboxyl groups are at or very
near the interface.

(2) The polymerizing carboxyl species which is in
corporated in the latex particle is probably the un
ionized acid.
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Figure ~Proposed model of acid containing latex particle at pH
2.5 acid un-ionized and collapsed on surface; at pH 9.5 acid

ionized and expanded (hydrated)

(3) The process variables studied appear to have little
effect on the location of the acid in the polymer particle.

After establishing these principles we were surprised
that the viscosity-pH response of our latex products did
not always follow the acid-location analysis. Some
latexes with higher acid contents at the surface exhib
ited less viscosity response to pH change than did some
with lower acid levels. It was soon concluded that there
must be at least one ot her factor which controlled
rheology. Just knowing acid concentration and location
was not enough. Clearly, other process variables must
influence how the acid monomers are incorporated
rather than where.

pH 2.5 pH 9.5

PARTIAL SEDIMENTATION

MODEL FOR PARTICLE MORPHOLOGY

An analysis of the Stokes equation in terms of our
model (Figure 9) allowed us to derive the equation for
the relative rate of sedimentation:

Pc' P'>Po
P,-Po-OIOO

Pc >P, >Po
P.- Po' 0.025

I~)

Pc>P, >P,
P.-Po·0.050

f'c>P"Po
p'-Po'o

Pc >P, >P,
P'-P.0.075

1.0 -

7.0,--""!"'-...., -...,.-_

6.0

00

S.. = I + X
S R

5.0

~ 2.0

~ 1C1'::::::::.+--+--i
~
Vl

C'lQ 4.0

;.

The key to the analysis of the equation resides in the
densities of the three different zones considered. It may
be assumed that the density of the expansion layer (Pe)
must have as a limiting maximum the density of the core
(p,.) and as a limiting minimum density that of the me
dium (Po). In Figure 10 the predicted change in the
sedimentation coefficient as a function of the ratio of
the thickness of the layer to the radius of the particle
(XfR) is shown; note that only in the case where p,. ap
proximates Po does the sedimentation coefficient de
crease considerably with an increasing value of XfR.
This is what actually happens in practice, and, there
fore, we can make the assumption that P" = Po' and our
equation simplifies and rearranges to

3R'X + 3RX' 4 X" ] (I)
R' IR + X)

11,. - g,

I),· - f'"
+R

R + X
s
s..

After much discussion, a working hypothesis was
developed and a physical model of a latex particle pro
posed. The model (Figure 9) consists of a spherical
particle (core), surrounded by an acid-bearing polymer
layer which is caused to expand at alkaline pH by
charge repulsion induced by neutralization and ioniza
tion of the carboxyl groups in the region of the interface.
Continuous stabilization of the particle is accomplished
by utilizing the double layer theory at acid pH and, at
alkaline pH, a combination of ionic stabilization and an
entropic layer generated by the expanding polymer
segments. The degree of expansion of the acid polymer
segments would, of course, depend not only upon the
concentration of acid groups at the interface, but also
on the frequency and length of the acid-rich polymer
segments in the surface region. In this view, the process
variables would influence the number and frequency of
these segments. If this picture has any bearing on real
ity, then, clearly, measuring the degree of expansion
and thickness of the postulated layer as the pH of the
latex is changed from acidic to basic would have to be
the next experimental thrust. Our approach to study the
phenomena was twofold: (I) by Particle-Sedimentation
in a Centrifugal Field, and (2) by Dilute Suspension Vis
cometry.

Where

SIS..
R
X
1',.

l J,·

II"

rdative rah.' of :-;cdirncnlalion (lr rartick
radiLl~ of pilrticlc core
Ihickncs:-. of cxpan:-;ioll layer
density or panicle core
dcn~ily or expansion layer
density or medium

-2.0 0~""'~0"'2""'-0".4""'-0"'6-""0".8-"""1.0
x

R

Figure 1o--Variation of sedimentation coefficient with model
layer thickness (X)
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1.0
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(5)

(4)

EFFECT OF REACTION PATHWAY
ON PARTICLE MORPHOLOGY

1/ = 1/" (I + 2.5 C " + 14.1 C' ",)

Solution of this equation for a gives:

" = -2.5 + ~ 6.25 + 56.4 [1/11/" - 11
28.2 C

Since 1), 1)" can be measured in the experiment and C
is known, then acan be readily calculated. Aplot ofa as
a function of pH yields the data in Figure II. Again the
non-acid containing latex did not show a viscosity in
crease with pH (Figure 12). It should be noted that the
values of a far exceed the values of S,,/S even for the
same latex. but it should be remembered that:

s" = 1 + X while" = (R _.:!:_~_t
S R ~

So that al(J '" SjS. When this correction is applied,
then, the values of a are much too low. More recent
studies in which the shear dependence was accounted
for reconcile the two methods within the accuracy of
the experiments. The extra correction for shear compli
cates the experiment, and so we decided to utilize sed
imentation in the remainder of the study.

DILUTE SUSPENSION VISCOMETRY

Adaptation of the basic rheology expression of
Einstein for dilute suspensions by Guth, Gold, and
Simha provided us with the tool for a second evaluation
of our theory. In this expression:

1/ = 1/" (1 + 2.5 ef> + 14.1 ef>') (3)

Replacement of the volume fraction. <P, with the "dry
volume fraction", C, multiplied by an expansion factor
(a) which would correct the volume fraction <p for the
apparent increase in particle size caused by the ex
panded layer and substitution in the basic equation
gives:

because of the uncomplicated low shear nature of the
gravitational field. We will want to return to it later, but
first I would like to verify our model via an independent
measurement.

11

1.8

I 4r-----------------.,

Figure 11-Variation of expansion factor with pH. ,,' vis
cometric expansion factor (a); I" J viscometric expansion
factor (linear a"'); I~ J sedimentation expansion factor (5.,15)

1.1

1.6

Therefore, SjS is directly proportional to the thickness
of the layer. and a plot ofSjS vs. pH would be very re
vealing. A plot typical of our results is given in Fig
ure II. which gives the results of not only the sed
imentation experiment. but also the viscometric results
which will be discussed in the following section. Of
course. one could probably ask "What if you omitted all
the acid?". This is illustrated in Figure 12. In this case
one notes an apparent decrease in the layer thickness.
Most assuredly this is caused by the collapse of the
electronic double layer induced by the increased ionic
strength resulting from the addition of base to neutralize
the acid in the latex. This method. while experimentally
very time consuming, proved to be the most revealing

1.2

08 L..1.......I-....I-....I-......- .....- .....1O-.....--,~2""

pH

Figure 12-Variation of expansion factor of a non-acid bear
ing latex as afunction of pH. J. Jsedimentation; '"I viscometric

The correlation of the two methods exceeded our
hopes. Finally, we have had an analytical tool to study
the effect of reaction pathway on the structure of the
particle. The disadvantage of lhe method is that each
latex characterized required at least 10 to II separate
sedimentation experiments; nevertheless. we decided
that the expenditure of time would be worthwhile. The
effect that the reaction pathway had on particle expan
sion is shown in Figure 13 for acrylic acid (monomer
fed); in Figure 14 the effect of the same reaction path
way but using an auxiliary aqueous feed for the acid is
shown. Table I summarizes our results. From these
data it is apparent thaI:

(I) Expansion is maximized when the acid monomer
is added towards the final stage of the polymerization.

•
•

0.9

1.0

SOlS

1.1
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Table I-Summary of Process Variations on Location
And Expansion Factors of Acid-Bearing Acrylic Lalexes

Process Variation
Acid

Monomer Stage Stage Stage
I II I and II Characterization

Acrylic acid 2.0 2.0 2.0 % tolal acid
in monomer 1.96 1.82 1.98 % in surface
reed 744 1230 563 ~ thick. layer

4(XlO 4300 44IXI A particle size
40 4.0 2.0 % acid in feed

Acrylic in 2.0 2.0 2.0 % total acid
aux. H,O % in surface
reed 800 1210 920 ~ thick. layer

5600 51XXl 5400 A particle size
4 4 20 % acid in reed

Methacrylic 2.4 2.4 2.4 % lolal acid
in Oln110mCr 2.4 2.4 2.4 % in surface
reed 484 725 422 ~ thick. layer

4400 4600 4300 A particle size

'0 "
4.8 4.8 2.4 % acid in reed

10 •

12

14

"

pH

Figure 13-Effect of stage of addition of acrylic acid in
polymerization on expansion factor (SolS vs pH); [-J Stage II;

''''I Stage I; '"I uniform feed

(2) Expansion is minimized when the acid monomer
is fed throughout the process.

(3) The expansion trend is Stage II > Stage I »
Uniform.

(4) The use of water feed tends to equalize the forma
tion of the expansion layer but lowers the incorporation
efficiency.

(5) The trend for maximum effect in acid choice is
Acrylic> Methacrylic » Itaconic.

The effect of increasing the acid content is graph
ically presented in Figure 15, in which the amount of

acid has been varied between 0.5% acrylic and 4.0%. In
each case, the acid was fed at the Stage II point in the
reaction. It is of interest to note that in each latex the
maximum expansion takes place at a pH of9.5-10; how
ever. the onset of expansion does progressively de
crease from pH 9 at 1% acid to pH - 5 at 4% acid. A
latex containing only 0.5% acid does not even expand.
Figures, 16, 17, and 18, depict several interesting ef·
fects that would be of interest to formulation special
ists. The effect of simple bases (Figure 16) are all the
same; polyvalent cations do, as expected. inhibit ex
pansion and even cause collapse of the double layer.
The effect of extraneous ionic species is illustrated in

3.0 5000

1.6

1.5
SolS

1.4

I.'

1.2

'.0

2.5

2.0

1.5 1250

X,A

1.'~~-!--!--~-~-~-"':'O:--""':--""":-2 ""
,'H

1.0·~0-"""1-_-~--""--"'4 0
Figure 14-Effect of water-fed acrylic acid during polymeri
zation on the expansion factor (SolS vs pH); \-j Stage II; '''''

uniform; '"J Stage I

% ACRYLIC ACIOIU)

Figure 1!;-Effect of increasing the acrylic acid content of latex.
Maximum layer thickness at pH 9.5
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"

"
"

0.9
09'-1-_1-_.1-_..._ ...._ ...._ ...._ ...._..1.....

10 12

'0 12 pH

pH

Figure 16-Variation of expansion factor-pH relationship
with type of base used. I"] sodium hydroxide; 1'1 ammonium

hydroxide; [~I barium hydroxide

Figure 1S-Effect of particle size on layer size at the 2%
acrylic acid level. 0.161'. X =625 A. 0.431'. X =1230 A

'9,-------------------,
18

FiRllre 17: dilution with 0.1 M salt solution suppresses
expansion. while dilution of the latex with its own "nat
ural" supernate indicates the degree of expansion in a
whole neutralized latex. The expansion depicted with
distilled water is typical of that observed in present ex
periments: however. the maximum expansion can be
observed only when the catalyst fragments and added
ionic species are removed by ion exchange or dialysis.
The expansion is exaggerated if the layer size is main
tained but particle size core is decreased (Fi/:llre 18).

17

o9~-"':_-._.-"--.l--....I..-.....- .....- .....- ...
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 12.0

pH

Figure 17-Effect of electrolyte on latex expansion. I~ I ion
exchanged; 1'1 distilled water; ,., supernatant; '"I 0.1 Mso

dium chloride

EFFECT OF POLYMER STRUCTURE
ON PARTICLE MORPHOLOGY

We finally believed that we had a method for meas
uring the effect that any change in the latex process
would make on the product. We decided to change the
model recipe and eliminate many of the copolymeriza
tion kinetic problems introduced by the choice of acry
late monomers. Our choice was to use essentially a
styrene homopolymer to characterize the process vari
ables.

You might imagine our surprise when it was found
that styrene homopolymer behaved entirely differently
from our model acrylic latex. What was determined is:

(I) Acid location analysis of styrene indicates much
of the acid is buried (Table 2).

(2) Sedimentation study shows no expansion of the
layer: in fact. a decrease similar to the core samples
(Fi/:llre 19) is seen.
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Table 2-Distribution of 2% Acrylic Acid in Polystyrene
latexes Prepared by Various Processes

Process Variable

Stage Stage Stage
Acid Location I II land II Acid Feed Stream

Suluhle .1 15 IK,
Surl'ace .... 5X 70 62 in nHHHHllcr feed
Buried ... 3Y 15 )~

Suluhle .... 46 56
SUlf:ICC .... 5) 43 as auX. Ii ,0 reed
Buried 0 01

Our first reaction was disbelief based on the premise
that the technician had inadvertently omitted the
called-for acid. However. a careful repeat of the ex
periments gave the same results.

Afterconsiderable discussion. one theory held that in
this case the acid-rich polymer segments were con
strained from expansion by the rigidity (high Tg - IUOo)
of the styrene acid copolymer. and that the reason the
acid seemed to be buried was that the stiffness of the
polymer chain prevented the carboxyl groups from
diffusing to the intelface.

To test this postulate. a methyl methacrylate
homopolymer latex (also Tg of - IUOO) was made and its
response to pH measured. Indeed. it behavedjust as the
polystyrene latex (Figure 19). Again. a check of the
"core" polymer produced the expected result. A fur
ther check of this hypothesis was carried out by pre
paring a series of copolymers in which the monomer
ratios were adjusted to conlrol the glass transitions of
Ihe base polymers. The results (Figure 20) indicate that
the stiffness of the polymer segments is indeed an im
portant factor in controlling the expansion of an all
acrylic latex and hence its rheology.

ow we felt confident that we understood the
problem with the styrene homopolymer latex and.
therefore. we prepared two latexes. one a SO/50
copolymer of styrene/ethyl acrylate and another a SO/50
copolymer of methyl methacrylate/ethyl acrylate.

'4

'3

I'

O'

olL..l-_...._.L.._....._ ....._ ....._-'o....~l--'1.2...

,H
Figure 2(}-Expansion of butyl acrylate/methyl methacrylate
copolymer acid bearing 2% latexes. 1"'1 SO/50, Tg 15'C; ['1
37.5/62.5 Tg 33"C; 1&131/69 Tg 44'C; 1"125/75, Tg 54'C; 1.1

0/100 Tg 105'C

These two polymers had very nearly the same Tg.
However. again we found the acrylate expanded while
the styrene copolymer behaved differently (Figure 21).

We were now confronted with the inescapable con
clusion that somehow styrene latexes were different.
Finally. it was theorized that the polarity of the polymer
was the remaining faCiOI'. In this modification of our

12

SolS

10 ••

O'

OB

so

01L..l-_l-_...._ ...._.L.._......--."~....l_ ....12!:-'
10 '2

,H

Figure l~Expansion of acid bearing latexes as a function of
pH. 1'1 polystyrene; 1"1 methyl methacrylate

36

pH

Figure 21-Expansion of SO/50 copolymer latexes bearing 2%
acrylic acid. 1"1 MMA/EA Tg 29'C; 1'1 Sty/EA Tg 27"C
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1.9

1.8

1.7 16
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50 /5
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pH pH

Figure 22-Expansion of acrylic copolymer latexes bearing 2%
acid, II.I"J MMAIEA/BA 40/52/6 Tg 15'C; "I MMAIEA/BA 40/58/0

Tg 18'C; I.A<I MMA/EA/BA 49/0/49 Tg 15'C

Figure 23--Expansion of SO/50 copolymer latexes bearing 2%
acrylic acid.'.J MMAIMA Tg 49'C; I"J MMAIEA Tg 29'C; I.A<J

MMAIBA Tg 15'C; I·J MMA/2EHA Tg 5'C

theory. the polar character of the polymer segments led
them to interact with the extremely polar aqueous
phase which plasticized the polymer. thus permitting
the alkaline expansion to take place. If this was true.
then. a series of latexes having about the same Tg
- 15°C but in which the non-polar/polar character of
the monomers was varied would show a predictable re
sponse (Figure 22). Such is the case. Further. one might
be able to affect the expansion by increasing the polar
ity, causing latexes with higher Tg to expand. Again.
the evidence confirms this thought (Figure 23). Fi/?ure
24 illustrates the interaction of these two factors. stiff
ness and polarity of the polymer segments at the 2%
acid level.

In this figure Tg was used as an indication of the tem
perature at which the stiffness (modulus) of all the
polymers studied was approximately the same, and as a
measure of total polarity. the "polar solubility
parameter" was used:

polarity ~ II &,,' + &,.'

Thus far, we have identified the major factors which
influence the alkaline response of the particles; summa
rized, they are:

(I) Carboxyl groups at the surface.

(2) Process variables (how and when acid fed).

(3) Glass transition of surface polymer segments.

100

80,
>
~

o
o

[
NON-EXPAND I NG ]

LATEXES

Figure 24-Effect of glass transition and po
larity on expansion of 2% acid bearing

latexes
40

20

5.0 5,S

[EXPAND] NG LATEXESJ
o

o 0

6.0
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(4) Polar/non-polar character of the surface seg
ments.

It is my belief that the coating formulator, utilizing
the "basic" concept of the latex particle presented here
and fully aware of the effects that can be created, can
more understandably formulate and attain the desired
properties of latex coatings. It is my hope that he can
use this information as a groundwork "from which he
may branch off on new developments of his own."

EFFECT OF PROCESS ON REACTION
PATHWAY

Thus far, I have given you the thrust of perhaps sev
eral years of work, and we have still not exhausted all
the possible process variations which we could study
using this methodology. But now I should like to return
to Mattiello's quote and place it back in the context of
his original thought.

"Basic principles must be stressed. They provide
a groundwork for the serious student from which
he may branch off on new developments of his
own. The suddenness of conception is only ap
parent. It is safe to say that few great discoveries
are the result ofchance orsheer inspiration. More
alien they are the result of chance plus a long
course of study. training, and work. Each nell'
discovery builds on the past, and nell' basic prin
ciples are developedfrom the old ones, produced
by the same labor which produced the old ones.
The mainstream of discovery has a perceptible
continuity,"

During the course of our work, several basic ques
tions kept recurring which did not seem to fit the gen
erally accepted theories; the most serious one was:
"How does the particle grow during polymerization
and why does the acid accumulate on the surface?"
Conceptually, the accepted theory supposes the exis
tence of polymer particles swollen with monomer.
These swollen particles are in equilibrium with the
much larger monomer drops which serve as a reservoir
of monomer. The mass transport of monomer through
the liquid monomer-water interface and subsequently
through the water-polymer interface is not considered
to be a limiting factor, since the surface areas involved
are extremely large. The swollen polymer particles
eventually encounter a radical species, are "stung" and
rapidly polymerize. At anyone time about half of the
particles are actively polymerizing (live), and the other
half are inactive (dead) towards polymerization but are
swollen with monomer. A particle which is in the active
polymerization phase becomes inactive when a second
radical enters the particle and combines with the grow
ing polymer chain, or when the growing polymer chain
transfers with a species which is able to escape the
polymer particle. At any rate, the accepted theories
demand a kinetic control of the polymerization and not
a diffusion or mass transfer control. The data presented
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here do not easily conform to the accepted model. In
deed, some serious discrepancies must be accounted
for, such as:

(I) Why does the acid tend to accumulate on the
surface at all?

(2) Why is the particle expansion different when the
reaction path ofacid is changed from Stage I to Stage II?

(3) Why do the styrene and methyl methacrylate
tend to bury the acid monomer? In a particle swollen
with monomer, mobility of polymer segment should not
be a factor and yet we know it is.

A strict interpretation of the expansion data would
tend to indicate that the polymerization was occurring
very near if not on the surface. The polymer particle is
almost in an unswollen state. That is, the reaction is
more diffusion-dependent than kinetic. There is a
caveat that we must invoke, The literature mechanism
is describing a simple batch polymerization, while the
latexes described in this work have been made by a
semicontinuous batch process.

Before we confront these two different ideas, let me
describe another set of experiments we performed.
Using our two-stage reaction system we made two
latexes of the same overall final composition but with
varying compositions for the two stages. The first was
made with a uniform 50/50 BA/MMA in both stages and
with 2% acrylic acid only in the second stage. For the
second latex the first stage (core) was 75/25 BA/MMA
(Tg - 15°) and the second stage (shell) was a 25/75
BAIMMA (Tg + 54°C) with 2% acrylic acid. If surface
growth took place then one would expect the first latex
to exhibit a typical expansion while the second would
not. Figure 25 shows the results of our experiment and
this is exactly what happens.

Asecond experiment, Figure 26, is similar to the first
except that the uniform polymer was a 25/75 BA/MMA,
Tg 54°C, and the staged polymer had a 100% methyl
methacrylate core, Tg 105°C, and a 50/50 BA/MMA (Tg
15°C) shell. In this case the latter latex exhibited expan
sion characteristics as predicted while the uniform
copolymer did not. Clearly, from these data, the
polymerization appears to take place in a zone near the
surface of the particle and not in a uniformly swollen
particle. Yet the postulate can be made that since these
two polymer compositions are not compatible, in the
particle they would tend to separate into two distinct
polymer phases, perhaps a core-shell morphology. Dy
namic mechanical measurements of polymer films of
the latexes in question do verify that the polymer exists
in two distinct polymer phases. It is difficult to under
stand why the proponents of this line of reasoning
would expect core and shell morphology rather than a
random microphase separation of the two polymers.
The work of Sperling", et al, on Emulsion Polymerized
lPN, might at first glance support the random micro
phase morphology; however, on closer examination, it
is to be noted that this group also utilized a semicontinu
ous batch process,* and, therefore, provides no basis
for choice between these two concepts. Perhaps. then,

*A few staged balch polymcrizalions were also carried out. outlhe results were nearty
identical.
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Figure 2~Expansion of two-stage latexes with core-shell
morphology. loj uniform copolymer 50/50 BA/MMA
(Tg + 15°C) with 2% acrylic acid in second stage; 1'1 soft core
75/25 BA/MMA (Tg - 15°C) and hard shell 25/75 BA/MMA

(Tg + 54°C) with 2% acid in second stage

there is something unique about the semicontinuous
batch process used commercially. and we should ex
amine some of the characteristics of the commercial re
action system:

(I) The reaction is carried out as warm (hot) as pos
sible because the better utilization of cooling capacity
minimizes investment.

(2) The monomer is fed to maintain temperature of
reaction. thus utilizing the dH of polymerization to heat
the reactor. Therefore. monomer is added at or near the
rale of polymerization which just maintains the temper
ature of the reaction.

(3) Under the reaction conditions. a large monomer
pool does not exist. Indeed. we refer to it as "starved

12

REACTOR

CA '" CONe. OF ENTER I NG MONOMER IN REAClION ZONE

KA '" CorK. OF MONOMER fA) III FAR TANK

c~ " INITIAL CONC, OF MONOMER (A) IN NEAR TANK

X '" RATIO or WT, IN FAR TANK/NEAR TANK

a '" FRACTION OF TOTAL MONOMER FED

Figure 27-Power feed reaction scheme

1.0
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07L..1-_!--....- ....-~-~_..'O~~-~I2~
pH

Figure 26-Expansion of two-stage latexes with core-shell
morphology. ,oj uniform copolymer 25/75 BA/MMA
(Tg + 54°C; 1'1 hard core 100 MMA (Tg 100°C) and soft shell
50/50 BAiMMA (Tg + 15°C) with 2% acrylic acid in the second

stage
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Figure 3~Stiffness modulus as afunction of temperature
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Figure 2~Dynamic mechanical properties of uniform feed
latex; stage fed latex, and power feed latex

C1 is the concentration entering monomer A at any lime
K,\ is the concentration of monomer A in the far tank
C;, is the initial concentration of monomer in A in the near tank
a i~ the fraction llf the monomer fed at time I or lR~t/(WI +W:.!) I
X is Ihe weighl ralio of far/ncar lanks W,/w2

It is to be noted that this general equation is a power
function of X, the ratio of the weights contained in the
feed tanks. For this reason. in our laboratories. this
technique has been given the name "Power Feed." The
Power Feed equation provides a graphic means of rep
resenting the feed profile of the various monomers in
the reaction; in FiR/ire 28. several types offeed profiles
are illustrated. The first illustration is a case where the
concentration of monomer is varied in a linear fashion
with time. The power of the feed is one; hence. the term
a linear power feed. Polymers made by this feed profile
are often termed gradient polymers. The next two
examples illustrate situations where the exponent is
greater than one and less than one. It is apparent that
the total amount of the monomer feed is equal to the

POWER FEED A NEW REACTION PATHWAY

Where

Following this lead we began to discuss potential
utility of such a morphology. and it was proposed that
any number of shells could be constructed provided we
wished to keep changing the composition of the
monomer mix. Early latexes in which this was ac
complished did not form very attractive films. Most
were weak. opaque, sticky. and uninteresting from a
coatings point of view. Finally. it was realized that this
gross incompatible character might be eliminated if we
could devise a method of gradually changing the com
position of the entering monomer during the course of
the polymerization. Such a reaction scheme is shown in
FiRllre 27. In this reaction scheme two monomer feed
tanks are arranged in series. The monomer (W,) of
composition K". contained in the far tank is transferred
at rate (R,) to the agitated near tank in which the
monomer (W,) has an initial composition of C~ .
Monomer is transferred from the near tank to the re
actor at such a rate (R,) that both the near and far tanks
empty al the same instant in time. The analysis of the
mass transfer gives the equation:

C\ = K" - (K" - C'\) I( - "I'

feed". and we intuitively feel that the solubility of the
monomer in water is seldom exceeded.

Under the operating constraints cited it may be that
the implied monomer ~ water ~ polymer equilibrium
doesn't apply. An argument can be made that chemical
reaction kinetics are not a factor in the limiting reaction
rate. but rather heat transfer is the rate controlling fac
tor. Heat transfer is. of course. seldom a factor in a lab
oratory reactor because of the better agitation. smaller
volume to surface ratios. and nonscalable character of
the reactor itself as a heat sink. At any rate. the more
important observation is that this reaction configura
tion is able to provide apparent diffusion control which
ultimately leads to core and shell morphology.
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dom copolymer. It will be noted that the use temper
ature of the gradient polymer is fully 20-25°C higher
than that of the random copolymer.

In another instance, it was found that the toughness
(ductility) of a polymer could be increased by providing
a unique feed profile. Using a linear power feed system
the brittle point (as measured by its brittle-ductile
transition, Tim)' of a 50150 methyl methacrylatelethyl
acrylate copolymer was decreased from 0° for the ran
dom copolymer to _24° for the gradient copolymer
without affecting the apparent hardness of the coating
(Figure 31).

Since these initial experiments were performed sev
eral years ago, we have found that this type of experi
mental approach has had a profound effect upon our
experimental methodology of product development.
We have stopped thinking of a latex as an aqueous dis
persion of a random copolymer. rather we are con
vinced that the particle infrastructure as created by the
reaction pathway plays an extremely important role in
the overall performance of a water-borne latex coating.
It is only through a mutual understanding by both
polymer chemists and formulators of this "particle in
frastructure" that the ultimate performance can be at
tained. We are committed to the idea that the polymer
chemists working in conjunction with the coating for
mulator will be able to markedly improve the perform
ance of latex coatings, not only in the familiar Trade
Finish Area but also in the emerging Industrial Finish
Applications, and, perhaps. meet the challenge of
economics. energy and ecology.

100
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Figure 31-Brittle ductile transition of I'Juniform-fed latexes;
IXl power fed latex; IA I Tg of uniform-fed latex

area under the curve. More complex feed profiles can
be constructed by the use of three feed tanks in a series.
e.g.. parabolic. sigmoidal. etc. However, a complete
discussion of these mathematical forms is beyond the
scope of the present discussion. I would like. therefore,
to limit our discussion to the linear Power Feed profile
and how the gradient polymers prepared by this reac
tion pathway differ from those made by conventional
uniform or staged reaction pathways. Fi/:ure 29 illus
trates the dynamic mechanical properties of three
latexes made by uniform feed. a staged feed and a linear
power feed. It will be noted that the uniformly fed mate
rial has a rather narrow peak at - 20°C, the staged feed
latex has two peaks at -10 and 60°C. and the power feed
material has a single broad peak covering a range of -10
to 40°C. Further, only the uniform polymer and the
Power Feed polymer (gradient polymer) formed films of
any consequence. The major difference is the flexible.
non-tacky character of the gradient polymer when
compared to the soft, rather sticky feel of the uniform
polymer. This is perhaps best illustrated by the re
lationship of modulus of the polymers as a function of
temperature, Figure 30. which demonstrates the ad
vantage of the power fed gradient polymer over the ran-
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Because Asarco zinc oxides contain only a
minute amount of lead, they can help you
comply with the legal limitation of lead
content in paint.

Asarco zinc oxides help colors stay fresh
for many seasons. Films resist ultraviolet
rays, yellowing, stains and dirt. Mildew is
stymied. These benefits will keep your cus
tomers coming back for more.

Asarco is ready now with a full line of
low-lead zinc oxides. Large, medium or

fine particles. Round or acicular. For latex
or oil bases. We also have the technical
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Coating Durabil ity
On Organolead-Treated Southern Pine

In Exterior Exposure

H.M. Barnes
Mississippi State University'

Three coatings were applied to organolead-treated
southern pine and exposed at 45° south. Significant im
provement in the durability of a vinyl-acrylic latex and an
alkyd paint on treated wood was demonstrated. No in
crease in the durability of a phenolic spar varnish was ob
served. Improved durability appeared to be independent
of the type of organolead compound or the strength of
treating solutions used.

INTRODUCTION

0.1. 0.5. or 1.0% (weight basis) solutions of trimethyl
lead acetate (TM LA)/water. triethyllead acetate
(TELA)/ethanol, tributyllead acetate (TBLA)/toluene.
or dibutyllead diacetate (DBLD)/water. The threshold
retention value for these compounds of 0.15 Ib/ft3 is
within the range of threshold values for the principal
wood preservatives (chromated copper arsenate. pen
tachlorophenol). Following treatment, the samples

Table l-Composition of Topcoats Tested

LATEX
Pigmenl ... 34.2%

Rutile TiO, . . .. ... .... .. .. ...... .. .. 70.6
CaCO, 17.6
ZnO . .. 11.8

Vehicle. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ....... 65.8%
Vinyl acetate/acrylic resin. . .. 21.35
Waler . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. ... . ... 21.35
Linseed-castor phthalic-erythritol

alkyd resin 11.86
Water. aromatic hydrocarbon.. . . .. .. ... .. 45.4

ALKYD
Pigment . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . .. 44.8%

TiO, 38.9
ZnO .. 23.8
CaCO, 31.0
Silicates. 6.3

Vehicle. .. 55.2%
Linseed-caslor modified alkyd resin 54.4
Mineral spirits . . 14.4
Drier. .5
Mineral spirits 30.7

In a recent report 1 the durability of coatings applied to
southern pine substrates treated with organolead com
pounds and artificially weathered was discussed. No
discernible differences between treated and untreated
samples in any coating group were indicated. Durability
appeared to be independent of treatment level. It should
be noted that treatment level represented the strength
of the treating solutions and not the amount of preser
vative in the wood structure. It was suggested that exte
rior durability of coatings on treated material might be
better than the durability on untreated controls.

In this paper the results from the exterior weathering
of similarly treated and coated samples are presented
after 36 months of exterior exposure.

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES

Selected southern pine boards with a nominal meas
urement of I x 6 x 18 in. [45.7 c'm (long) x 13.9 cm
(wide) x 1.9 cm (thick)] were conditioned at 22°e and
50% relative humidity prior to treatment. All lumber
was flat-sawn. clear stock averaging six to nine rings
per inch and containing no heartwood. Randomly as
signed samples were pressure treated with a treatment
regimen of 30 min of vacuum [25 in. Hg (63.5 cm Hg) or
better] and 2 hr of pressure at 160 psi (11.25 kg/cm2

) with

"Forest Products Ulilizalion Labordlory. P.O. Drawer F1'. Mississippi Slate. Miss. 39762.
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Raw Material

CLEAR
Tung oil. linseed oil. dehydrated

Castor oil. phenolic resin. drier
Mineral spirits. dipentene
UV absorber (benzophenonesl

% By Weight

........ 53.7
... 43.6

2.7
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Table 2-Qverall Exterior Perlormance of Two Coating Systems
On Organolead-Treated Southern Pine

At Three Exposure Times.'

Treatment

Control

Trimelhyllead Acetate
Triethl'lIead Acetate
Tributyllead Acetate
Dihull'lIead Diacelate

Vinyl-Acrylic

Years
2

Modified-Alkyd

Years
2

DR. H.M. BARNES holds B.S.F. and M.S.
Degrees Irom Louisiana State University
and the Ph.D. Degree in Wood Products
Engineering from SUNY College of Envi
ronmental Science and Forestry. He
joined the Mississippi Forest Products
Utilization Laboratory at Mississippi State
University in 1971 and is currently an As
sociate Technologist and Associate Pro
fessor there. His research interests in
clude wood protection. especially treat
ments and coatings. wood physics. and
reconstituted wood products.

RESULIS AND DISCUSSION

were reconditioned at 22°C and 50% relative humidity
and edge-sealed with a phenol-resorcinol adhesive.

Treated samples were coated by brush with either
one coat of a white alkyd-modified. vinyl-acrylic latex
paint. one coat ofa linseed-castor-modified alkyd paint.
or three coats of a clear phenolic spar varnish contain
ing an ultraviolet absorber. Samples coated with the
pigmented systems were first primed with one coat of a
white linseed-soya. alkyd-base primer. Touch sanding
was done between coats of the clear system. All coat
ings were locally purchased proprietary finishes. Their
compositions are given in Table I. For the treated sam
ples. four replications for each coating x chemical x
concentration were used. In addition. 12 untreated
control samples were coated with each finish. yielding a
total of ISO coated samples.

Coated samples were attached to a 45° south.
exterior-exposure fence. The samples were inspected
periodically and were evaluated using exposure stan
dards. '

Figure 1-Typical perlormance of the Vinyl-acrylic coating on
untreated (top) and treated (bottom) samples after three years of

exterior exposure at 45° south.

44

No consistent differences in the performance of the
vinyl acrylic with respect to treatment or treating solu
tion strength were noted. Therefore. exposure ratings
for all solution strengths were combined. These are
shown in Table 2 along with values for the untreated
coated control.

Failure of this coating l)n the untreated sample accel
erated after one year's exposure. Coating failure was
primarily by checking and cracking arising from the ad
vent of mildew and decay organisms. The wood under
the coating was spongy due to deterioration by decay
organisms. FII.Hlrilllll .l'p .. Bo/n'diplodia .l'fJ .. and
Schi:ophrlllllll COI/IIl/lllle were isolated from the con
trol panels. The treated panels exhibited mildewing. but
after three years' exposure. no invasion of the substrate
by decay organisms was noted. Typical treated and un
treated panels after three years' cxposure are shown in
Figllre I.

Results from the exposure of the modified alkyd are
also shown in Table 2. The control samples failed wm
pletely prior III three years' exposure. Treated panels

Figure 2-Typical perlormance of the alkyd coating on untreated
(top) and treated (bottom) samples after three years of exterior

exposure at 45° south.
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performed much better and were rated below those
coated with the vinyl-acrylic system. Samples treated
, ith TM LA and TBLA performed slightly better after
two years of exposure. Atthe end of three years. how
ever. there were no differences among the treatment
compounds. A set of typical panels is shown in Fig
/If/, 2.

All untreated samples eoated with thc spar varnish
completely failed after 14 months of exposure. The
treated samples performed only slightly belleI'. with
complete failure occuring after IX months. Unfortu
nately. the treatments examined in this study did lillie
to aid thc durability ofa c1car exterior finish over woody
substrates.

These results ,t1so serve again to demonstrate the
differences betwecn Weather-Ometer" exposure re
sults and those found in actual exposure. a fact recently
demonstrated by Feist and his coworkers."

SUMMARY

This study indicates that organolead wood preserva
tives are compatible with typical coating systems in use

Vol. 51, No. 651, April 1979

today. By reducing the attack by microorganisms. they
increase the durability of pigmented coating systems.
They offer lillie protection for wood coat co with clear
systems. since these watings fail by ultraviolet degra
dation prior to being seriously affected by decay and
mildew organisms.
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Water Reducible Alkyd Primer Conlrol WaleI' Reducible Alkyd Primer 0.5% VP 535
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Steric Stabilization Of Surface-Coated
Titanium Dioxide Pigments By

Adsorbed Methyl Methacrylate Copolymers

G.J. Howard and Choy Chow Mat
The University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology'

The solution adsorption of some copolymers of methyl
methacrylate onto a series of titanium dioxide pigments,
which had been coated to impart various degrees of acid
ity to their surfaces, has been studied and, at the same
time, the colloidal stability of the dispersions has been as
sessed. Homopolymers adsorb poorly from methyl ethyl
ketone solutions and do not stabilize dispersions of the
coated pigments; however, they are better adsorbed from
their solutions in toluene and are then effective in disper
sion stabilization.

Incorporation of a very small quantity of carboxylic acid
groups into the macromolecular chain increases the ad
sorption and, provided the surface coverage is high, has a
beneficial effect on dispersion stability. The extent of
copolymer adsorption depends in considerable measure
on the solubility parameter of the solvent. Copolymers
with small amounts of nitrile, acrylamide, pyridyl, and hy
droxyl groups also show enhanced adsorptions but do
not, in general, improve dispersion stability except for
some cationic copolymers on the more acid pigments.
The relations between polymer adsorption and polymer
structure, surface composition and solvent nature are
discussed in terms of general acid-base interactions.

INTRODUCTION

Dispersions of particulate mailer in nonaqueous media
may be stabilized against coagulation by macro
molecular species present at the phase interface; very
efficient stabilization may be obtained when the chains
are permanently bound to the surface.' To obtain a good
degree of colloid stability from physicially adsorbed
polymers. however, it is necessary that the chains are
well anchored. Modern theories of steric stabilization
predict that stability is improved by thicker interfacial
layers. higher segment densities and. most importantly.
good solvency conditions for those chain segments ex-

• [kpl. "f I'olyma ,ll1d Fihrl' Sri\·I1~l·. Mandll'~ll'r i\'1(lt) H)D. England.
+Prl·~l·nt addrl'Ss: I.• tlll S\\on II-I.K.I l.lll .. K,'wll1t'll. J-!'lIl/o: K'lIlg.
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tending into the dispersion medium.' Relatively small
alterations in polymer structure have been found"·4 to
have significant effect on dispersion stabilization as a
consequence of either the strength of anchoring or the
conformation of the adsorbed chains.

The adsorption of a polymer at a solid surface is
strongly influenced by the chemical structures of the
polymer. the surface, and the solvent from which ad
sorption is made. In the present report we show how
methyl methacrylate copolymers are adsorbed by a
series of titanium dioxide pigments which have been
coated so as to possess a gradation in surface character.
We show also how the colloidal stability of pigment dis
persions is affected by alteration of polymer composi
tion. pigment surface chemistry. and solvent nature.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Five surface-treated rutile pigments are supplied by
Tioxide International Ltd. The sUlface coating of the
titanium dioxide pigment was obtained by treating the
base pigment with solutions of sodium silicate. followed
by aluminum sulphate (or aluminum nitrate in the case
of V). Surface basicity was controlled mainly by ad
justing the pH during this process and the values are in
cluded in Tahle I. All pigments contained approxi
mately the same amount (10%) of coating. High resolu
tion transmission electron micrographs supplied by the
manufacturer show a continuous coating to the titanium
dioxide particles which is approximately 5-7 nm thick.
The crystal size (specifically for pigment III) is ap
proximately 220 nm and the surface areas quoted in
Tahle I were determined by nitrogen adsorption at 77°K
(BET analysis taking area of nitrogen molecule to be
0.162 nm'). The compositions of the surface coatings
are taken from x-ray fluorescence measurements made
by the manufacturer.
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Table l-<:haracteristics of Rutile Pigments

Surface Composition
Surface Area

Pigment Preparation pH %AI~.ol %5101 %50/' ppm NO, m1 g '

I 5.0 4.2~ 2.30 1.05 lJ.2
II 7.0 4.45 2.10 053 9.9
III ~.5 4.3~ 2.~4 0.09 11.6
IV 10.5 4.35 2.40 0.07 19.X

Ihen 10 X.O
V X.5 4.43 2.43 5.25 21.h

pH of
Aqueous

Slurry

4.15
.1.lX)
5.7X
6.XO

6.45

A simple method to characterize the various pigment
coatings is via the pH of the aqueous slurry obtained by
shaking 2g of pigment with 50 em" water for 15 min and
centrifuging off the larger particles. The main difference
between pigments 1.11. and III arise from their different
pH's at preparation. SUlphate ions are retained in the
coatings at lower pH's and inhibit the formation of
crystalline alumina which is responsible for surface
basicity; nitrate ions do not exhibit this effect. Pigment
III is a commercial product and had received a more
intensive milling than the other. laboralory-made. pig
ments. Pigment II was prepared later during these
studies and was little investigated. All pigments were
vacuum dried at llOoe and kept illvacl/o until required.

Methyl methacrylate homopolymers were prepared
as follows. The monomer(BDH Ltd) was the middle cut
from a reduced pressure distillation and was polymer
ized as a 25% solution in toluene at 600 e under nitro-

gen using recrystallized azoisobutyronitrile (0.4% on
monomer) as initiator. After some 20% conversion. the
polymer was precipitated by pouring the reaction mix
ture into petroleum ether. After thorough washing with
further pelroleum elher. the powdery product was fil
tered off and dried ill .-aCl/O.

Three commercial polymethylmethacrylates IAc
ryloid" Rohm and Haas Ltd.) were used extensively.
These were supplied in solution and solid polymer was
isolated by thinning with 2.5 parts acetone and precipi
tation wilh petroleum ether. After washing well with
further nonsolvenl. the dried polymer was redissolved
in pure acetone and again precipitated. washed and
dried ill .-aCI/O. During the course of our studies. it be
came evident that these commercial polymers had a
slightly acidic functionality which was not removed by
repeated dissolution and reprecipitation. Acid contents
were found by titration against 0.1 M sodium hydroxide

Table 2-Characterization of Polymers

Polymer % Comonomer % Copolymerized
Code in Feed Units in Polymer !>li' M."

Homopolymers

PMM-I lem 0.157 3701HI
PMM-2 zero 0.310 %IHHI
PMM-3 zero 00477 1751HHI
PMM-4 zero 0.571 21.11HHI
PMM-A 10-Melh 4'101HI'

Acidic Copolymers
PMM-MA 2.0 3.2 O.l.lh 371m'
PMM-AIO 07 O.IXH 4'101lW
PMM-A2ILV 0.7 0.132 6XOIlW
PMM-A21 0.7 Il.~h~ 7XOOW
PMM-A 10-HI'dro!.1 27 4'1000"
P~'IM-A 10-Hydro!.2 3.~ 4'10110"

Other Copolymers
PMM-AM-I 0.5 0.6 11.493 IX.1tHI0'·
PMM-AM-2 1.11 0.7 11.515 1'I4IH)(I"
PMM-4VP-1 0.5 1.2 OAXX IXIIHH)"
PMM-4VP-2 1.0 2.0 11.520 1'I7tHHI'
PMM-2HEM 1.0 1.7 0.491 IX21HH/,

PM~,t-AN 1.0 O.X 0.5hl 2IXlHH/,

1.11 Jl.g '. HI h'hll'tll' ,II ~5 t
IhIFwlIll'qlJallolntlf('himll.l'laF Ilil 7.1' IWIM,I";',
{~'II'nlm gd rl'rml"all,111 .:hr'lI11"['I~r;lph~ In [l'lt.lh~\h"lllran

\l1I1\~'IJ1ll1ng rhl chaUl '':1''11111 ..lunng l1Il'lh)blrtlll,

ll'l :\~,"mlng 11/1 ~I, r\'lall"l1 ", r"f h"llhlrlll~ml'r

M./M:

1.9
J.7
~,O

}
1

Remarks

111<lh~ "tied P~I~I-A III

l·lHlll1lcl\·ial
'htHllllpolylller,,'

(:-'l'C text I

h~dr(lly,cd PMM-A III

-I-vinyl pyridine
l,,:OIlHHlOllll'r

2-hydlwxYl.'lh} I
rnt:lha(r~ Jatl' (lIIllLlll~llller

anyhlllilrilL" C(lllHHHll1ler
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ofa known mass of polymer (ca Ig) dissolved in acetone
and are expressed in Table 2 as the equivalent weight %
of methacrylic acid. Careful infrared spectroscopy
demonstrated that a laboratory-made copolymer con
taining 0.5% methacrylic acid units shows a broad ab
sorption between 2400 and 2700 cm" which is absent in
a laboratory-made homopolymer of methyl methacry
late. The commercial polymer (Acryloid A-21) exhibits
a weak absorption in this region of the infrared spec
trum which may represent carboxylic acid. but the ab
sorption is nol as strong as the measured acidity would
require. Inspection of the other spectral regions char
acteristic of COOH groups does not enable a clear dif
ferentiation between these three polymers to be made
and we cannot definitely specify the nature of the acidic
comonomer in the commercial materials. However.
one of them (Acryloid A-I 0) was successfully methyl
ated in toluene solution by addition of ethereal
diazomethane. After precipitation and a further
solution-precipitation cycle. the polymer was dried ill

,·acl/o. This sample was found to have zero acidity on
titration.

The same commercial polymer (PMM-A 10) was par
tially hydrolyzed in a heterogeneous system following
the technique of Glavis.'; About 109 of polymer were
added to a mixture of sodium hydroxide (20g). water (18
cm"). and isopropanol (150 cm") and then heated at 82 :+:
2°C with constant stirring for 60 min in one case and 90
min in the other.

After filtration. the polymer was washed with dilute
hydrochloric acid and dissolved in acetone. Following
further treatment with dilute hydrochloric acid. the
polymer was precipitated by petroleum ether. dried.
redissolved in acelone. reprecipitated. and. finally.
dried ill "{[CI/O. The acid content was found as before.

Copolymers containing low amounts of methacrylic
acid. acrylamide. 4-vinyl pyridine. acrylonitrile. and
2-hydroxyl-ethylmethacrylate were prepared to low
conversion by radical polymerization using the same
technique as for the laboratory-made homopolymer
samples. Acrylamide was used as received.4-vinyl pyri
dine was fractionally distilled under reduced pressure
and the inhibitor removed from the other monomers
by adsorption on a silica gel column, Characterization
data are listed in Tahle 2. For the polymers made with
acrylonitrile. acrylamide, and vinyl pyridine comono
mers. the compositions are from nitrogen contents
found on elemental analysis (Microanalytical Services.
Chemistry Department. U. M.I.S.T). The hydroxyl
fQn~t of P-2H EM was measured by acetylation.'; The
M"./M" ratios from gel permeation chromatography
data are based on a calibration with polystyrene and can
be taken only as a guide to the width of the molecular
weight distribution. The viscosity-average molecular
weights are from the calibration puhlished by Chinai. et
al' which was based on light-scattering studies of poly
methyl methacrylate fractions covering the molecular
weight range of our samples; it is unlikely that the small
comonomer contents will lead to significant error in the
estimation of the molecular weights from intrinsic vis
cosity data.
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Methyl ethyl ketone and acetone were fractionally
distilled at atmospheric pressure and dried over
molecular sieve; other solvents were of analytical rea
gent grade and were used without further purification.
Water contents were measured by the Karl Fischer ti
tration method.

Methods

Solution adsorptions were measured by shaking a
known quantity of pigment (ca 500mg) with 25 cm3 of
polymer solution of known concentration contained in a
carefully stoppered conical flask. The agitation was
made in a horizontal plane (amplitude 25mm. 90
cycles/min) in a thermostat at 25.0:+:0. 1°C for 40 hr.
Supernatants were centrifuged in closed tubes and
equilibrium solution concentrations found grav
imetrically. Measurements were made in dupli
cate. suitable blank determinations being made with
each set. The solution concentrations of methyl
isobutyrate (model compound) were determined by gas
chromatography and by refractometry.

Dispersion stability was assessed by two methods.
When a moderately concentrated dispersion of titanium
dioxide particles is allowed to stand at constant temper
ature and without agitation. some coarse particles. or
larger flocs. settle rapidly to form a thin layer of sedi
ment. Above this is a layer which settles slowly. having
a definite boundary with the hazy supernatant. The set
tling process is characterized by mutual interference
between particles and the rate of settling is not given by
Stokes' Law.

About 500mg pigment was weighed accurately into a
50 cm" conical flask to which was added 25 cm" polymer
solution of known concentration; this is the same
adsorhent/solution ratio as used in adsorption meas
urements. Twenty glass beads. approx. 3mm diameter.
were added to each flask which was then subjected to I
min ultrasonic agitation before shaking vigoroLisly on a
mechanical wrist-action shaker for 1'i0 min. Immedi
ately after shaking. 5cm" ofdispersion were transferred
to a tube (75 x II mm i ,d.) and allowed to stand at room
temperature (23:+:2°C). Three such tubes were prepared
for each test. The height of the subsiding boundary was
measured at various times by use ofa c,lthetometer: the
data are plotted as the relative sedimentation height.
h,/h". where h, is the height of boundary at time t and h"
the initial height. against the time of sedimentation. The
initial slope of the nearly linear plot is presented as a
relative measure of dispersion stability and is repro
ducible to better than:!: 5%.

After standing for five days. 0.2 cm" of the hazy
supernatant was removed by a pipette at a fixed depth
(25 mm) from the bottom of the tube: this sample was
diluted wilh 5 cm" of the original polymer solution.
subjected to ultrasonic irradiation for 5 min. and imme
diately transferred to a 10 mm optical cell for measure
ment of its optical density at 530 nm, using polymer so
lution as reference. By careful standardization of the
procedure. a reproducibility of about:+: 5% was ob
tained. The relative rating of dispersion stabilities from
optical densities concurred well with that given by set-
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Table 3-Adsorption of Polymethylmethacrylates

Plateau Adsorption (mg g.')
From Methyl Ethyl Ketone From Toluene

Sample Code
Pigment III IV V III IV V

PMM-I -4.0 -3.11 11.7 2.11
PMM-AIII

Meth. III III III 2.11 12.9 IX.9 20.1 211.X
PMM-2 -2.2 -1.11 l.I 17 20.9 2.1.1 30.7 26.6
PMM-3 3A 1.5 X.X 9.9
PMM-4 311A 311.4 .11.1 4.1.2

Table 4-Pigment Stability in Pure Liquids

Solvent Pigment I III IV V

Toluene II" II 0 II
Methyl ethyl ketone () () 4 II
Methylene chloride () () II II II
Acelone () II I 3 ()

Water ",h .I II'· () ()

tal II - ell'ar, 1-5 incrt'a\ing turhidily.
,bl Fully ~lahlc di'pl'r~illn.

lcJ Mw:h sl'lwcr 11lc!COlr than IllhC'rllll~!ahk sysll'rns.

Table 5-Dispersion Stability in Toluene Solutions
Of Homopolymers

Relative Settling Rate (h·' x 10')

Sample Code Pigment I III IV V

PMM-AIlI Mcth. 31.5 32.6 x;'

PMM-2 2X.8 29.6
PMM-4 2.1.8 23.7 2X.() 311.X

(rl) Sl'l!Ic~ 0111 111 a 1"0:\\ minute ...

tling rates and greater prominence to the latter tech
nique was given.

RESULTS

First. adsorption and dispersion stabilization behav
ior exhibited by methyl methacrylate homopolymers
were considered. Two tcsts were made of the time nec
essary to ensure adsorption equilibrium. Polymer
PMM-A 10 reached a constant level of adsorption on
pigment V from toluene in 2 hI' but required about 8 hI'
with pigment IV from methyl ethyl ketone. On the basis
of these results. it is considered that the standard pro
cedure which has a contact period of 40 hI' is adequate
for all systems investigated. Polymer PMM-AIO was
adsorbed from a constant volume of methyl ethyl
ketone at a constant concentration onto pigment IV in a
range of masses (200 mg to 2000 mg): no change in the
adsorption. which would correspond to the plateau re
gion of the isotherm. was found. Thus. independence of
the pigmenl/polymer ratio was confirmed.

Adsorplion isotherms of methyl methacrylate homo
polymers were found on four pigmenls and the data are
summarized in TaMI' 3 in terms of the plateau adsorp
tion. Adsorptions are normally very small from a polar
solvent. methyl ethyl ketone. negative results being
found in some cases. Only the higher molecular weight
homopolymer (PMM-3) shows any significant extent of
interaction with titanium dioxide pigments and then
only with those having the more basic sllli'ace coatings.
Negative adsorptions imply a preferential adsorption of
solvent: appropriate "blank" determinations with pig
ment in solvent eliminate the possibility that these re
sults are a consequence of material being leached from
the solids.

On the other hand. finite adsorption is found from
toluene. and to an extent that is clearly molecular

Figure 1-Relative settling height against
time: Curve 1, pigmenllV, PMM-Al0 methyl
ethyl ketone; Curve 2, pigment III, PMM·A10,
toluene. Agitation time 2hr', 4hr 0, 7hr _, 9hr

0, 14hr "', 15hr Ll, 23hr T
QJ
>
+-' 05
o
~

10 20 30

time (hr)

40 50
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Table 6--Adsorption of COOH-Containing Polymethylmethacrylates

PI.te.u Adlorption (mg.g·')
From Methyl Ethyl Ketone From Toluene

% methacrylic
Sample code acid Pigment I III IV V III IV V

PMM·AI0 Melh. Zero 1.0 I.ll I.ll 2.0 12.9 18.9 20.5 20.8
PMM·AIO ll.7 5.3 24ll 288 24.8 19.9 30.0 35.3 39.3
PMM-A 10 Hydrol·1 2.6 20.8 31.4 37.6 37.6
PMM-A 10 Hydrol·2 3.2 23.5 28.1 39.2 37.0 38ll 46.5 54.2 43.8
PMM·MA 3.2 11.5 15.2 17.4 16.5 28.9 39.1 44.8 40.1

weight dependent. The exponent of the empirical equa
tion"

(I)

was found by plolting the data of Tahles 2 and 3 and lies
in the range 0.44 to 0.60 for the various pigments. AI·
though these values are approximate. being based on
three samples only. they are clearly higher than Ihose
reported in several other polymer/solvent/adsorbent
systems.""

Before studying the effeci of adsorbed polymethyl
methacrylate on dispersion stability. and in view of Ihe
different adsorption rates observed in different sol
vents. a preliminary experiment was made to find the
efTect of various times of agitation on Ihe consequent
seltling rate. Dispersions of pigment IV in methyl ethyl
ketone and pigment III in toluene solutions of PMM
A10 were prepared with times of shaking varying be
tween 2 and 23 hr. The results are given in Filillre I and
show that the sedimenting boundary falls linearly with
time and that the rate is independent of the period ofag
itation.

The stabilily of the pigments in pure liquids was as
sessed by visual observation of the supernatant after
standing for three days (TaMe 4). No pigment is stable
in the nonpolar liquids. all the particles separating out in
a few minutes. Pigments III and IV in polar liquids have
a degree of stability and fines are slill present in the
supernatant after several weeks. Thc more acidic pig
ments I and II are relatively stable in water. particularly
the former which is more stable in pure water than in
most of Ihe polymer solutions. This is an example of
charge slabilization since. on addition of sodium
chloride. a gradual coagulation is observed.

The effect of methylmcthacrylate homopolymers on
the dispersion stability of the pigments is summarized in

Table 5. In this and subsequent tables. the initial
polymer concentration is approximately 1% (w/v) and
the measurements referred to previously confirm that
this concentration is high enough to correspond to Ihe
plateau of the adsorption isotherm. None of the homo
polymers would stabilize any pigment in methyl ethyl
ketone: this is true even for the higher molecular weight
samples which were adsorbed to a small but finite. ex
tent. In toluene, the more basic pigments are stabilized
only by high molecular weight homopolymer. even
though the adsorption is quile high. Table 5 also shows
that higher molecular weight polymers are better stabi
lizers. It is not possible to compare settling rates di
rectly between the different pigments as these will have
different particle sizes. and pigment III, which had been
more extensively milled. will be inherenlly more stable.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to express the results in
terms of stability ratios since the dispersion in the pure
solvents are too unstable to provide an accurate settling
rate.

The effect of small amounts of copolymerized acid
groups on polymer adsorption is shown in Table 6.

The adsorption of homopolymers from methyl ethyl
ketone solution is greatly enhanced by the presence ofa
very few acid groups, especially on Ihe pigments of high
basicity. and the same paltern is evident from toluene
solutions. From both solvents, polymer PMM-A 10 on
the most acidic pigment (I) exhibits the smallest
improvement. The laboratory-made copolymer
(PMM-MA) is not as well adsorbed as the hydrolyzed
commercial polymer (PMM-A 10 Hydrol-2); there are
several possible reasons for this. It is of lower molecu
lar weight and may have a differenl molecular weight
distribution: the exact composition of the parent com
mercial polymer (PMM-A 10) is unknown as is Ihe com
positional homogeneity of the hydrolyzed sample.

Table 7-Relative Settling Rates of Pigments with COOH-Containing Polymers

SeWing RIte (h" x 10')

From
Methyl Ethyl Ketone

From
Toluene

%
SImple Code Acid Pigment I III IV V

PMM-A 10 Melh zew
PMM-AIO ll.7 28.6 24.1 33.8
I'MM-A III Hydrol-1 H 23.3 24,9 25.5
PMM-A 10 Hydrol-2 32 21.1 29.4 25.ll 24.7
I'MM-MA 3.2 84.8 28.3 47.9
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23.0

67.6

III

32.6
18.0

78.7

IV

21.1

1662

V

21.7

105.4
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Table ~Adsorplion of COOH-Containing (0.7%)
Polymethylmethacrylates from Several Solvents

Polymer PMM-A10

Plateau Adsorption (mglg)

Polymer PMM-A21

Plateau Adsorption (mglg)

(32.9)" (395)' (354)'
36.0"

36.0"
18.3 30.0 35.3 39.3 0264 25.9 35.0 414 41.11
188 24.0 288 24.8 0.310 22.5 27.6 38.2 37.2

17.3 24.0 262 0485 16.7 24.1 33.7 34.8
5.9 9.1 6.7 0.270 16.8 25.8 306 30.2

12.8 21.4 16.9

Solvent

Carbon tetrachloride

Xylene

Toluene
Melhyl elhyl kelone
Methylene chloride
AcetoneI'
Acetone f

(a) cal'll cm:tf.
(b) dl.g l .

Ie) at concenlraliun - 2 g 1-',
tdl extrapolated.
leI normal grade.
I!) special acid-free.

Solubility
Par8meter~ I~I' Pigment I

8.6 (26.6)"

8.8

8.9 0.188 19.9
9.3 0.195 53
97 0.311 12.1

0.165 1.0
9.9 4.5

III IV V III IV v

solUbility parameter of solvent

Figure 2-Adsorption of PMM·A10 onto pigment III from several
solvents. (Solubility parameter in cal'" em'''')

The changes in adsorption due to incorporation of
acid functionality into the macromolecular chains affect
the stability of the pigment dispersions and the results
are summarized in Table 7.

The lack of slability of pigment I in methyl ethyl
ketone solutions ofPMM-A 10 and PMM-MA compared
to the slightly higher molecular weight sample PMM
A10 Hydrol-2 also follows Ihe pattern of the adsorption
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data. However. the relatively poor performance of
PMM-A 10 Hydrol-2 in toluene solution does not corre
lale at all with adsorption.

The solvent dependence of adsorption was examined
further with the acidic (commercial) copolymers. The
data of Table 8 show how the pattern of adsorption
varies with the solvent nature. Solvent dependence is in
the same order with both polymers. Acetone. of what
ever quality. seems out of order in terms of a coil size
dependence. i.e .. adsorption is inversely related to in
trinsic viscosity. A satisfactory relation to the solvent
solubility parameter is found for the most extensive set
of data (Figure 2). and similar behavior has been re
ported with some other systems. III

•
11 Thus. with any

given pigment coating. the level of adsorption is
strongly determined by the polymer-solvent interac
tion. Normally. redistilled acetone gives a lowered ad
sorption because its slight acidic impurity (equivalent to
0.7% acetic acid) competes for surface sites. The data of
Table 8 also show a fairly strong molecular weight de
pendence of adsorption. particularly in the ketonic sol
vent.

Measurement of adsorption from a mixed solvent
system may help to describe the relative affinities of the
various components for the surface. Solutions of
PMM-AIO in toluene were made and quantities of
methyl ethyl ketone added in the range I to 20'7r (v/v).
Adsorptions were then studied on pigments I and IV.
these representing the extremes of surface acidity. As
may be seen from Figure 3. the plateau adsorption de
creases as the content of methyl ethyl ketone is in
creaseu. the effect being most marked at small
auditions. and tends to reach the level found from pure
methyl ethyl ketone. This result could be interpreted as
showing that solvent-surface interactions playa part in
fixing the amount of polymer adsorption. Methyl ethyl
ketone is a basic solvent anu might be expected to ad
sorb preferentially on the surface acidic sites: hence.
the greater effect on the more aciuic pigment I. As the
intrinsic viscosity of the polymer is much the same in
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Figure ~Adsorption of PMM·A10 from toluene/methyl ethyl
ketone mixtures: Curve 1, pigment I; Curve 2, pigment IV

both solvents (0.188 and 0.195 dl g" in toluene and
methyl ethyl ketone respectively). it might be thought
that small additions of the polar solvent would have lit
tle effect on adsorption by virtue of improving the
polymer solubility. However. this argument may not be
correct: although a very wide spread of values for the
solubility parameter of polymethyl methacrylate is re
ported" it may well be that PMM-A 10 has a solubility
parameter between that of the two solvents. and small
additions of one liquid to the other might markedly im
prove the net polymer-solvent interaction.

The amount of polymer (PMM-A 10 and PMM-A21)
adsorbed generally increases with the surface basicity.
as judged by the pH of an aqueous dispersion. but this
trend is not always shown. for example. as with ad
sorption of PM M-A 10 from toluene (Table 8). Since the
more basic pigments tend to be of higher surface areas
(Table I). it may also seem that polymer adsorption is
determined by the superficial area of the pigment: in
deed. in methylene chloride. the relation is linear but it
is less so with the other solvents. where pigment V
normally shows less adsorption than pigment IV.

The low adsorption of PMM-A 10 from methyl ethyl
ketone onto pigment I is associated with a curiously
shaped isotherm (Figure 4): normal isotherms are found
with the other pigments and with PMM-A21 on I. Fur
thermore. isotherms are normal from toluene (Figure
5). Although the experimental results at lower surface
coverages are limited. the data have been tested against

equilibrium concentration (g 1- )

Figure 4-Adsorption from methyl ethyl ketone: Curve,
PMM·A10 on pigment I; Curve 2, PMM·A21 on pigment I;

Curve 3, PMM-A10 on pigment IV

the Langmuir13 isotherm and against the limiting form of
the Simha. Frisch. and Eirich equation." The latter
does not provide a satisfactory representation of the
experimental adsorptions, but, rather surprisingly. the
Langmuir equation. originally derived for an entirely
different adsorption situation, is satisfactory.

The colloidal stability in various solvents was also
measured with polymers carrying a few carboxylic acid
groups (Table 9). Several points should be noted. Al
though efficient adsorption is found from a poor sol
vent, carbon tetrachloride, none of the pigments are
stable in this medium. However, the poor polymer solu
bility in this solvent restricts measurements to concen
trations below 2 gil and the plateau of the adsorption
isotherm would not be attained. The other two exam
ples of complete absence of any stabilization corre
spond to systems where the level of polymer adsorption
is low. Direct comparison between the different sol
vents is dimcult since they are of differing viscosities:
the pigments tend to be less well stabilized the higher
the solubility parameter. the polar methyl ethyl ketone
appears to give even poorer dispersions than might be
expected on solubility grounds alone.

The concentration dependence ofdispersion stability
may be seen from Figures 6-9. Both settling rates and
supernatant turbidities show that the stabilization effect
is manifest only at solution concentrations corre
sponding to the isotherm plateau, and the two methods

Table ~Settling Rates (h" x 10') of Pigments in Solutions
Of COOH·Containing (0.7%) Polymethylmethacrylates

Polymer PMM·Al0 Polymer PMM·A21

Solvent
SolUbility'
Parameter

Pigment
1~1" I III IV v l~l" III IV v

Carbon tetrachloride
Toillen~

Melhyl ethyl keillne
Melhylcne ehlmide
Acetone

X.(,

X9
9.3
9.7
9.9

O.IXX
o 19.\
11311
O.IM

33.0

IX.O 21.1 21.7 02M 20.\ 17.9 20.7 19.1
2X.(, 24.1 33X 0.310 28.9 ~7.5 27.2 288
19.2 27 ..\ 30.0 O.4X5
39.7 32 ..\ 37(, 0270

(a) cal": em It:.

(hf dl ~ '.
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Figure !;-Adsorption 01 PMM-A10 Irom toluene: Curve 1,
pigment I; Curve 2, pigment III; Curve 3, pigment IV; Curve 4,

pigment V. Solid lines, Langmuir equation

Figure 6-Sellling rate against concentration 01 PMM·A10 in
toluene; U, pigment I, " pigment III; 0, pigment IV; D, pigment V
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Figure 6-Sellling rate against concentration 01 PMM-A10 in
methyl ethyl ketone; Curve 1, pigment IV; Curve 2, pigment III;

Curve 3, pigment V. (Pigments I and II unstable)
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Figure 9-Supernatant optical density against concentration 01
PMM-A10 in toluene; symbols as in Figure 8
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Figure 7-Supernatant optical density against concentration
01 PMM·A10 in methyl ethyl ketone; Curve 1, pigment IV;

Curve 2, pigment III; Curve 3, pigment V
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Figure l(}-Setlling rate against %(v/v) methyl ethyl ketone in
toluene; Curve 1, PMM-A10, pigment IV; Curve 2, PMM-A10, pig

mentl
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Table l(}-Adsorption of Methacrylate Copolymers from Methyl Ethyl Ketone

Plateau Adsorption (mg g")
Comonomeric Content of

Sample Code Group Comonomer (%) I~I' Pigment I III IV V

PMM-3 Nunc Zero 0.477 3.4 2.5 8.8 9.9
PMM-A21 -cocm ., 11.7 0.264 22.5 27.6 38.2 37.2
I'MM-AM-I -CONH, 11.6 11.493 14.5 17.5 21.7 23.5
PMM-AM-2 -CONH, 117 11.515 21.0 22.5 27.2 32.4
I'MM-4VI'-1 -C.-,H.,N 1.2 11.488 19.0 22.7 19.2 16.3
I'MM-4VI'-2 -C.-,H,N 2.11 0.5211 30.3 33.1 30.8 25.8
PMM-2HEM -COO CH,CH,OH 1.7 0.491 14.5 23.9 30.3 31.3
PMM-AN --('N 11.8 11.561 15.9 6.0 69 113

(.IIJl.g'IIlI,llll ... n....

give concordant assessments. As the surface coverage
is reduced. the dispersions become less stable. Al
though not shown. precisely the same result is found
from solutions of PMM-A 10 in acetone and in
methylene chloride.

Addition of methyl ethyl ketone to toluene solutions
of PM M-A 10 markedly reduces adsorption (Figure 3): a
parallel worsening in dispersion stability is also exhib
ited (Figure (0). With pigment IV. 5% addition of the
polar Cllsolvent brings the stability to a new level which
is about the same as that in pure methyl ethyl ketone.
Pigment I is unstable in pure methyl ethyl ketone and an
addition of 20% methyl ethyl ketone to toluene is suffi
cient to produce the same result in that the pigment set
tles immediately after cessation of agitation.

The effect of comonomer units other than carboxylic
acid was briefly investigated in terms of polymer ad
sorption from solutions in methyl ethyl ketone and the
summarized data are given as Tah!e 10.

The amounts of comonomer were deliberately kept
low since it was clear that the effect of carboxylic acid
groups is manifest at small contents: furthermore. it
was hoped that the low level of comonomeric units
would cause little alteration in polymer solubility. With
the exception of the commercial polymer PM M-A21.
included in TalJle 10 for comparison purposes. the
copolymers are quite similar in molecular size. to judge
from their intrinsic viscosities. All modilications im
prove the adsorption over that of the homopolymer.

With acrylamide comonomeric units. the adsorption
increases with surface basicity of the titania pigment
and the improvement is most noticeable with pigments I

and II where the adsorption approaches that of the
commercial polymer. Hydroxyl groups are also favor
able for adsorption although not quite as good as car
boxylic acid. Again. although the adsorption increases
with surface basicity. the relative improvement is best
with the more acidic surfaces. Although nitrile groups
increase adsorption on to pigment I. their effect with the
other pigments is small. The best overall performance is
with 2% 4-vinyl pyridine units. This most cationic mod
ification is particularly well adsorbed on the less basic
pigment surfaces and gives high adsorptions on all four
pigments examined.

The dispersion stabilization data provide an inter
esting commentary on the adsorption results of Table
10. The settling rates for dispersions of the pigments in
methyl ethyl ketone solutions of the same set of
copolymers were measured and the results given in
Table II. Although all the copolymers adsorb on all the
pigments and. in most cases. to a quite high level.
nonetheless. stability is. with a few exceptions. very
poor and the most basic pigments IV and V are hardly
stabilized at all. The best results are with the more
cationic copolymers of 4-vinyl pyridine.

The effect of a small amount of water. such as might
be experienced in practice. was examined from both a
nonpolar (toluene) and a polar (methyl ethyl ketone)
liquid. Toluene was saturated with water before making
up solutions of the commercial polymer samples and
the amount before and after contact with the pigments
determined by the Karl Fischer method. The adsorp
tion data are tabulated in Table 12.

Table ll-Seltling Rates (h" x 103) of Pigments
In Methyl Ethyl Ketone Solutions of Methacrylate Copolymers

Settling Rate
Comonomef' Content of

Sample Code G,oup Comonom.. (%) Pigment I III IV V

PMM-3 None zero
PMM-A21 -COOH ., n.7 28.9 27.5 27.2 28.8
PMM-AM-I -CONH, 06 538 200.0
PMM-AM-2 -CONH, 0.7 336 133.3
PMM-4VP-t -C"H,N 1.2 29.6 20.8
PMM-4VP-2 -C"H,N 20 98. t 36.6 130.9
I'MM-2HEM -COOCH,CH,OH 1.7 333.3
PMM-AN -CN 0.8 206.2
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Table 12-Adsorption of COOH-Containing Polymethylmethacrylates from Wet Solvents

Adsorption from Toluene~ Adsorption from MEKb

PMM-Al0 PMM-A21 PMM-Al0
% Water at Adsorption % Water at Adsorption Adsorption

Pigment Equilibrium (mglg) Equilibrium (mg/g) (mglg)

I 0.040 181 (199)' 0.034 25.3 125.9) 7.0 15.3)
III 0.040 27.9 (30.0) 0.033 34.7 m.O) 24.1 124.0)
IV 0.040 33A (35.3) 0.034 40.0 141 A) 29.1 (28.81
V 0.038 28.9 (39.3) 0.036 41.2 141.0) 25.8 (24.8)

lallnitial ~;lll.·r content O.()f)()'t,. PMM-A 10, O.O.W;.. PMM·A~l.
lb) Initial water content n.4I)";'.
Ie) Vahk'~ in pan::nthcsc,: ad'llrplion ffllm dry solvent.

With PMM-A 10. complete adsorption of water from
toluene solution has only a slight effect on the atlsorp
lion except forthe more marked fall with pigmenl V: Ihe
adsorption of the higher molecular weight sample is
hardly affected. In methyl elhyl ketone. the slight en
hancement of adsorption is barely outside experimental
error: difficulties with the Karl Fischer technique in this
solvent prevented an estimate of the final water content
so it is not known if water competes with solvent
molecules for surface sites in this case. Corresponding
measurements of settling rates were also made in the
presence of traces of water (Tah/e 13).

The higher molecular weight polymer. which is
slightly the superior in toluene solution. is made slightly
worse by being saturated with water: its adsorption too.
is slightly reduced (Tah/e I~). However. sample
PMM-A 10. which also has its adsorption level cut a lit
tle by water. is now noticeably better in stabilizing the
pigment dispersions. More dramatic results are found in
methyl ethyl ketone from the pigments at the ends of the
range. Pigment I. which is not stabilized in dry solutions
of PMM-A 10. is markedly improved whereas pigment
V. which has some nitrate' surface groups, is made un
stable by addition of a small quantity of water.

The effect of a model plasticizer. dioctylphthalate.
added at 30 parts per 100 parts PM M-A 10. was found by
measuring adsorption on pigment V from toluene solu
tions. The results are shown in Fi/:llre II. which also
gives the isotherm for dioctylphthalate solutions. The
gravimetric method was used. and trial experiments

showed that none of the plasticizer was lost on solvent
evaroration. Arter obtaining the total mass of polymer
plus dioctylphthalate. the latter was extracted com
pletely by three portions of diethyl ether and the weight
of polymer found. Single roint exreriments with two
other pigments (To!?le 14) confirm that the rolymer ad
sorption is reduced although the adsorption of rlas
ticizer is small. Settling rates were measured in the
presence of dioctylrhthalate in systems corresronding
to the experiments of Fig lire II and Tah/e 14. In no case
does the plasticizer affect dispersion stability.

All the rrevious adsorption and dispersion stabiliza
tion results have been taken from experiments in dilute
solutions where the isotherm levels ofT to an arparent
plateau at equilibrium solution concentrations around 4
to hgil and stays at this value up to at least 10 to I~ gil.
We also rerort some very limited observations on ad
sorption from much more concentrated solutions. up to
100 gil: the experimental problems of high viscosity and
small concentration changes on adsorption lead to a re
duced accuracy. Figflre I~ shows the behavior from a
polar and nonpolar solvent. In both cases. arter the di
lute solution plateau of the isotherm. now at the ex
treme left of the curve. a further increment of adsorp
tion occurs. In the case of toluene a second near-plateau
is followed by yet further adsorrtion. whereas from
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Table 13-Settling Rates (h" x 10')
Of COOH-Containing Polymethyl Methacrylates

From Wet Solvents

(a) Initial water content (J,060"1r. PMM·.-\ 10, O.05t1'7r-. PMM-A!I.
(b) Initial water content O.4tY'A>.
Ic) Values in parenthesis: rate~ in dry solvent

settling Rate in Toluenei

o -0-0-0_0_ 2

1 _0-
_0---0---0

5 10-10

eqUilibrium concentratIon (9 1-1)

Figure ll-Adsorption of PMM-A10 and dioctylphthalate:
Curve 1, dioctyphthalate in absence of polymer; Curve 2,
dioctyphthalate in presence of polymer; Curve 3, PMM-A10 in
presence of dioctylphthalate; Curve 4, PMM-Al0 in absence

of dioctyphthalate
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~ 39'~ 0 -------
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51.0 (''')
30.0 (28.6)
27.8 (241)

x (33.8)

PMM-A21

21.6 (20.5)
18.2 (17.9)
21.5 (20.7)
21.9 (t9.1)

PMM-Al0

18.3 (230)'
t4A (18.0)
15.1 (21 I)
15.9 (217)

I
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50 100

eqUIlibrium concentratIon (9 r1)

Figure 12-Adsorption from concentrated solution; Curve 1,
PMM·A21 on pigment III from methyl ethyl ketone; Curve 2,

PMM-A21LV on pigment tV from toluene

methyl ethyl ketone a maximum in the adsorption oc
curs. The ditTerence in adsorption levels exhibited by
the different pigments seems to be maintained in these
concentrated solutions (Tllh!e 15).

Stabilities are much higher from concentrated
polymer solutions (Tllb/e 16). particularly for the more
severely milled pigment III. The higher stabilities may
be a direct consequence of the improved adsorption
from concentrated polymer solutions or may be merely
the effect of the greater solution viscosities. Pigment II.
which is not stabilized by PMM-A 10 in methyl ethyl
ketone in dilute solution. remains unstable when the
polymer concentration is raised to 50 gil. The particles
settle less rapidly than in dilute solution but are still too
fast to measure.

DISCUSSION

Methyl methacrylate homopolymer is adsorbed
much more strongly from toluene than from methyl
ethyl ketone: in both solvents the amount adsorbed in
creases with basicity of the pigment coating. The differ
ence in performance from the two solvents may be a
consequence of better solvency in the ketone but it
should be noticed that the exponent of the Mark
Houwink equation. which is sensitive to the strength of
polymer-solvent interactions. is reported" to be about
the same in both liquids. Thus. a stronger competition
for surt'ace sites by the basic methyl ethyl ketone may

Table 14-Combined Adsorption of PMM·A10
And Dioctylphthatate from Toluene

be largely responsible for the low adsorptions from this
solvent. Certainly. the molecular weight dependence of
adsorption from toluene is unusually high which might
be indicative of a diffuse. looped. surface conforma
tion. Methyl isobutyrate. which is the analogous model
compound for the polymer repeat unit. is not adsorbed
from solutions in toluene and it must be presumed that
the intrinsic strength of attachment of ester units to the
coated pigments is relatively weak. whatever the sol
vent.

The observations on the stabilizing effect of adsorbed
copolymers that are summarized in Figures 6-9 point
clearly to the necessity of a high degree of surface cov
erage. The effects of polymer structure. solvent and
pigment coating on dispersion stability are. therefore.
discussed in terms of systems corresponding to plateau
levels of polymer adsorption.

Methyl methacrylate homopolymer dissolved in the
polar liquid methyl ethyl ketone is unable to stabilize
any of the pigments because its adsorption is very low.
However. even in toluene. from which it is quite well
adsorbed. only the more acidic pigments are stabilized.
This sensitivity 10 the nature of the pigment coating
could arise from various causes: firmness of bonding to
the surface. extension of the polymer layer. or the mag
nitude of the particle-particle attraction.

When a few polar groups are introduced into the
polymer chain structure the adsorption is greatly in
creased. Carboxylic acid groups are particularly bene
ficial in this respect and a very small incorporation is
adequate. The source and nature of the acidic groups on
the commercial polymethylmelhacrylates are not
known although Ihe content seems a little too high to be
attributed to initiator fragments at chain ends. By hav
ing these anchor points on the molecule. the consequent
higher adsorptions makes possible a fuller test of the
effect of solvent structure. Generally speaking. the
level of polymer adsorption correlates well with the
solubility parameter of the solvent although the innu
ence of solvent-surface interactions cannot be elimi
nated. Inspection of Table 8 shows that adsorption
from methyl ethyl ketone is low in several cases. There
is. for instance. the curiously-shaped isotherm ob
served with PMM-A 10 when in contact with pigment I
in methyl ethyl ketone. while on the other pigments.
and on all pigments from the other solvents. normal
isotherms are found. Whatever the explanation of the
maximum in the isotherm. it is noteworthy that the
anomalous behavior arises on the most acid surface

Table 15-Adsorption of PMM·A21 from Concentrated Solutions
In Methyl Ethyl Ketone

Dioclylphth"'"te

EqUilibrium
Concentrltion Adlorpllon

Pigment (gil) (mg/g)

PMM·A10

Equilibrium
Concentration Adsorption

(gil) (mg/g)
Pigment

Equilibrium
Concentrollon (gil) Adsorpllon (mglg)

ta) adsorplion (mgfg) in absence of plaslicizer.

III
tV

2.78
2.49

0.8
0.5

9.27
9.t5

26.9 (30.0)"
32.9 (35.3)" I

til
tV
V

50.'
49.9
49.5
49.8

41.4
49.2
67.8
51.8
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Table 1&-Settling Rates (h·' x 1OJ) from Concentrated Solutions
Of PMM·A21 in Methyl Ethyl Ketone

with a basic solvenl. i.e .. where the selectivity for
polymer adsorfltion is critically balanced. Crowl and
Malati l

; have reported adsorption maxima al low
equilibrium solution concentrations of polyadipates
with several adsorbents. Interestingly. the effect is
more evident with the hydroxyl-ended polyesters and.
although present with a surface-treated rutile pigmenl.
is not shown with pure rutile. Other than the excep
tional case of PM M-A 10 on fligment I from methyl elhyl
ketone. the isotherms are of the usual shafle with a quite
well-defined fllateau at low concentrations: the data fit
the form of the Langmuir equation. but we hesitate to
allribute any special significance to this observation.

When the methacrylate chain is modified to include a
few carboxylic acid groups. the pigments are. in gen
eral. stabilized in methyl ethyl ketone (TI/hle 7). How
ever. polymer PMM-A 10does not stabilize pigment I at
any concentration in methyl ethyl ketone. even that
corresponding to the maximum of the adsorption
isotherm. In toluene it seems clear that a very low level
of acidic comonomer is superior: perhaps PMM-A 10
Hydrol-2. although better adsorbed. presents exposed
acid groups in the adsorbed loops which. thereby.
weaken the steric repulsion on approach of a second
covered flarticle either by direct interactions or by
being too close to 8-conditions.

Although there is a general trend between adsorfltion
and disflersion stability (TI/hles 8 and 9). high adsorp
tion per St' does not necessarily ensure stabilization. as
the behavior of solutions in carbon tetrachloride shows.
Polymethyl methacrylate in carbon tetrachloride is
close to 8 conditions at ca DOC: thus. it is very well ad
sorbed but the unfavorable polymer-solvent interac
tions flrevent Ihe generation of a steric repulsion.

When mixtures of methyl ethyl ketone and toluene
are used. the level of polymer adsorption drofls to the
level found from the polar solvent alone (Figllre 3). Cor
respondingly. the dispersion stability worsens (Figll/"('
10). If the former effect was due to the mixed liquid
acting as a better solvent than either one. separately.
modern treatments of steric stabilization lH would pre
dict an improvement in colloid stability. Since the op
posite is observed. it seems more likely that Ihe action
of methyl ethyl ketone is to block surface sites.

Improvement in the adsorption of polymethylmeth
acrylate is also obtained by the incorporation of co
monomeric groups other than carboxylic acid. Thus.

lal VallJt..~ 10 I'ilrenthl',es: Willing r..llc, at apprm:. 10gfl.

Table 17-Adsorption of PMM-Al0 on Oxide Surfaces

-17
l().l

.14~

711
145
.110

0.0
9.0

Point of Plateau Adsorption (mglg)
Zero

Charge From From Methyl
(pH scale) Toluene Ethyl Ketone

.Ill

.Ill
ilK)

Surface
Area
(m'lg)

lal<lCW'lllIX5(1 1Jli'; Sl(~.

(hI'" 97'; liO~.

h"1 . 1J7' ( AI~()~.

Adsorbant

Silica;!
Titania"
Alumin;{

the cationic acrylamide and pyridyl groups are particu
larly good at raising the adsorption onto the more acidic
pigment coatings. while hydrogen bonding from pri
mary hydroxyl groups improves adsorption more gen
erally across the spectrum of sul1'ace treatments. Nitrile
groups are the least efficienl of those tried and it should
be noted that all the laboratory synthesized polymers
will have at least one nitrile group per chain derived
from the radical initiator. However. the incorporation
of these various groufls. although generally improving
the level of polymer adsorption. does not noticeably
improve the dispersion stabilization. The only signifi
cant effects being shown are by low vinyl pyridine
copolymers on acidic fligments to which. it may be pre
sumed. they are relatively firmly anchored.

The surface characteristics of the adsorbents used
have a substantial control over the level of polymer ad
sorfltion and subtle changes in the pattern arise on al
tering polymer structure or solvent character. In the
surface treatment of titanium dioxide pigments. the
modifying species such as silica are coated via a solu
tion precipitation process and these materials will be in
high concentration at the surface. Some measurements
were made for comparison purposes of the adsorption
of PMM-A 10 from toluene and from methyl ethyl
ketone onto uncoated. high surface area. sam flies of
silica. alumina. and titania (Tahle 17). The adsorption
onto aluminum oxide from both solvents is much higher
than on the other pigments. This may be in part a con
sequence of its higher surface area. but it is doubtful if
all the surface accessible to nitrogen molecules (used
for sllIface area determination) would be available to
polymeric adsorbates. The negative adsorption onto
silica from methyl ethyl kctone must result from the en,
hanced solvent comflelition for this acidic surface: in
eontrasl. adsorption on alumina is enhanced.

Returning to Ihe coated pigments. it seems that the
basic alumina groups are the important surface sites for
the adsorption of our flolymers. especially in polar
media: silicas are weakly acidic and any titania groups
will be amphoteric. Mixed silica/alumina catalysts are
known l

) to contain both Bronsted and Lewis sites: pure
alumina has Lewis sites only .1" and the surface activity
of pure silica is likely to reside only in hydrogen bonding
sites. I" Sherwood. 1'1 a/I" studied the solution adsorp
tion of stearic acid onto titanium dioxide pigments

Setlling
Rate

t3.7 (28.9)"
11.6 (27.5)
15.6 (27.2)
15.2 (28.8)

50.1
49.9
49.5
49.8

Equilibrium
Concentration (gil)

I
III
IV
V

Pigment
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coated with graded proportions of silica and alumina:
the amount of acid adsorbed increased directly to the
alumina content. Pure rutile has two types of isolated
hydroxyl groups together with hydrogen bonded pairs:
Lewis. but not Briinsted. sites are also reported!"
Thus. it seems likely that the five pigments studied can
be discussed in terms of three types of adsorption site:
basic sites from alumina. plus a few from titania group
ings: acid sites from silica/alumina (and some titania
sites): and more acidic sites from sulphatc and nitrate
groups. Although the relativc quantities of these sites
are not known. the acidity of aqueous slurries and the
coating formulations give the series of decreasing acid
ity as 1>1I>III>V>IV.

Comparison of adsorption on the various pigments is
complicated by their differing surface arcas since the
more basic pigments tend to have the greater surface
areas. However. these differences may be more appar
ent than real in that the pigment coatings are known to
be porous and some of the area detected by nitrogen will
be excludcd to polymcric adsorbates. Thc geometrical
surface area. as cstimated from the crystal sizc of thc
pigmcnts. is of thc order of6m'g·'. Of course. if the truc
area available for polymer adsorption where known,
it would be possible to make comparisons in terms of
polymer adsorption per unit of surfacc area. The
problem is highlighted by the adsorption of unmodified
homopolymer from toluene (Table 3) where the ad
sorption variation from pigment to pigment may be par
tially determined by thc areas available for adsorption
on the various solids.

Polymethylmethacrylate is known to bind to silica
hydroxyl groups through hydrogen bonding with the
ester carbonyl."·'" Ester groups will also interact with
surfacc acidic sites so. at first sight. higher adsorptions
might be cxpected with less basic pigments. but this is
not observed (TaMe 3). When a few acid groups arc
prescnt. additional polymer-surfacc binding will result
from ionized interaction at basic alumina sites. This has
been shown for the case of stearic acid on alumina
coated titanium dioxide by Sherwood and Rybicka."

From a solvent such as methyl ethyl ketone. it may be
presumed that thc acidic sulphate and silica/alumina
sites are (lccupicd by solvent molccules and thcy are
unlikely to he displaced by ester groups. Incorporation
of carboxylic acid residues then gives a much enhanced
adsorption through their interaction with basic alumina
sitcs. unaffccted by solvent competition. Inercase of
the polymcr carboxylic acid content beyond a certain
level does not much altcr the adsorption and this obser
vation is in line with the behavior reported of some
other copolymer series.""'" The specific effect of acid
groups in thc adsorbate molccule has also bcen shown
by Ottewill and Tiffany"; for fatty acids on rutile. and by
Hamann" for polyestcrs on anatasc.

Whcn the copolymCl" has some cationic groups such
as pyridyl units. some of the methyl ethyl kctone must
be displaccd by the polymer and thc morc acidic pig
ments now give higher adsorptions (Table 101. On thc
morc basic pigments thc vinyl pyridine copolymers are
less well adsorhed than copolymers with either ac
rylamide or methacrylic acid units.
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Water is barely soluble in toluene and would be ex
pected to accumulate at almost any solid interface
presented to "wet" toluene. That this has so little influ
ence on the level of adsorption (Table 12) on any of the
pigments suggests that it is either adsorbed on lower
energy sites not normally available to polymer seg
ments or that polymer segments are bound to water
occupied sites. The location of water molecules from
solutions in methyl ethyl ketone is not known. but
polymer adsorption is practically unchanged. How
ever. traces of water produce complex effects on dis
persion stability (Table 13). In toluene. water has little
effect in the presence of the higher molecular weight.
carboxyl-containing polymer. but improves the per
formance of the other polymer sample (PMM-A 10) on
all pigments. With methyl ethyl ketone as dispersion
medium. small water contents make pigment I rela
tively stable but destabilize pigment V.

Most studies of polymer adsorption are limited to
quite dilute solution concentralions. even though many
pigment dispersions of practical importance may have
quite high polymer contents. One literature report'8
suggests that the behavior in concentrated solutions
cannot necessarily be inferred from adsorption
isotherms restricted to low concentrations. In a recent
study of the adsorplion of several polymers onto glass
powder. from moderately concentrated solutions.
Lipatov'" found continuously increasing adsorptions.
the isotherm data fitting the Freundlich equation. This
author explained the behavior as due to the adsorption,
not of single polymer molecules. but of molecular
aggregates formed in the solution phase at higher con
centrations: similar vicws have been expressed
elsewhere.'"

Stability against coagulation is improved when the
polymer concentration is increased to around SOg/1. It is
not clear to what extent this is due to the higher medium
viscosity although the observation with pigment II
shows that this factor alone. in the absence of signifi
cant adsorption. cannot impart colloidal stability.

SUMMARY

In summary. the general feature which determines
the adsorption of our polymers is that of acid-base in
teraction. It is pertinent to note that this same view is
taken by Fowkes and his co-workers'" in a discussion of
adhesion phenomena. Not only is there the complex
balance between the polymer-surface. solvent-surface.
and polymer-solvent interactions. but it must also be
appreciated that the pigmcnt surfaces are not energet
ically homogeneous. Instead. they carry several sorts
of sud'ace groups of a range of acidities. which are dif
findt to fully characterize. Furthermore. adsorbed
polymers do not nccessarily impart colloidal stability to
a pigment dispersion. Thcy may be insufficiently an
chored to resist the approach of a second particle or. if
too close to e conditions. the loops may be incapable of
generating sufficient repulsive free energy.

The influence of the coating composition on the
titanium dioxide pigments' stability when dispersed is
not readily separated from the present results. In polar
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media the pigments show some differences in their in
herent stability. When the polymer carries no additional
anchoring groups. stability in toluene is betler with the
more acidic pigments. In methyl ethyl ketone. where
such anchoring groups are necessary. carboxyl acid
groups give a complex patlern (Tahle 7) but cationic
comonomers act best on acidic pigments (Table II).
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Effect of Turnover Rate
On Solid Content in Dip-Coating Bath

Tatsuo Sato
Diamond Shamrock Corporation'

COMPUTATION

Assuming that the bath is replenished once a day and
one turnover is accomplished in t days. a volume of
paint removed. by coating. from the bath per day is VIt.
where V is a volume of paint in the bath. Assuming that
the volume of solvent evaporated per day is a. the total
volume of paint removed from the bath (by coating and
evaporation) per day. v. is

The effect of turnover rate on the change in solid content
of the dip-coating bath was theoretically calculated as
suming that the evaporation rate of solvent is constant
and the bath is replenished by the same paint as that in the
original bath.

The results showed that the increase in the bath solid in
m turnover, dCm , is given by

"Cm = K, { 1 - (1 _ 1 )' }
t v=a+V/I (I)

K = a Co
v

where t is the number of days for one turnover, a is a
volume of solvent evaporated, V is a volume of paint in the
bath, and Co is a solid content in the original bath. The
solid content of replenish paint to maintain the bath solid
constant, C" is given by

Cr = C/
Co + K,

The validity of these equations was examined by a
simulation experiment using sugar solution. The experi·
mental results agreed well with the theoretical results.

INTRODUCTION

The solid content of dip-coating bath tends to increase
during coating process due to the evaporation of solvent
if the composition of replenishment paint is the same as
that of the original bath. This is particularly evident
when the turnover rate is slow. It is important to under
stand the material balance of the bath during the contin
uous coating process for the quality control. since the
change in the solid content affects the viscosity of the
bath and. thereby. the coating weight. No systematical
work. however. has been found on the solid change of
dip-coating bath.

In the present work. the theoretical equation for the
solid content of the bath was calculated based on some
assumptions and the applicability of the equation was
examined on a simulation experiment.
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Since the same volume of paint should be added 10

the bath to keep the volume of paint constant. the
volume of solid added 10 the bath per day. s. is

s = v' ~, = 1~ + a) S,,- (2)
V t V

where S" is a volume of solid in the original bath. The
volume of solid removed from the bath per day is

S,jt (3)

Therefore. the volume of solid in the bath at the end
of the first day of coating. SJ. is

s, = S" + s - S,jl = S" P + s (4)

where p = 1-1
t

The volume of solid in the bath at the end of the second
day. S,. is

S, = S, + s - S,/I = S, P + S

In the same manner. the volume of solid in the b(lth at
the end of the nth day. Sn. is

Therefore.

(5)

Sn = S"pll + s. .!..=p"
I-p

Substituting equations (2) and (4) for sand p

S" = S" + a~" { I - (I - : I" } 10)
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Solid concentration in the bath after n days, Cn , is Cn =
SnN, and the change in the solid content in ndays, .:lCn ,

is

I1C, = a~.. { I-( I - +)' }
The change in solid content in m turnovers, .:lCm , is

I1Cm = ~S.. { I _ I I _ I )"" } (9)
V' I

Therefore.

t 0 2

10

9 t o 20

8

~ 7
-1-

6
-;-

....=... 5

4
c

t o 4... 3

2

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

TIME IN DAYS, n

(7)

(10)

·m (e=2.72)

I1C, ~ C,-C.. = S,N - S,/V

a~~ .. { I _ (I _ +)' }

fim
Inl -+ ooACm=~.......... (I _ e-m)

v'

If t is very large

I'im
t-Jo:C (I _ lllll

or

if m is large Figure 1-Change in F (I,n) wilh lime for various lurnover ralio

The changes in solid content in the bath wilh Ihe
number ofdays and the number of turnover are given by
equations (8) and (9). Assuming a. So. and V are con
stants, Cn is a function of t and n.

I1C, = K' F (I. nj

..Iem = K • F (I. m)

time and the final solid content is smaller. The incre
ment of solid content at equilibrium is inversely pro
portional to the turnover rate (1/1) as shown in FiRllre 2.

The number of turnovers at which the solid content of
the bath approaches equilibrium is calculated. The
numbers of turnovers to reach 90% 1m (0.90)1 and 99%
lm (0.99)J of equilibrium slate are calculated by the
following equations:

I1Cm = alS"
v'

RESULTS

(II)

111 ((1')(1) = - I

I log (I -
(I~)

In any case, the solid content nearly reaches equilib
rium in two turnovers. After two turnovers. there is no
significant change in the solid content with lUrnover.

In order to maintain the bath solid constant. the solid
concentration of replenish paint shouid be l(lwer than
that of the bath paint. The volume of solid to be added
per day to maintain the bath solid constant is S,Jt and
the solid concentration of replenish paint. Cr, is

c, = S.JI j;.' (Ihl
V C. + K,

EXPERIMENTAL

The change in solid content of the bath with turnover
was measured by a simulation experiment using a sugar
solution. The solution used for turnover equipment
consisted of 600g of food-grade sugar dissolved in
2000ml of water (0.231 g!ml). Six IOOml glass beakers
were filled with 100 ml of the sugar solution and allowed
to evaporate at 600C. When approximately 10mi of
water had evaporated. various amounts of the solution
were removed from the baths by pipets. The greater the

Where K = as
V

F O. n) = I { I- I )" (12)
I

and

F(1. 111) = I { 1_(1_+)"" } ( 13)

The change in F (t. n) wilh nand the change in F (t. m)
with mare given in Fi!lllre I and Fi!lllre 2, respectively.
The figures show that when the turnover rate is faster (t
is smaller), the solid content reaches plateau in shorter
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EFFECT OF TURNOVER RATE ON SOLID CONTENT IN DIP-COATING BATH
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Figure 3-ehange in the solid content by ten limes replenish
ment vs. number of replenishments per turnover. Legend: open
circl~xperimental results; solid lin_theoretical curve

Therefore. the change in the solid content in weight is

X,=O.ODtl{ I-tl-: )'} (17)

The solid content of replenish paint to maintain the bath
solid constant is

The theoretical solid content change calculated by
equation (17l is shown by the solid line inthe graph. The
figure shows that the theoretical results on the solid
content change in the bath with continuous coating
process agree well with the experimental results.

APPENDIX

t IXI= 23'--
III + I

Co'
C,,+K,

c=

a amounl of evaporation of solvent per day
C. solid content in bath after n days
Cm solid content in bath after m turnovers
C solid content in replenish paint to maintain the bath

solid constant
S volume of solid added to bath per day
S, volume of solid in bath at the end of the nth day
t number of days for one IUrnover
v volume of paint removed from bath per day
V volume of paint in bath

C,,= O.23lg/ml
a 10 ml
V 100011
n = 10

amount of removal of the solutions. the faster the
turnover rate. The baths were then replenished by so
lution so that the volumes were kept constant. The two
solid concentrations of the replenish solutions used in
this work are (a) the same as that of the bath and (bl
calculated from equation (16l.

The baths were again stored at 60°C for evaporation
and amounts of the solution were removed from the
baths followed by replenishment. in the same manner as
the first cycle.

This procedure was repeated ten times. Therefore.
the total volume of water evaporateu was 100011. The
solid content in the solution was determineu by meas
uring the weight of the nonvolatile material by drying
approximately 2g of the solution for 5 hr at 120°C.

The experimental results are shown in Fif.:l/l"e 3. Open
circles and solid circles show the experimental results
with the replenish solution containing the same soliu
concentration as the bath and those with the replenish
solutions containing the solid concentration calculated
from equation (16). respectively.

In the case of this experiment

Figure 2-ehange in F (I,m) wilh lurnover for various lurnover
rales
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Interplant Quality Control
By Means of Simple Tristimulus Colorimeters

Donald H. Cook
Standard T Chemical Company, Incorporated'

The problem of color control of products made at different locations but mar
keted nationally with the same merchandizing aids has become increasingly
acute, especially with frequent product changes to meet a competitive market.

The unreliability of wet standards has long been recognized and the time
needed to produce and maintain master standards makes them impractical for
most latex or trade sales products. Establishment of working standards also be
comes impractical when the manufacturing facilities are widely separated. Be
cause of this it has become necessary to establish a way of communicating
color, strength, and acceptable tolerances by means of finite instrumental fig
ures to maintain not only batch-to-batch but plant-to-plant reproducibility of a
product through the use of simple colorimeters.

A review of the methods used to establish and maintain a successful system is
presented.

Introduction

For many years individual batches of
paint were produced at regional loca
tions by Standard T Chemical Company
and marketed within that region by its
parent company. Montgomery Ward.
These batches were controlled for color
against either spectrophotometric
curves or acrylic lacquer "Bowles"
chips. Each location used an abridged
spectrophotometer which. when prop
erly maintained. was reproducible. but
did not necessarily correspond to thuse
at other locations.

As marketing and prodoction de
mands changed. it became obvious that
quality control methods must also
change. As a major marketing device.
most types of consumer or trade sales
finishes are now olTered in a wide choice
of colors. The range of colors offered is
so large that the use of pretinted or
ready mix paints is precluded from an
inventory or supply position. Thcse
colors. selected by the customer. are
tinted at the store level using colorants
dispensed into short lIIIed color bases.

'Hlth and Wa,hingt{11l Sh. o Chiclgll l-kight,. III. fl1l411.
Prl:"l.'lllcJ ;11 lhl: S~mrll~iurn pn (\lhlr aml'\PPl';lr:lIKl'

Ill'-lIlHllcnl;lllon of ~bn:h l.t. 11)71\. C1c\o:laml. OhiO
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These color bases must be controlled so
that the resulting paint matches the
color chip from which the customer
made his selection.

The manufacture of these items at
widely separated locations is deter
mined by the demand for the product.
the type of product. package size. de
livery time. and many other variables.
The end result is that items made at
more than one location would be fur
nished to the same marketing outlet and
sold together as a package. This. of
course. also demands that these items
made at any location match those made
at any other location.

Concurrent with the marketing
change were changes in the supply.
cost. and form of raw materials. Slurries
of pigments became more prevalent and
economical. Thus. it became necessary
to make frequent changes in formula
tions. as well as having alternate for
mulations for the same end product.
While the physical characteristics of the
product. i.e .. viscosity. weight per gal
Ion. pH. and gloss. could be communi
cated by figures. strength orshade could
not.

In the past. samples of the finished
product were furnished each plant.

along with drawdowns of tinted paint
and readings taken at the Central Labo
ratory. The use of wet samples of paint
was cnnsidered. but delays in shipping.
loss of samples. and inability to ship
latex products during winter months all
contributed to what we considered an
unacceptable condition. Dried paint
films drawn down and read at one loca
tion did not correspond to readings at a
different location. due to the change in
the film itself and instrument variations.
To li\cilitate quick approval of produc
tion batches. measurements were
needed which could be duplicated at any
location. It was then decided to estab
lish means for rapid and accurate com
munication of strength and color of
tinted whites and color bases.

Partly because we were familiar with
colorimeters and color differences in
our industrial and colorant manufac
ture. we concentrated on these instru
ments. even while recognizing their
limitations. Unfortunately. none of the
cnmmercial instruments then on thc
market met our demands. Over a year
was spent working with the manufac
turer establishing the specifications and
tolerances considered essential. The re
sulting colorimeters for all locations
were purehased at one time through the
Central Research Laboratory. Prior to
their installation. all instruments were
correlated against each other. tested by
both the supplier and ourselves.
Through their correlation and the con
trol of the variables. it has become pos
sible to deal in finite figures.

Discussion

It has long been established that col
orimeters. by the nature of their design.
cannot be reliably considered for meas
uring absolute standards. They are.
how~vcr. excellent for making fasi. ac-
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curate. and reproducible measurements
between two nearly identical colors.
Changes in the pigmentation. gloss.
surface characteristics. or film thick
ness afTectthe accuracy of the readings.
Control of these variations as follows
has allowed us to establish "go-no-go"
release tolerances.

Formulations are developed in a cen
tral laboratory and furnished to each
manufacturing location. Each specific
formulation has listed the tests and tol
erances established for that product. in
cluding the tristimulus readings. Raw
materials used. listed by code. are spe
cific and no variation can be made with
out laboratllry approval.

Each formulation also specilies the
order of audition. type of equipment to
be used. and manufacturing proccuures
in uetail. This information is dcveloped
by the Corporate Processing Lahnra
lory based on laboratory work anu test
hatches. All must he approveu by the
Corporate Process Engincer. Wl' have.
thus. eliminated differences in pigmen
tation. surface characteristics. anu gloss
hy raw material selection and nrdcr of
audition. From these laboratory hatchcs
and/or test batches. thc physicalmeas
urcments of the product are estahlishcd.

The tinting or white strength is estab
lished by adding a volumetric measure
of colorant tll a weighed quantity of the
base. shaking the tintcu paint. and
drawing down with a Bird Applicator.
The dried films are read on a Gardner
colorimcter against a white standard
and the tristimulus values and accepted
tolerance are entered on the formula.
These figurcs can now he used hy the
control lahnratories as releasc or ap
proval standarus.

Because a wide variation of prouu((s
are manufactured. test methous have
been wrillen for tcsting each typc of
paint - the quantity of paint. the vol
ume of tint or colorant to be added. thc
film thickness, drying time. etc" are
specified. This eliminates the variation
in panel preparations. Each lahnralory
is supplied with dispensing canisters
and the same lots 01" tint or colorant.
which eliminatcs the possibility of
metamerism. A sample of each produc
tion batch is tinted following the pre
scribed test method and is approvcd if
the rcsulting readings meet the toler
ances for that prouuct.

Raw Materials

We have workcd on the thenr} that
the same controlled raw materials.
added in thc samc nrder under con
trolled procedurcs. will producc the
same end product. Each raw material
has its specification agreeu on bctween
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Standard T and the supplier. A copy of
that specification. signed by the sup
plier. is furnished to each plant labo
ratory. Each shipment of each raw ma
tcrial is tested prior to its use at any lo
cation. Shipments mceting all specifi
cations are approved by the testing
technician. Shipments which vary from
specification are accepted or rejected by
the Plant Laboratory Manager.

All variations are reported to the sup
pliers. Corporate Purchasing. and Cor
ponlle Quality Assurance in writing.

Production and Quality Control

Each laboratory completes a batch
history report for each product made on
a form supplicd by the Corporatc
Quality Assurance (QA) office. These
forms are sent 10 thc QA office daily.
listing all addilions made. the results of
the physical lcsts. etc. Any deviation
from standard is circled for emphasis.

After review by the Corporate QA of
fice. the completed forms are sent to
the formulator of the products involved.
Constant additions or variation from
standard leads to a review and. if neccs
sarI'. modification of that particular
formulation. At specific time intervals.
retains from each batch are retested to
insure the stahility of the product which.
in lllrn. insures uniform color whcn thc
product is tinted at the store level. Any
change is reported 10 the Corporate QA
office for review.

Instrument Control and Maintenance

To insure the continucd accuracy and
correlation of the colnrimeters. pcriodic
readings arc made at each location of the
",me set of ceramic liles. Products
madc at each producing location are
also sent to the Central Research Labo
ratory for comparison to each other and
to the previously determined standard.

A preventive maintenance program is
currently in progress at Standard 'I' in
which the unit from one location is rc
lllrned to Ihe supplier for inspection
and. if necessary. replacement of parts.
A previously tested unit is supplied the
inuividual plant during the time its unit
is under test. Upon receipt of their own
unit. Ihc "loaner" is forwarded to the
next plant so that their unit can be senl
hack to the supplier.

The same proeedurc is followcd with
other laboratnry equipment. i.e" selec
tion and testing is done by the Central
Research Laboratory. A Corporate
Purchase Order is placed anu all units
are replaced at one timc.

Ours is a system or checks and hal
ances. Parts or the systcm seem tedillus
hut it can and does work.

A Public Service of this magazine & r:t!I
The Advertising Council ~~
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can be one

too.
Red Cross needs individual
volunteers, and donors of
blood and money, by the
millions.

But we need even more
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And we never needed it more.
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fires.
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elderly with practical pro
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the hundreds of thousands,
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And you'lI know why we
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America.Contact your local
Red Cross Chapter to see how
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volunteer.
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Re-Search for Opportunity
Charles M. Hansen

Scandinavian Paint and Printing Ink Research Institute'

A research institute with a permanent staff and modern equipment has the capacity to
serve industry and government in a unique manner. Opportunities are presented in the
form of authorized analyses and evaluations ot coatings materials and performance.
equipment evaluation prior to possible purchase by an industrial member, and a wide
variety of projects (information-opportunity) ranging from waste disposal through fun
damental concepts such as solubility. evaporation. permeation. colloid stability. rheology
and the like. Problems and opportunities arising from environmental concern are in
creasing and research centers with combined industrial and governmental support are
quite important in Scandinavia.

Introduction

Recent discussions within the United
States have indicated that there are op
portunities for expanded coatings re
search.'" This is also true overseas and
one of several coatings research insti
tLiles in Europe where such work takes
place is located in Scandinavia. What
ever course of action is ultimately de
cided upon in the United States. it must
be the result of numerous compromises.
available funding and personnel. and the
need to serre the parties which have
taken upon themselves the task of
starting such a cooperative research
effort. Such an instilLlte as described
here may not be the answer for every
concern. however.

The Scandinavian Paint and Printing
Ink Research Institute. with its perma
nent stall' and modern equipment. has
the capacity to serve Scandinavian in
dustry, government. and universities in
a unique manner. It also frequently co
operates with sister Scandinavian in
stilLltes having other areas of speciali
zation.

Fifil/re / shows that the Institute is not
identified absolutely with anyone seg
ment. Cooperating to achieve the goals
and objectives of each allows the
maximum utilization of resources.
Creativity, scientific understanding.
and good common sense are all neces
sary ingredients to success.

'14 Udcnscga~k. (\Ipcnlwgcn. Iknmark.
I'rC\l'nll'u h) Mr. lIan~cn:11 Ihe 50lh Annual fo,1ccling (If

Ihe Fnkr'alillll or SOl:iclic\ lilr t\latings rcd\l\\\l\l~~ in
Chkagll. Ill .. NtlVl'mhcr ,l, 1')7x.
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One measure of success is growth.
The Institute's financial growth has
primarily resulted from the increasing
number of vital person to person con
tacts with representatives of local
(Scandinavian) industries and gov
ernments. The contacts with univer
sities and other instilLltes have led to an
other kind of growth - expanded inter
ests in coatings. This interest fosters
activities which otherwise would never
have been conceived. The recent work
shop at Kent State University (see
Seplelllbl'l' /978. JCT, p. 1J5) has also
demonstrated this type of synergism.

The Institute's present income is now
over a million dollars per year. which is
well over four times as large as that re
ported for 1971 by the previous (and
first) director. Mr. H.K, Raascholl
Nielsen, in his Malliello lecture "Coop
eration - National and International.
Do We Realize lis Potentialites. "" This
same visionary report ranks high on
potential impact for our industry - if
only we could or would cooperatc more
- how much further might we now be as
an industry. both nationally and inter
nationally. In 1977 the Finnish coatings
industry and the Swedish printing in
dustry joined into the cooperative effort
represented by this Institute. Others are
welcome.

Still further examples of cooperation
can be cited showing that the InstilLile's
purpose is to serve creatively, using re
source~: wherever they may be. to fur
ther its constit uents needs. The Institute
has. for example. obtained government

funding not only for its "own" projects.
but also to support work at universities
(or elsewhere), obtained academic
funding to give an insight ofour industry
to advanced engineering students
(about 130 have had contact with coat
ings in tllis way. including myself as a
graduate student from 1962-1967). and
obtaincd industrial funding for both
specified and unspecified projects.

Increased funding is not necessary to
increase effectiveness when coopera
tive efforts function as they should. The
Institutc has divided and expanded ef
fons for the "Environmental Literature
Review" between the Nethcrlands. and
IARIGAI institutes in England. Fin
land. Italy. East Germany. and Nor
way.

Every attempt has been made to
avoid activity in projects which can bc
handled by the Danish Technological
Institute. for examplc. which has spe
cialists in the "applied" coatings in
dustry. Their efforlS are primarily di
rected IOwaI'd professional painters.
builders. and architects. rather than
coating manufacturers. Examples of
other forms of cooperation such as
ASTM. ISO. and IUPAC are well
presented." as are the more organi
zational and historical aspects of the In
stitute. In addition. the Institute is affili
alcd wilh the Danish Academy of Tech
nicHI Sciences (ATV).

Challenges of an Institute

Thc challcnge uf an institute is to sat
isfy its constituents so that they in turn
can provide the necessary financing.
either directly or in thc form of recom
mcndations for grants from guvern
ment. In other words. no recommenda
tion - no grant. This requires agree
ment among the member companies on
what the institute 'should be doing.
There is surprising agreement on the
general areas of activity which are de
sired. Agreemcnt among membcr com-
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Figure 1 - The Scandinavian Paint and
Printing Ink Research Institute (NIF) and
its interactions on behalf of the coatings

industry

panics on what should '/(I' occur is also
neccssary. Compctition among thc
mcmber companics is fclt to bc influ
enced hy certain activitics. particularly
those which might he called formula
tion. As in every coopcrativc adven
ture. one must give somcthing to gct
somcthing and clHl1promiscs are re
quircd. Thcsc discussions and years of
expcriencc have Icd to thc following
areas of desired activity.

ENVtRONMENTAI. ACTIVITtES: Herc.
each company nced not do thc same
kind of work. and rcsults obtaincd hy an
institutc arc rcgardcd by all partics as
being of an ohjective character. Solvent
evapomtion. wastc disposal. monomcr
retention. analytical methods for toxic
substance. labelling. and hchavior of
amincs are all useful activities in this
area. Furthcr needs will arise and hc met
with fundamental knowlcdge.

FLlN().~~IENTAI. AC1IVtltES: Whilc
evervone is in al!rc:cmenl that funda
mental knowledg; is a good thing. somc
smalb companics havc fclt thcy had
less immediate need for this than for
other activities or a more practical na
ture. Thus. in addition to continuing
such projects rclated to "r;lIe;I'/".I" of
formulation such as: solvcnt properties:
dilfusion and permeation of water and
solvcnts: rhcology after application and
evaporation from waler h\lrne Cllatings:
pigment dispcrsion stahility: surface
tcnsion cffects: intcrnal strcss: im
proved adhesion hased on rl'ceding
contact angle plots: and the like. a serics
of applicd research projects relating to
the consumer rrOdUl:IS ar(':1 was
started. Here the emphasis is llll suh
slrales. such as ClllH:retc. wood. and
plastic. and their problcms related to
coatings. for inslance. how coatings
should bchave to perform properly on
suhstratcs in practice.
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ANALYTtCAL ACnVtTtEs: Its analyti
cal capacity, combined with a knowl
edge ofcoatings. places the Institute in a
particularly valuable position for serv
ing the coatings industry in all its vari
ous aspects. For exam pic. thcse
aualyses can be quite important in de
termining proper labelling: or providing
documentation for an expert witness
situation or other forensic effort: or in
controlling the contents of sample A for
ingredient X. which may havc caused a
special problcm or produced a special
elfec!. The Institute has the standard in
strumentation of a wcll-equipped ana
lytical laboratory. ineluding infrared.
UV-visihlc. gel permeation chromatog
raphy. gas chromatography. alOmie ah
sorption. thin layer chromatography.
and scanning electron microscopy with
x-ray analysis. Wet analyses are also
performed according to standardized
procedures. Should the Instilllte lack
cquipment for morc advanccd analytical
techniques. this can generally he used
on a per problem basis at a cooperating
institute. The Institutc has becn partic
ularly active in helping to develop stan
dard analytical procedures by co
opcrating with ISO. ASTM. and
IUPAC groups.

GENERAl. TI'STtNG: The Institutc is
equipped to perform almost all stan
dardized test methods for coatings and
printing inks. whcthcr Scandinavian.
ASTM, DIN. or ISO. Here again. expe
ricnce in the coatings industry is an ad
vantage ami all thc pitfalls and advan
tages of acceleratcd testing mcthods
such as salt-spray, Wcather-Ometcr".
blister box. and dirt retcntion must he
rccognized at all times.

In addition. such spccializcd testing
as internal stress. tensile strength. rhc
ological profilcs. surface character
ization by contact angles. and solu
hility parameters are carried out as re
quired. These arc examples of special
izcd capahilitics which are centralizcd
at one place and carricd out hy trained
personnel who can recognize problems
and special situations which unexperi
enccd personncl may nol.

OntER SERVICES: Thc Institute
maintains other serviccs which are par
ticularly well suitcd for a cooperativc
venture. A specialized coatings library
is one. Coatings literature is reviewed
and cards are scnt out which can bc uscd
fill' current awareness or filed for future
searches. An environmental sl:rvicc or
this type is also functioning on a co
operative basis as mentioned ahove.

\h'.llha-Oml:ll"r I' .1 rl'!!"l~rl'd lr";IJl'm;lr~ ••1 '\11••, Ik
\IH"l\l

RE-SEARCH FOR OPPORTUNITY

The Institute's staff provides a large
number of less visible services, such as
providing Icctures: functioning in vari
ous coatings related work groups.
societies, or guiding groups for other in
stitutcs: and answering a large number
of inquiries by phone or lettcr. These all,
directly or indirectly. increase the ef
fectiveness of the industry as a whole.

It has long been onc of the goals of the
Institute to employ and train younger
engineers for a few years and then. by
mutual agreement. attempt to find them
a position in the coatings industry.
While this program has not always
functioned as one might hope, a re
newed effort is being made. hased on re
cent growth. to establish a turnover
among the younger engineers.

As previously mentioned. the Insti
Illle also provides the opportunity for
Master's level studcnlS to do rcsearch
within the industry. Some of the best
cxploratory rescarch done recently at
the institute is a result of just such proj
ects.

Scandinavian Paint Consultants

An independent organization. Scan
dinavian Paint Consultants. whose pur
pose is to market the Institllle's capa
hilities has also been growing. In addi
tion to this function. courses are ar
ranged. audi(, visual programs dealing
with coatings have heen developed. and
contacts with a large segment of Scan
dinavian industry are maintained. Ove
Siiberg is director of this activity. This
organization also markets the Siiherg
adhesion tester which has heen stan
dardized in Sweden and West Germany.
This is a portahle instrument for m~as

uring v~rtical. pull-off adhesion of
coatings (and concrete cohesion!. A re
cent developm~nt is a device to deter
mine IiIm thickness in the field. A 45·
angle. small hole. is drilled through the
coating into the substrate. Microscopic
examination then allows film thickness
measurement. Thcre is no visihle
scnllch or scar as a result or this meas
urement.

Publications

The usual reporting procedurc is to
,end membcrs. and selectcd othcr in
stitute's and people. copies of Institute
reports wherever a project has pro
gressed to a given point or perhaps heen
completcd. Frequently. requests are re
ceived to pUhlish these in Ihe literature
for all to hcndil from the results. This
may he in the American. English. or
German coatings literature or in COI1

junction with a conference or congress.
hut most often they arc published in the
Scandinavian journal. Fiirg (1('11 l.ad.
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APPENDIX
Articles in Fiirg och Lack Authored

by Employees
Of the Scandinavian Paint and
Printing Ink Research Institute

eM HANSEN

This excellent publication usually prints
its articles in a Scandinavian language.
It is the ofTicialjournalofthe SLF (Fed
eration of Scantlinavian Paint amJ Var
nish Technologists). Unfortunately. be
cause of the language problem. numer
ous excellent articles may not reach a
larger audience. Partly because of this.
the title page ofFiirg o('Ii LlIck and other
Europeanjournals have heen sent to the
JOURNAl. OF COMtNGS TECH 'OI.OGY

for early publication in the English lan
guage. A few articles puhlished in Fiirg
()('Ii LlIck by personnel from the Insti
Illle are listed in the Appendix.

Conclusion

What the coatings industry in the
United States ultimately decides to do
with hroader research activities is a
matter which only they can decide. The
rest of the industry can only hope that
coatings research activilies ilH.:rcase.
and that the results are published.
primarily for the benelit of the local in
dustry. but also for the benelit of all.
Re-s('(fn'!J mean,\' ('PfJIJflllllity.
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Particle Adhesion 10

Coated Slufaees
A. Saarnak: Study of

Methods to Evaluate the
Resistance of Coatings to
Biological Attack
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Whether they are applied
with big rollers or small rollers,

paints with Polywet are low cratering,
low-foaming, have excellent adhesion, and

excellent scrub resistance. It takes less
Polywet than most other dispersants to get

these benefits, too.
Polywet dispersants will give you all these advantages

without the usual disadvantages of conventional
dispersants. That's why over 50% of allli02 slurry man

ufacturers use Polywet. It maintains product performance
both on the wall and on the shelf.

Polywet dispersants are low-foaming anionic polyelectro
Iytes for dispersing pigments in water in a variety of applica

tions, including: latex paint, slurry shipment, specialty
coatings and water treatment systems. They are resis

tant to hydrolysis, are effective over a wide pH range,
and remain stable over a wide temperature range.

Polywet N0-1 for exterior paints and paints containing
reactive pigments and biocides provides excellent stability
and imparts thixotropy. Polywet NO-2 is recommended for

slurry shipment and storage and may be used in all types of
latex paints.

There are also Polywet Surfactants that provide high
surface tension latexes with low foam, excellent stability and

offer other special advantages for both hydrophobic and
hydrophilic monomers.

For complete information on Polywet and a comparative study
of other dispersants call or write Joseph Hochheiser, Uniroyal

Chemical, Naugatuck, CT. 06770; (203) 723-3445.

"~'

Low cratering is just one reason
why Polywet®dispersants
are best.

-"'--...
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PRICE
$30.00 - Federation Membel
$50.00 - Non-Member
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PAINT/COATINGS DICTIONARY

An invaluable reference source containing definitions for more
than 4500 coatings-related terms Classification section listing
all terms in total of 73 categories Extensive bibliography (over
600 references). ... 632 pages (6 x 9 in.), case-bound.

Approximately 4500 terms of the coatings industry and its interfacing technologies are
defined in this comprehensive volume, which has been compiled by the Definitions Com
mittee of the Federation of Societies for Coatings Technology. Unique feature is classifi
cation of these definitions into one or more of 73 categories (color, pigments, additives,
methods of application, etc.). These categories have been number coded and appear as
superscripts at the end of each definition. Conversely, all terms defined under each cate
gory are listed in back of the book and serve as a thesaurus for key words, research
papers, and literature searches. Pigments have also been classified into their Color Index
numbers, and pigment synonyms have been extensively cross-indexed to a commonly
accepted name.

Please enter my order lor copy (copies) 01 the "Paint/Coatings Dictionary"

Check one:

PREPAID ORDER:
Add 5% to Total Amount of Order
to Cover Handling and Postage.

Name __

Company

Address _

D $30 - Federation Member D $50 - Non-Member

(Shipping Charges Extra)

TERMS OF ORDER

I
ORDERS REQUIRING BILLING:
Postage, plus 50' Handling Charge,
Additional.

City _ State __ _ __ Zip Code

72

MAIL TO:

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE IN U.S. FUNDS

Federation of Societies for Coatings Technology
1315 Walnut Street, Suite 830, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107

Pennsylvania residents pleue add 6% sales tax
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Interested in color? You can't afford to be without
a subscription to the one quarterly Journal for all

color specialists .. for everyone involved in the
application of color as well as research in the field.

You'll discover fresh ideas. new developments.
ever\1hlng vital to your interest ... written by

internationally respected authorities. l
research and
application

Endorsed by the Inter-Society Color Council, The Colour Group
(Great Britain) and the Canadian Society for Color

Editor-in-Chief: Fred W. Billmeyer, Jr, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Associate Editors: Rolf G. Kuehni, Verona· Dyestuff Division, Mobay Chemical Corporation; Michael R.
Pointer, Kodak Limited, England; Alan R. Robertson, National Research Council, Canada
Special Editor for Industrial Applications: James G. Davidson, Macbeth, A division of
Kollmorgen Corporation

COLOR research and application is the only
English·language journal that covers the entire
spectrum of color. It fills the void created by
diverse publications which offer only minimal
coverage of this broad subject. Each issue
presents reports on the state of the art, original
full·length articles, news notes, meeting an·
nouncements, and book reviews.
COLOR research and application is far more than
a scientific and technological journal. It publishes
articles on color in art, design, education, busi·
ness and industry, and is concerned with the
science, esthetics, psychology, engineering and
technology of the field.
As a subscriber to COLOR research and applica
tion, you will keep pace with developments in
your own field of color as well as those outside
your speciality.

EXAMPLES OF PUBLISHED ARTICLE~:

Computer Color Matching with the Aid of Visual
Techniques
R. K. Winey

Colour Terminology
R. W G. Hunt
TV Still Treats Color as a Novelty
E. C. Winckler
Mass-Market Color Selection
C. M. Gantz

The Physiology of Color Vision
G. S. Wasserman
Changes in Color Appearance with Variations in
Chromatic Adaptation
C. J. Bartleson
Material Standards and Their Use in Color
Measurement
E. C. Carter and F. W. Billmeyer, Jr..---------------------------------~Mail to: Shirley Hochberg ill

John Wiley & Sons . W
605 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10016

Please enter a one year subscription for $35.00 to the quarterly COLOR research and application,
Volume 4, 1979.
o My check is enclosed. (Outside U.S. add $5.00 for postage and handling.)
o Bill me. (Restricted to the U.S.)

------- ~- ----------Name _

Affiliation

Address _

City State Postal Code _

•
Payment for international orders must be made in U.S. currency. E2386 ..---------------------------------
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ORDER FORM

FEDERATION SERIES ON COATINGS TECHNOLOGY

Price

(@$1.50)

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

NOTICE
AFTER JULY 1, 1979
UNIT PRICE-$2.50

Title

"Principles of Formulation and Paint Calculations"-W. R. Fuller. (June 1969)

"Amino Resins in Coatings"-W. L Hensley and W. E. McGinty. (Dec. 1969).

"Silicone Resins for Organic Coatings"-R. W. Clope and M. A. Glaser. (Jan. 1970)

"Urethane Coatings"-D. Lasovick. (July 1970).

"Dispersion and Grinding"-M. H. Schaffer. (Sept. 1970)

"Acrylic Resins"-Gerould Allyn. (Mar. 1971) .

"Phenolic Resins"-R. D. McDonald. (Mar. 1971) .

"Vinyl Resins"-G. M. Powell. (Apr. 1972)

"Epoxy Resins"-R. A. Allen (Apr. 1972)

"Nitrocellulose and Organosoluble Cellulose Ethers in Coatings"-E. C. Hamilton and
L W. Early. Jr (Sept. 1972)

"Plasticizers"-J. K. Sears (June 1974) .

"Interior Finishes"-Murray Abriss and Oliver Volk (Apr. 1976)

"Exterior House Painf·-G. G. Schurr (May 1977)

"Automotive Finishes"-Ralph Williams (July 1977)

"Corrosion and the Preparation of Metallic Surfaces for Painting"-Clive H. Hare (Feb. 1978)

"Anti·Corrosive Barner and Inhibitive Primers"-Clive H. Hare (Feb. 1979)

"Introduction to Coatings Technology"-W. R. Fuller. (Oct. 1964) (Revised May 1973) $

"Formation and Structure of Paint Films"-W. R. Fuller. (June 1965) Not available at this time: out of stock.

"Oils for Organic Coatings"-F. L Fox. (Sept. 1965) . $

"Modern Varnish Technology"-A. E. Rheineck. (May 1966) . . ... ..... . $

"Alkyd Resins"-J R Blegen. (Mar. 1967) $

"Solvents"-W. R Fuller. (May 1967) . $

"White Hiding and Extender Pigments"-W. H. Madson. (Oct. 1967) . $

"Inorganic Color Pigments"-W. R. Fuller and C. H. Love. (Mar. 1968) Not available at this lime: out of stock

"Organic Color Pigments"-J. G. Mane. (July 1968) $

"Black and Metallic Pigments"-W. S. Stoy. E. T. Usowski. L P. Larson. D. Passigli. W. H.
Byler, R. Evdo. and W. von Fischer. (Jan. 1969) .

"Paint Driers and Additives"-W. J. Stewart. (June 1969).

Please enter my order for the following Units at the price of $1.50 each:

Number

Of Copies Unit

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

NEW 27

BINDER(S)

Handy flat back blade-type binders which will hold 18 units in the "Federation
Series on Coatings Technology $6.00 each. or 2 for $11.00 $

TOTAL $

PREPAID ORDER:

Add 5% to Total Amount of Order

to Cover Handling and Postage.

TERMS OF ORDER
ORDERS REQUIRING BILLING:

Minimum Order-$10.00. Postage.

plus 50' Handling Charge, Additional.

Name _

Company _

Address _

City State Zip Code _

MAIL TO:

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE IN US FUNDS

Federation of Societies for Coatings Technology
1315 Walnut Street _ Philadelphia, Pa. 19107

Pennsylvania residents please add 6% sales tax



Now your oldest problem
has a new solution.

Patcote™

--------
Foam, and the side effects of controlling it, have for
years been problems in trade sales coatings. They are
becoming major problems in industrial coatings as well.

Now you have a new source of help in industrial and
trade sales coatings-a company with a new approach
to foam control formulations and service.

When you call Patco Coating Products, we do a lot
more than just send samples. We're not another
"me-too" defoamer supplier. We go out of our way to
provide the best possible answer to your foam control
problem, even to tailor-making a Patcote defoamer
to meet your specific needs.

We have developed an extensive line of Patcote pro
prietary products for both trade sales and industrial
applications. One of them may be the one you need.
If not, our technical service staff stands ready to work
with your bench chemists to develop a defoamer that
suits your needs. We've done it lor others. We'll do it
for you.

If you have a difficult foam control problem, let us
hear from you. We can help. All it takes is a toll free
telephone call to put Patco Coating Products' service to
work for you. Or write for Patcote product information.

Patco Coating Products, C. J. Patterson Company
3947 Broadway, Kansas City, Missouri 64111 Toll Free Telephone (800) 821-2250 In Missouri dial (816) 561-9050
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Read This!
~~\'f.O sr-4"~J"

;' ft 0< _ Z

~~~~~i
\)1-}" c,....

• Chemical manufacturers ,( PRO'<

• Chemical importers
• Chemical processors
• Chemical distributors

The U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
wants you to know about something you need . ..

The Toxic Substances Control Act's

CHEMICAL SUBSTANCE INVENTORY
(includes a separate "Product Trademark List")

AVAILABLE IN EARLY 1979

Chemical manufacturers and importers need it ...
to see if the chemicals they make or import now for commercial U.S. distribution are on the list. Unlisted
chemicals will be considered "new" chemicals by the U.S. EPA. New chemicals will have to be evaluated by
EPA before they can be distributed commercially into the marketplace. This evaluation system is called
"premanufacture notification".

Chemical processors and distributors need it ...
to see if the chemicals you bought from a U.S. manufacturer or importer, back through January 1, 1975, are
listed. If they are not, they should be. EPA is giving you 210-days to notify them of these omitted substances.
If you do not know the chemical name of what you buy, check the TRADEMARK PRODUCT LIST. If you find
the trademark product name of the chemical you buy on this list, that tells you that it is listed in the Inventory's
contents by its chemical name.

Do you need your own copy? ...
• Not necessarily . .. for your convenient reference, copies will be supplied to: the libraries of all large cities,

GPO Regional Depository Libraries, State Environmental Offices, and EPA Regional Offices
• However . .. EPA will furnish one free copy of the Inventory andlor Product Trademark List to each com

pany upon request .... If you complete the order form below and send it immediately to: Initial Inventory
(TS-799); Industry Assistance Office; U.S. EPA; 401 M St., S.W.; Washington, D.C. 20460 .... You will be sent
your ordered copy immediately after its publication in early 1979.

• And . .. if your company wants more than one copy, they will have to be ordered from the Government Print
ing Office, at a cost to be specified later.

I want to be sent one copy of (check one or both):
o TSCA Chemical Substance Inventory

o Product Trademark List ~ in (check one): C Printed Form

(Name)

(Company)

(Mailing Address)

o Microfiche

76

(Cily)

My company is a:

(Date)

(Stale)

o manufacturer n importer 0 processor 0 distributor

(Signature)

(Zip Code)

o other~~ _
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GORDON ALI.ISON. Snretary

Honored guests in attendance in
cluded James McCormick. Federation
President and Frank Borrelle. Federa
tion Executive Vice-Presidenl.

Ron Campbell. of Union Carbide
Corp .. presented a movie titled "MAY
19TH. 1981." Following the movie. he
spoke on "PLACARDING AND TRANS
PORTATION OF HAZARDOUS MATERI
ALS."

Q. ISI/'t the emissiol/ Fom aql/eoas
s[(win}.? !Jain!s, such as aliphatic
ami"es, i,{juriolls to health?

A. Yes. hence the need for a reliable
method of analysis.

BRIAN F. GILLIAM. Pahlicin' Ollicer

Feb. 5

Feb. 7

New York

This was a joint meeting of the New
York Society and the New York Paint
and Coatings Association.

A "LEGISLATIVE UPDATE" was held.
chaired by Milton Goli. of Cosan
Chemical Corp. It consisted of a panel
of industry representatives. The fol
lowing topics were discussed.

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY - Wes
Pollitt. of Sapolin Paints. Inc.

The Consumer Product Safety Com
mission can assess civil and criminal
penalties and can require the recall of
products. said Mr. Pollitl. In a ranking
of 260 general products as hazardous.
paints were ranked as the 23rd most
hazardous type. The lead standard.
continued Mr. Pollitt. is a maximum of
0.6% by weight of nonvolatile of paints.
This applies to consumer paints and
paints for toys and furniture. Coatings
for metal furniture are exempted. H U D
regulations for lead are still unresolved.
while OSHA allows a maximum of 50
micrograms of lead or chromium per
cubic meter of air in the workplace. In
discussing labeling. Mr. Pollitt said that
combustible paint products must be
labeled as hazardous. This applies to
products with a flash point range 01'80 to
150'F. Tag Open Cup. He said that the
new labeling guide supplement is ready.

Q. Are there al/r label reqairemetlts
jil/jlammable pa;nl strippers OIher than

Montreal

Mr. Robert Rauch. of Tioxide of
Canada. Inc .. and Mr. Karmazyn. of
Rohm and Haas Co.. spoke on "FLOW
IMPROVEMENT IN LATEX GLOSS AND
SEMI-GLOSS PAINTS."

Mr. Rauch showed how the enamel
grade type of titanium dioxide can influ
ence flow and levelling. He also de
scribed a test method usi ng the Ro
tovisco which measures the degree of
!low and levelling of glossy emulsion
paints.

Mr. Karmazyn discussed the use of
alkali soluble resins to modify im
provement in flow and (usually) gloss.
and final painl film appearance. He also
discussed the emulsion particle size and
emulsion stabilization and its relation to
the flow of glossy emulsion painl.

CUTHBERT A. MCWADE. Snretarv

Feb. 21

Feb. 12

Jan. 11

Jan. 23

Louisville

Golden Gate

Tom Dowd. of the E.T. Horn Co ..
was prescnted with a special award for
his contributions to the education com
mittees from both the Golden Gate So
ciety for Coatings Technology and the
Golden Gate Paint and Coatings Asso
ciation.

Judy Thompson. an interior deco
rator with Lifestyle Wesl. spoke on "A
NEW HOUSE AT THE SAME ADDRESS."

SHARON VADNAIS. Secretary

William Hare. of Morehouse Indus
tries. Inc .. spoke on "DtSPERSION
Tf'CHNIQUES PERTAINING TO HIGH
SPEED DISPERSERS."

J. KIRK MENEFEE. Snretarv

Dallas

H.S. Ritter. of PPG Industries. Inc ..
spoke on "COLLOID PROPERTIES OF
LATEX PAINTS."

Dr. Ritter discussed the fact that vari
ous colloids are needed to formulate
latex paints and that colloid properties
must balance to achieve desired results.

RICHARD WILLIAMSON. Secretary

Cleveland

This was a joint meeting with the
Cleveland Paint and Coatings Associa
tion.

Mike Malaga acted as moderator for
Ihe panel discussion. "liVING WITH
GOVERNMENT REGUI.ATIONS." The
panel included Robert L. Knarr. of
OSHA; Harold Harkins. of DOT: and
Roger Grimes. of EPA.

JACK S. MALAGA. Secretorv

Mr. McCormick thanked the Society
for its help. cooperation. and support
for the Federation's recent Chicago
convention.

Mr. Borrelle made a brief slide
presentation concerning the Fed
eration's recent reorganization and the
Federation in general.

Bruce R. Harris. of Stepan Chemical
Co.. spoke on "SURFACTANTS AS RE
I.ATED TO THE PAINT INDUSTRY."

RICHARD M. HILLE. Secretary

Feb. 5

Feb. 1

Feb. 1

Chicago

Birmingham

Graham Robinson. of Synthetic Res
ins Ltd" spoke on "WATER-BoRNE
FINISHES. "

Conventional solvcnt-based coatings
have been under scrutiny for the last ten
years. and of the many developmenls.
the field of water-based coatings is only
one. said Mr. Robinsun. Water-borne
coatings are uniquc in that the environ
ment contains a large amount of the
solvent used. i.e .. water. Initially.
solvent-based resin solutions in a water
dilutable form wcre used for industrial
coatings. but water soluble alkyds are
now available as a possible resin solu
tion. he continued.

On stoving. the paint film gives off
solvents. amines. aldehydes. kClones.
and acids. Mr. Robinson prescnted fig
ures showing the solvent and gaseous
product evolved for solvent-based.
water-based. and powder coatings. As
the water-based coating contains 3-4%
of amines on final stoving. it is a case of
less air pollution rather than no pollu
lion. Mr. Robinson mentioned that
there is a need for better analytical
methods to measure the pollution prod
ucts.

He concluded by naming some inter
esting applications including an au
tomotive metallic topcoal. gravure and
flexographic printing inks. anti-graffiti
paints. and all weather sports surfaces.

Baltimore
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"'~TELEDYNE TABER

than 100 parts per billion. which is no
problem.

AtR AND WATER POLLUTtON - Gabe
Malkin. Consultant.

The California Air Resources Board
restrictions on solvent emissions from
paints are now being studied by several
other states. The previous limit on
ozone levels in the atmosphere of .08
ppm is being raised to .12 ppm. and the
American Petroleum Industry is trying
to get the limit raised further. to .25
ppm. Water quality guidelines were
presented some time ago. said Mr. Mal·
kin. Solvent effluent was set at zero. and
water eflluent guidelines have not yet
been firmed up. Promising work is being
done on paint plant sludge reenvery. he
concluded.

OSHA UI'D.UE - Leo Chaison.
In regard to lead. Mr Chaison said

that a maximum airborne level of 50
micrograms per cubic meier of air is
permilled. including lead driers and in·
organic pigments. Companies have one
year to comply. The lead level must ac·
tually be measured. and if ahove .10
micrograms there are many require·
menlS. including periodic medical
checks. The regulation is being chal·
lenged in court. he saiel. With regard to
benzene. Mr. Chaison mentioned that
the new ruling limited emissions to one
ppm. hut this was struck d,lwn by a
Federal Court. The Federal government
is petitioning the Supreme Court for a
review of the ruling. The third item
mentioned. acrylonitrile. is limited to 2
ppm over an eight hour period. Ac·
rylonitrile may he present in some
latexes used in paints. Paint manufac·
turers are l'xempted if they ohtain a let·
tel' from their supplier stating that the
latex resin will not generate vapors of 2
ppm.

ToxtC StlIlS·t ANCES ACT - Leo
Chaison.

A dislinction is made h.:twec:n mallu
facturers of basic raw materials and
prncessors who rrodtH:e mixtures of
these raw malerials. Paint manufactur
ers produce mixllJres and '"T exempted
from TOSCA regulations. provided that
their raw material suppliers have regis·
tered their products. said Mr. Chaison.
Manufacturers of l'hemieals. including
resins. must file such information as
physil'al data. nash point. and toxicity
data. 'IS well as an indil'<ltion of their
customers' intended use of the product.
The enst of testing new produl'ts can
vary from $50.0011 to a maximum of
ahout $1 million. he continued. An ini·
tial inventory of toxic suhstanees will he

tions of hazardous waste. Hazardous
wastes listed include water·based paint
and latex sludge. A key provision in·
volves the means of determining
whether waste is hazardous. he contino
ued. Alist of hazardous wastes has been
published. Wastes can be exempted if
they pass certain specific tests. but
these tests are costly to run.

AtRBORNE PARTtCI.ES - John Wood·
ruff. of Whillaker. Clark & Daniels.

There have been no changes in regu·
lations since last year. Mr. Woodrutr
advised manufacturers to continue to
request Material Safety Data Sheets
from their suppliers and to follow good
housekeeping procedures.

HEAVY ME·tAI.S- Bill Stewart. of
Tenneco Chemicals.

The Consumer Product Safety Com
mission has not specified a test for lead
in paint. but GSA is using Atomic Ab·
sorption as a test. This will probably set
a precedent. said Mr. Stewart. He also
mentioned that thcrc has heen some
enncern as to the use of polychlorinated
hiphenyls in phthalocyaninc pigments.
hut suppliers assure that the ',. vel is less

test surface wear with the

TABER505
DUAL ABRASER

The scientific way to

accurately test wear

characteristics of

woven .fabrics,

plastics, ceramics,

glass, metals,

leather, rubber,

~."~••~~lIIj~~": paints and other
~ coatings.

Write today for more infor

mation about this and other test

equipment in the Taber line.

rhllse IIIrhe CII/lSrllllN Produc1S Sq(ery
Commission?

A. Yes. the labels of the outer pack·
aging in which shipments are made are
subject to DOT regulations.

DEPARTMENT oFTRANSPORTATION
Rocco Parrella. of International Paint
Co.

Mr. Parrella mentioned that a hazard·
ous materials newsleller is being pub·
lished monthly. He also discussed new.
regulations on tank cars and trucks reo
suiting from explosions such as the one
at Waverly. Tenn. Modifications are
expected to cost $10.000 per tank car.
The trend is to build tank cars smaller
than before. to limit damage from acci·
dents. An amendment has been pro·
posed. he concluded. to ban direct un·
loading from tanks into drums.

SOLID WASTES - AI Eilender.
The Resources Conservation and Re·

covery Law passed recently by Con·
gress will gradually hecome very im·
portant to paint manufacturers and will
involve ennsiderable cxpense. said Mr.
Eilender. Subtitle C involves identifica·
tion. treatment. storage. and inspec·
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What you should know
about EternaBrite@

published this Spring. Paint manufac
turers should check to be sure that all of
their raw materials are on this list. Ifnot.
either they or their raw material suppli
ers must file information on the unlisted
raw materials within 210 days. con
cluded Mr. Chaison.

A "ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSION."
also chaired by Milton Goli. followed.

PASSAIC VALLEY SEWER COMMISSION
- Frank D' Assencio.

Mr. D'Assencio said that when the
system is complcted it will be able to
treat 300 million gallons of waste water
per day. Five types of waste are prohib
ited. They are lire hazards (solvcnts).
corrosive substances (of pH less than 5
or more than 9). solid or viscous wastes
(sand. gravel). wastes interfering with
plant operations (latex sludge. grease
balls). and heat which would upset the
biology of the plant (above 40·C in
stream). As to toxic substances. he said.
guidelines have not yet been publishcd.
but plants must show effective removal.

Paint and Coatings Association.
Mr. Thomas felt that what is really

needed is a respite from new regulations
and re,interpretation of present laws.
The top priority of Congress now is in
flation and the "tax revolt." Therefore.
the budgets of regulatory agencies may
be tightened. Bills have been introduced
based on the idea that excessive regula
tion is innationary and stines innova
tion. he said. Mr. Thomas then talked
about the following proposed legisla
tion: Congressional oversight of agen-

cies. forcing cost analysis; relaxation of
regulations for small business; post
ponement of Clean Air Act compliance
for one year: amendments to OSHA fa
voring small business; extension of Re
sources Conservation and Recovery
Act. and giving the agency involved
more powers; TaSCA legislation in
volving Federal government testing for
carcinogens: and suspension of the duty
on imported nitrocellulose until 1980.

Q. Holt' don IiiI' gO\'el'lllllelll deftl/I'

Q. Holt' are disc/wrges iI/II", Passaic
Va//I'y sysll'IIIII'IICI'd to a specijic plal/t:'

A. There are 160sub-areas.eaehwith
a key manhole. All areas are sampled
and the results are fed intn a computer.

PRACTICAL METHODS OF WASTE DIS
POSAl. - Dr. Samuel Lce. of SCA
Chemical Waste Dispnsal Cn.

Dr. Lee said that the U.S. lags behind
other cnuntries in waste dispnsal be
cause large areas of open land were
available. ew laws such as TaSCA
and the Resources Conservation and
Recovery Act arc forcing developmcnt
of new methods. The SCA Co. was
formed 10 provide solid and chemical
waste disposal. The philosophy nfoper
at ions include extraction of valuable
materials where possible. process con
trol through analysis. and nexibility of
operation. He described a scientific
landfill site in orth Carolina which has
the following features: I) geologically
sound site on clay soil. 2) cavity con·
struction is both above and below
ground. with impermeable lincr. 3)
internal sumps to collect liquids. and 4)
back-up waste treatment system. Spe
cific treatmell! of paint industry waste
includes solvent recovery. coagulation
of waleI' and latex waste. etc.

Q. Halt' pl'llclical is IiiI' lal/{!!'// srs
tem?

A. The people running the sites are
forever responsible for the waste and
this is bound to be costly. Recycling will
be a better answer when the technology
is developed.

A, TICtl'ATIO ' OF LEGISLA'IION IN
1979 - Larry Thomas. of the National

V~. 51. No. 651, April 1979

FACT: EternaBrite brings to ready-mix
paint technology a fresh new family of aluminum
pigments yielding almost 100% in leafing values,
compared with leafing values of 50% plus in
ordinary aluminum pastes.

FACT: Aluminum paint made with
EternaBrite can be stored for periods of long duration
yet exhibit superior leafing when applied.

FACT: Lesser amounts of EternaBrite can
be used in formulations and still produce fully leafed
coatings with unsurpassed reflectivity and metallic
lustre. It is available in three versatile choices: 301-1
(Standard Lining), 601-1 (Extra Fine Lining), and 651-1
(Extra Fine Lining Polished).

Speclailsts m Alummum PIgments

SILBERLINE
MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
Lansford, Pennsylvania 18232
Phone (717) 645-3161
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Q. Are r/1l'rt' {/IIY r/fS! inhihitors in the
I"hire fesr.!()1"1l1l1/a,'i.'1

A. No.

Q. Is Ihe Selltlle cOllsill"rillg Ihe ,1'1/1"
(1/' AltlShtlll lIillO .It1ptlll. ill I'iell' (~!' Ih"
dil/im/{ies (!!'IWIISlilIl'/illg Ihe oil 10 ill"
US.'

A. Ycs. it is heing considered.
MARVtN J. S('·HNAl.I .. S('('rotlrr

SI/II/1/ h/lsi/l"ss:'
A. This is not definite. and varies

with each bill introduced.

U.S. Senator Harrison Williams. of
New Jersey. spoke on "OSHA."

Senalor Williams. one of the original
sponsors of the legislation. reviewed its
origins. He indicated that the adminis
Iration of the Act has not always pro
moted the basic aims of the original leg
islalion. However. he continued. this is
gradually being corrected. Rules and
procedures are being simplified and
OSHA is now concentraling on stan
dards for high hazard industries.

Ada Niclscn. llf Nalco Chcmical Co..
spoke on "SCREI'NING PROCEDURES OF
ANTI-F()A~tS - DIt.l'~I~IA OF PREIlICI·
ING SLI('l'I'SS IN USE."

Ms. Nielscn desnibcd defoamcrs as
deslroycrs orroarn. whereas anli-foams
not only prcvcnt foams from '·orming.
but also act 'IS dcfoamcrs. A good de
~crirlioll was given of the differellces
betwcen pin-hlliing. tish cyes. and na
Icrinc.

If ('I"llblems lVith color dcvelopment
arc cllcoltntcn:d. she said. it is ncc~s

sary to ensure that enough surfactant
pr('sclll: Some anli-roams Illay have less
effect on color devclopmcl1l than (lIh
(TS.

Jan. 8

Jan, 17

W.J. C NANE. S('c!"e/tlry

Toronto

Piedmont

Don Kcssion. of Spcncer Kcllogg
Div .. Textron. Inc .. spllkc on "CORRO
SION RESISTANCE IN WATER-RE
DUCIBl.E COATINGS."

Mr. Kession aplaincd the classifica
lion of WD rcsins - cmulsions. disper
sions. and solutions (colloids). Aidcd by
a slide presentalion. he discusscd such
lopics as cmulsi'"1 constitucnts. emul
sion film formation. cmulsifiers. cmul
sion painl film pmpCrlies. and types of
lValer-soluble resins.

Mr. Kession concluded by saying that
water-soluble painl dispersion's film
propertics havc thc advantagcs of
highcr gloss. belter Ilow and rheology.
and usc of thinner films. Disadvantages
includc slower dryi ng. less sIabilit y. and
the need for cmsslinking or oxidation.

BALTIMORE (Third Thursday-Eudowood Gardens. Towson). GORDON
ALLISON. McCormick Paint Works. 2355 Lewis Ave .. Rockville. Md. 20851.

BIRMINGHAM (First Thursday-Calthorpe Suite. EdgbaSlon). BRI.'N J.
ADDENBROOKE. Croda Paints Ltd .. Brodesley Green Rd .. Birmingham B94TE.
England.

CHICAGO (First Monday-meeting sites in various suburban locations).
RICHARD M. HILl.E. United Coatings. Inc .. 3050 N. Rockwell. Chicago. III.
60618.

C-D-I-C (Second Monday-Sept .. Nov .. Jan .. Mar.. May in Columbus:
OCI .. Dec .. Feb.. Apr. in Cincinnati. Kings Island Inn). WIl.LlAM J. FROST.
Ashland Chemical Co.. P.O. Box 2219. Columbus. Ohio 43216.

CLEVELAND (Second Tuesday-meeting sites vary). JACK S. MAl.AGA.
Body Brothers. Inc .. 214 Northlield Rd .. Bedford. Ohio 44146.

DALLAS (Thursday following second Tuesday-Vic's Gallery Restau
rant). RICHARD WILLIAMSON. Trinity Coatings Co.. P.O. Box 721. Fort Worth.
Tex. 76101.

DETROIT (Fourth Tuesday-Rackham Memorial Bldg.). G,'RY VAN Ill'

STREEK. Wyandone Paint Products. Inc.. 1430 Sycamore. Wyandone. Mich.
4gl92.

GOLDEN GATE (Monday before third Wednesday-Sabella's Restau
rant. San Fraocisco). StMRON VADNAIS. E.T. Horn Co.. 7700 Edgewatcr Dr..
Oakland. Calif. 94621.

HOUSTON (Second Wedncsday-Marrion Hotel. Astrodome). S,'~IUEl.

L. LOE. JR. Samuel Loe Co.. Inc.. 4715 S. Main St .. Houston. Tex. 770m.

KANSAS CITY (Second Thursday-Washington Street Station).
WILLIAM S~HTH IV. Conchemco. Inc.. P.O. Box 37. Kansas City. Mo. 64141.

LOS ANGELES (Second Wednesday-Steven's Steak House). JAN P.
VAN ZEl.M. 5412 Calle de Arboles. Torrance. Calif. 90505.

LOUISVILLE (Third Wednesday-Essex House). P.W. HARBAUGH. Re
liance Universal. Inc.. 4730 Crinenden Dr .. Louisville. Ky. 40221.

MEXICO (Fourth Thursday-meeting sites vary). MAURICIO ESQL',/EL.
PinlLiras Azteca.

MONTREAL (First Wednesday-Bill Wong's Restaurant). B. MCWADE.
Stahl Finish (Canada) Ltd .. 3g0 Des Lauriers 51 .. Montreal. Que.. P.Q.

NEW ENGLAND (Thild Thursday-Fanlasia Restaurant. Cambridge).
ROBERT G. MODRAK. Benjamin Moore & Co.. P.O. Box 416. Milford. Mass.
01151.

NEW YORK (Seeond Tuesday-Landmark II. East RUlherford. N.J.).
MARVIN J. SCHNALL. Troy Chemical Corp .. One Ave. L. Newark. N.J. 07 ((1.\.

NORTHWESTERN (Tuesday after lirst Monday-Jax Cafe). ROGER AN
DERSON. 3M Company. 3M Center. S1. Paul. Minn. 55101.

PACIFIC ORTHWEST (Portland Section-Tuesday following second
Wednesday: Seanle Section-the day after Portland: British Columbia
Section-the day after Sean Ie). CURTIS BAtLEY. Parker Paint Co.. 3302 S. Junen
SI .. Tacoma. Wash. 98409.

PHILADELPHIA (Second Thursday-Valle's Steak House). BARRY 01'·
I'ENHEIM. McCloskey Varnish Co.. 7600 State Rd .. Philadelphia. Pa. 19136.

PIEDMONT (Third Wednesday-Howard Johnson's Coliseum.
Greensboro. N.C.). W,LI.lAM J. CUNANE. Sherwin-Williams Co.. P.O. Box
452g. High Point. N.C. 27263.

plrrSBURGH (First Monday-Skibo Hall. Carnegie-Mellon University
Campus). R"',IIOND C. UHLIG. Technical Coatings Co.. 1085 Allegheny Ave ..
Oakmont. Pa. 15138.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN (Monday prior to second Wednesday). F.H.
MEYERS. Kwal Paints. Inc.. P.O. Box 5231 T.A .. Denver. Colo g0217.

ST. LOU IS (Third Tuesday-Salad Bowl Restaurant). FLOYD THOMAS. JR..
Thomas & English. Inc .. 108 Mollanphy St .. St. Louis. Mo. 63102.

SOUTHERN (Gulf Coast Section-Second Tuesday: Central Florida
Section-Thursday after third Monday: Atlanta Section-Third Thursday).
FRANKLIN D. RECTOR. Indurall Coatings. Inc.. 3333 Tenth Ave .. N .. Birming
ham. Ala. 35234.

TORONTO (Second Monday-Town and Country Restaurant). A.G.
MORRIS. L.V. Lomas Chemical Co.. 6365 Northwest Dr. Mississauga. Ont ..
Canada.

WESTERN NEW YORK (Second Tuesday-Holiday Inn. Cheektowaga.
N.Y.). GEORGEC. REIIl.Spencer Kellogg Div .. P.O. Box 210. Buffalo. N.Y.
14225.

Constituent Society Meetings and secretaries
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Evaluating anli-roam~ i~ nol a ~imrk

matt~r. A £,llod I-.nowkdgc of Ihe rc~in

,~~tt:m. pigmcnts. SurraClanh and olh~r

(Idditi\'~s i" necc~~ary. :t~ \\ L'11 a:-. an)
pn.:.~villlh \\ ork done on lil-.~ S) SIems. she
adlkd.

Al.l':'-I G. MORllls. Snn'{IIIT

Future Society Meetings

Pall I R. GII~vin. "I' HliglNlil Ch~mi
"al,. di'''""ed "'1'111' ~lhISI'R~~II·.~ I
01- Sill' RI SISI I~(,I:."

~Ir GlIl'I';n d~,crih~d th~ i'hlrll
mcnh now heing used and Ihe work of
Ihe ASTM Cllll1milll'Cs lIn ClllTI'lati"n
and :-.1'llldilrtlil.:atil\1l llf methods.

GUIRGL C. RI·IIl. S"/.,./'/(IIT

Jamc, W. Joudrl. l1f Nt. Indu,tr;c,.
Inc.. spl1kc lIn "RIII·.OL()(;\ ·INIl 1111'.

1'ROI'ER USE OF RIII-.OLO(;ICAL AIl
IJIIIVFS...

Mr. .I"udry p"inlcd ""I Ihal ml"t "I'
Ihe equipmcnt lIs~d for l1lea~uring vis
Cl)sily gave the valu~s at lo\\' 'ihc"lr. bUI
applications ilr~ u:-.ually at high ,hcaL
He "lIggc"t~J Iht: lhC or a platc-and
cone \'iSl't1111~ter in oakr 10 oblain a vi,,
WSitl prlllik. Hc di,,,u,,~d day and "1'
g.anic addit ivcs for'j ncrctlsillg Vi'iCll~ity.

GUIRGE C. Rlcll), S/'/'I'''/(IIT

NOTE TO ALL CONSTITUENT SOCIETY SECRETARIES:
Future Society Meeting notices for the 1978-1979 meeting season con

clude with this issue. All Secretaries are urged to forward their Society's
meeting agenda for the 1979-1980 meeting season to Federation head
quarters as soon as possible. - Ed.

Western N,Y,

Western New York

Jan, 9

Feb, 13

Birmingham

t~I;\\ 3) - "CI'IHODIC ELEC·
I ROIlI'I'OSIIIOI'-CL'RREN'1 S I \I L'S"
- E. ;"Iillingt"n. of Intcrnatil1nal
Pain".

C-D-I-C
(May 14) - "A NEW, IMPROVED

THICKENER SYSTEM" - R.J. Duncan,
of Kelco Div .. Merck & Co .. Inc.

Cleveland

(May 17) - "ART OPENS WAY FOR
SCIENCE" - Dr. Jon B. Eklund, of
Smithsonian Institution.

Golden Gate

(May 14) - "USE OF ORGA 0 TITA
, ATES tN COATINGS" - Salvatore J,
Monte, of Kennch Petrochemicals, Inc.

(Junc 18) - Manuf,\cluring Scminar.
"Mixing Timc '79.--

Los Angeles

(May 9) - "USE OF ORGANO TITA
NATES I COATtNGS" - Salvatore J.
Monte, of Kennch Petrochemicals, Inc,
Also. Manufacluring Seminar. --Com
putcrs for the Paint Industry."
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Elections

BIRMINGHAM

ACI;l'e

H()IXiSON. PI/ILlI' JOliN - Sandoz Products
Lid .. Horsfonh Leeds. Yorkshire. Eng
land.

CHICAGO

Act;n'

AII"C"N_ CRISPI D. - Standard T Chemical
Co.. Chicago Heighls. III.

BISIIOI'. MIRIAM A. - Cargill. Inc.. Carpen
lersville. III.

BROWN. ORVIIJJ-. E. - Rusl-OIeum Corp ..
Evan"on, III.

BRlJt\SON. JOliN E. - Graham Paint & Var

nish. Chicago. III.
COAl ES. H. RANDOI.PH - Midland Diy ..

Dexter Corp .. Waukegan, III.
COI.LlNS. ROIlI:R I L. - Sherwin- Willial1l~

Co.. Chicago.
D.wlI·.s. DONN T. - Davies Imperial Coal

ings. Inc .. Hal11l1llllld. InJ.
DAVIS. lIoNH. - Val~par Corp .. Chicago.
DWH·\I·\N. ROIlI-.RI - Inrhcmcu Ltd.

Skokie_ III.
DLlIIANI·'. DON·\I DC. - RII"I-OlcUI1l Corp..

Evanston.
E:"ISIIOH-. WiLl lAM G. - The Enlt:rpri"c

Companies. Chicago.
FISllloR. PloII-.R K. - Rusl-Oleum Corp ..

Evanston.
Fox. Enw..\lw L. - Ullit~J Coaling~ Inc..

Chicago.
FKU':MAN. RICHARD A. - Jurdan Paint Mfg.

Cn .. Forest Park. III.
GRMIA~1. JOliN C - ()cSUhl. Inc .. Dc:-

Plaines. III.
GRUIl>.sll'. Jill" - O'Brien Corp .. Soulh

Bend, Ind.
G)SSI.J-R. W\'I\I-. E. - DCSlltO. Inc .. Dc'

Plaine;;;.
HUN·I. J \MES G. - J~lrJan Paint Mfg. Co ..

Foresl Park.
J,'KLIlOWSKI. GER'\I.1l (. - Dupli Color. Elk

Grove. III.
J'\NISI.J-.WSKI. GHIRGI: A. - Whittaker

Coalings. Rockdale, III.
JONI·S. OSBURN B. - Elliutt Paint & Varnish

Co.. Chicago.
JORDAN. FRANCIS H. - Mnbil Chcmical Cu..

Kankakee. III.
JURSS. LARR\ J. - Thiem Corp .. We" Allis.

Wis.
K'\~lRAI)T. MIKE - Marlin Varnish Co..

Chicago.
KII\1\E't. L\'t 101\ F. - StandanJ l' Chemical

Co.. Chirago Heighl"i.
KIRKI:Ci,\·\RIl. Pflll.l.lJl V. - MiJland Oiv ..

Dextcr Curp.. Waukegan.
LAWSO~. l),WII)- IIH:hcmo Ltd .. Skokie.
LI:AH't. JOHN T. - Molinc Paint Mfg. Cu..

Moline_ III.
LI-.I-.I'.Gus W. - Seymour of Sycamore Inc ..

Sycamore, III.
MAJKRI.AK. EDWARD P. - DcSOI~). Inc .. Dl:s

Plaines.
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MOONJ-.)'. RAY~lOND M. - Valsl1ar Corp ..
Chicago.

MUI.YCI.KO. T. - Bingham. Franklin Park.
III.

NEAR. WILl.lAM R. - Rust-Oleum Corp ..
Vernon Hills. III.

NOWICKI. G>.R"RD - Cellofilm Cmp ..
Chicago.

OUHWI.G'\R' V. - Union Carhiu(., Cnrp..
Alsip. III.

PU)(J't. ROl"\·\UJ J. - Northwcst Chcmil'al.
Waukesha. Wis.

SAIZG>.R. D..\V," - DeSolll_ Inc" Des
Plaines.

SClIIFFM·\N. Ett \\OOIl- Jordan Paint Mfg.
Co .. Chicago.

SIlI·YPAIW. TIIO~IASF. - United Statl:\ G) p
sum Co.. Dcs Plaincs.

SOU_E. HI:NRY A. - Uni~lll Clrhidl' Cnrp ..
Alsip.

SIECII. CLIFFORD 1-:. - Rockford Chemical
Coalings_ Rockford. III.

SUI.I.lVt\N. JJ-.RRY - Midland Djv .. Dc.'\ll'r
Corp .. Waukcgan.

SUI'ERC/.'t NSKI. W'\Yf\,1 - O'Bricn Corpora
lion. SOlll1l Bl:nd.

TODD. BRl ('I: 1-1. - Ch~mCIJ"l)n emp.. Hol
land_ Mich.

UUlI-.R. ROIll-R I W. - ~Ia~ollit" Corp .. SI.
Charles_ III.

VWGO. Sl '" T. - Cargill. Inc .. Carpen
lersvillc.

VR'\i'\D'\CK. M ·\RI \1\1\.1: E. - John L. Armil
a.e & Co.. Elk Gl'<lve.

W"~IX". RIIBLRI J. - Midland Div . De\ler
Corp .. Waukl:gan.

WI·.SI. Al.VIN C. - Mnhil Chl'mil'al C~l ..
Kankakee.

Willi I·.. R()(il"~ G. - Th~ Elllcrpri~~ (\lmpa
nies. Chicago.

A.\.w<'illl('

BUCKER. ROGloR P. - WhiJlaker. Clark &
Daniels. Inc.. Willo\\ hl'<lok. III.

CAPREI.. WII.I.I/\\1 T. - Kraft Chl'l11iral.
Chicago, III.

C-\RPEN-IER. OWI:N G. - Cyprll~ Ind. Min
enils. Glen Ellyn. III.

GRIM~l. WII.Ui\M A. - Pluess-SI;HIfL'r Ind ..
Inc .. Des Plaines, III.

Hul.I.Y. BIWCE E. - TenllC'co Chl'lllir<lI".
Inc .. Chicago.

K!\1.I.1\J..JR .• WII L1·\M L. - Tenncco Chl'mi
cals. Inc. Chical!.o.

LOBER~I ..\NN. J.\.\tl·S - Whilla"cr. Clar~ &
Daniels. Inc.. Will~l\\bmok.

MCGRO·\R·I't. JOIl1\. T. - I L Indu"tric".
I.('D.. Ben,enville. III.

Mll.l.s. Dr\\'ID R. - Nako Chemical Co..
Hillside. III.

MURDOCK. RIIBloR IN. - Murdock Co.. Inc ..
Arlington Heights. III.

PAYNE.Gr\R' L. - Hillon-Davis. Cincilln;lIi.
Ohio.

S'I AI'I.ES III. PAUL (. - Air Produels &
Chemieals_ Inc. Hillside.

CLEVELAND

ACfin'

GIIU.:\NI. SHIRISH V. - Limhachcr Paint &
Color Works. Inc. I.akcwuod. Ohio.

HflW1\RD. DI·,NI\.IS D. - Hughsu!l Ch~ll1il'als

Co.. Eril'. Pa.
McKI~S1R\. J·'MI·' E. - 1vhlhil Chemical

Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
ORCII. WIIIIA" M. - Glidden-Durkee

Div .. SCM Corp.. Strol1g~villc. Ohill.
SII!'\w. Jl III' - Ccikole Co .. llen..'a. Ohio.
Tlfn"·RM·\I\.. TIIO\1 \S D. - Bod) Brother".

Inc. Rl'dr~llli. Ohio.
Wltll\clll·t·\\ \. PI-II'R - Gliddl'n-I)urkl'l'

Div .. SCM Corp .. Stl'<lngsville.
WIIII.\r-.IS.CO...SI \I\.n· F.-Gliddl'll·Dur~l'e

Div .. SCM ClIrp .. Cleveland.

ASS/N·illfl'

C.'\t\.II'·\<iNA . .lOSI·1'1l - Davie.:-- Can Co ..
Solon. Ohio.

HOUSTON

Alii' .~111 10"'- Ako Paillt ~lrg. Co.. 1111.' ..
Starr~lrd. Tcx.

BII-L1I-t. 1'.,," T. - ~Iohil Chcmical Coat
ings. Bcaumonl. Tex.

131 RSI . .lOll1\. F. - J)rl'''~l'r Milll'r;d~ Div ..
Hnthhln. Tl:'c

C""K. IJI'RIII'RI I .. - Oil Cellier Re,carch.
HllU'ilon.

HFRRAI'/. AN(il·1 - Cllnk Painl & Varni"h
C~l .. Hou"t~)Il.

1.1-1.... llKI. CIiRISIOI'IlI·.R Z. - Ru",,(o Paint
Mfg. Co.. Ikallllhlill.

Ru I·.S. Fl' 1.1 \10;..' S. - PPG Itllhl"tric". Inc.
1-I0U"hlll.

TRI.OS. TIII'ODllHI-' S. - Drc"i"cr ~linaaJ..,

Di\ .. H~llhhUl.

Tl 1\<il..\1\.I). B \HR) J. - Matrote Compan~.

Inc .. Hotl:--lOn.
V \RI)). JOI-l ~1. - PPG Indu"trk". Inl"..

HOtlShlll.
\V1'lS~1 \1\'11·1. Gl' E. - ('oll"iultalli. l-IlHI"i

1l111.

Ass'J(·iafe

J \("KSON. THO,\I'\S A. - Sun Chcllliral. Pig
ml'lll~ Div .. Plano. Tcx.

SCII~III>1. Li·.() A. - Johns Mallville. I-Iolls
1011. Tl'x.

SI"RKS. SII'"'' W. - ))"Ila Solvents 
Chl'l11il.:al Co.. HOll"iIOIl.

LOUISVILLE

D·\(;IIIR. D..\\ III M - ~1 & TChemicals. Inc.
Carrnllloll. Ky.

DUNIIM1. .1I111N D. - Cdancs(' Coaling:-- el)..

Jcffcrstowl1. Ky.
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HOll IRIl.JR . R()Il~R 10. - M & T Ch"micab
Inc .. Carrollion.

POll 1·1 I . RICJI ·IRIl L. - Reichh,,'d Ch"mi
(.t1,_ Inc .. Louisville. Ky.

\VOl 11-, GORDO I S. - Porta Painl Co..
Louiwillc.

H,·, II·R. WILJ.JA,IJ C. - Heller Chemical
Cn .. Sealile. Wash.

KI II J. JR. ROBI·.RI W. - Pa(ific Cna,'
Chl.'mical. P~lrtland. Ore.

PO\II'H'. B, P. - American C}ilnimid Co..
Ln' Angele,. Calif.

R~., NO!."S. THO"AS W. - c.J. Oshorn
Chemicals Co .. MerchanJville. N.J.

ROI:sClI. TIII:LM/\ - Davidson Colleagues.
Tatamy.

NEW ENGLAND PHILADELPHIA WESTERN NEW YORK

AClil'{'

SRIl I Nil R. J \\,~S H. - W R Gra"e & C"..
Lexin£?ton. Ma",,;.

Bl 'noc'K. JIt. 1-10\\ \RI) G. - Calir~lI'llia
PnxI. Corp.. Camhridgc _Mass.

~h [ \ .. ,. GHHUil--.- ~1 & M Paint ~1(~. Co..
Pom tlJC~(,1. R.1.

p"'l. .... s. JOIl .... W. - Par" ... Cllrp .. Sum\-'r"ll'!.
~la .......

IJ \\ 11>"\0;0..'. Hl rill R. - David"ion ('01

1l.'ague.... Tatamy. Pa.
HHil-Dl S. (II·\RII·S R. - Na\;t1 Air Dl.'\l.'I

opml.'l1t Cellier. Warmin ... lcr. Pa.
Mil I I·R. \VII II,R G. - Dell,,"e. In(..

Pl.'nn ...grove. N.J.

CII·'JJCIICK. GHlRC;]· F. - Mesch and Asso
ciales. Lockpon. N.Y.

1i\IORI', tORBI-RJ B. - Hooker Chemical....
I iagara Falls. N.Y.

ROBI-' . .I,,, - Spellcer Kcllogg lJiv .. Bur·
falo. N.Y.

A.\.\/J(';{/!('

TITLE

1- _

I
I.,
I
I
I
I
I

____ ...J

FLAnEN
YOUI

FINISH
Huber makes Zeothix' 95, a
flatting agent Ihal offers many
advantages to the formulator of
varnishes. lacquers and coatings.

It is. first of all. very economical.
, It costs considerably less than

competition. But it is a high
quality additive. too. worthy of
your finest products. Made for
dry mixing, Zeothix 95 ellables
you to achieve a uniform and
consistent gloss level. batch
after batch.

PttO"IE

J, M. Huber Corporation
Chemicals Division
P.O. Box 310
Havre de Grace. Maryland 21078
Attention. Marketing Department-.

Please send me 0 technical data and 0 free samples of:

D Zeolex 80 D Zeolex 35P D Zeo'hlx 95

L~
STlnCH

YOUI
PICMENTS

Huber offers economical and
very effective silica pigment
spacers-Zeolex' 80 for paints
and Zeolex' 35P tor inks.

Zeolex 80 reduces formulation
cost and gives your paint better
leveling and brushabilily, greater
resistance to stains, and improved
enamel holdout.

Zeolex 35P saves ink formulators
on the cost of basic pigmenls
and olher raw materials, while
it improves settling properties
and viscosity control.

FR11-11Mi\t\. SII-VI'N R. - Ahl.:or. Wil·

mington. Ma ... 'i.

A.\.\'(1cit/fc'

A.\,wci(/fc'

W .. SI·R. J\l.'K - Colulllhia Can Co.. Inc ..
Linden. t •.I.

AClil'C'

NEW YORK

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

AIlR \."111. Mlll{ll-l - Engelhard Indu ... lri ....•....

Inc. Ea~l NC\\':lrk. N.J.
AIIIlII·II. H IRR' B. - C"'I,,film C"rp.

Wlllll!ridgl'. N..I.
II,·R. ~I()II" R. - CIBA-GEIGY C"rp ..

Ard,ICj. N.Y.
K'\J-.JI I·IRI·' (".-1\1,,,,,& Wald""iIlC" ..

N('\\arl-.. N.J.
LI-\ 1"', ('II \KII-S - Clllhultant. Bl"llo"l} n.

N.Y.
f\.!OII Ul'l \I>.I()B \I.-I-Iohokcn Paint .... Inl'..

Lolli. J .J.
SCIl\lIl>l. GI ()fUll' A. - Engelhard Minc:ral ...

& Chcmi<.:ab. Corp.. Edi'on. N.J.
S"I \10... BRlll- Z, - Hartin Pain!'. & Filla

Cnrp.. K"arn}. N.J.
SII\ \. Tilt)\! \s J. - D/l Lahoral~lric .... Nc\\

Yorl-.. J ,Y.

BRO\\'. I .. SCUll - talco Chclllirill Co..
LiltlClon. Colo.

A' H~S. TII\I C, - l.aurcIH:c-David. JilL'.

Eugcnc,Orc,
('111·1\(;. C'\~llll () C. - Drew Chcl11ic;lI

Corp .. SI,.'allk. Wa:-.h.
COOK. DICK - Tcc!lnit:al Rcsl,.'arch Cn ..

S"a"'".
D \\ IS, Do\ \1 l) D. - American T;lr Co ..

Sc"Jllk.
FR'I. Willi \\1 - hliTest Paint C~l.

EU1!.I,.'lle.
PH \\;ll. R·" \10'1) F. - Jarvie Painl ~lfc.

Co.. Seanle. ~

511'\ I''''. RIl'1l \RIl G. - Forre ... t Painl Co ..
Eugene.
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Southern Society Holds 43rd Annual Meeting

Conference on Mixing Equipment to be Hosted
By Golden Gate Society on June 14

An allendance of about 300 was
recorded at the 43rd Annual Meeting of
the Southern Society for Coatings
Technology in Buena Vista. Florida.
March 14-16. The President. A. Roy
Neal. of Rico Chemicals. Inc .. was the
Presiding Chairman. Alfred L. Hendry
of A.L. Hendry & Company. served as
Program Chairman.

Technical Session

The meeting opened with a keynote
address... Energy Dilemma - Possible
Solution" by John W. Fetzer. of Mara
thon Oil Co.

Other presentations at the meeting
were:

.. Florida School Property Manage
ment Association Paint Specifications"
by Billie Williams. of Devoe & Ray
nolds Co.

"Practical Rheology for the Coatings
Chemists" by James W. Jourdrey. of
N L Industries. Inc.

"Water Reducible Resins for Coat
ings" by Robert Mate. of Goodyear
Chemicals Co.

"Data and Telecommunications" by
Alex SelTaes and Sheila Tyle. of South
ern Bell Telephone Co.

"Weatherable Epoxy Resins" by
Jack W. KI",·quist. of Shell Chemical
Co.

"Economics and Use of Iron Oxide

The Manufacturing Commillee of the
Golden Gate Society will sponsor an all
day conference on the use of equipment
for mixing and blending of paints. inks.
and varnishes on June 18. at A. Sabel
las' Fisherman's Wharf. San Francisco.
This program will emphasize the
economics as well as the latest tech
niques for mixing and blending of sur
lace coatings. Registration fee of 535 in
cludes lunch and dinner.

Scheduled for presentation are the
following:

"Practical Guide to Rheological
Studies of Inks and Paints" - orman

igard. of California Ink Co.
.. Additives for Dispersingand Mixing

Pigments" - W.J. Stewart. ofTenneco
Chemicals. Inc.

"Mixing Equipment for Dispersing
Inks and Pastes" - Hugh Purcell. of
Morehouse Cowles.
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Pigments" by David S. Young. of
Pfizer. Inc.

"The Orlando Plant of DeSoto. Inc."
by Kenneth W. Erdman. of DeSoto.
Inc.

Two students from the Polymer
Coatings Course at the University of
Southern Mississippi also presented
brief papers covering their work.

The Federation was represented by
James A. McCormick. President. and
Frank J. Borrelle. Executive Vice
Presiden!.

Business Session

During the business session. the So
ciety presented a 5500 contribution to
the Paint Research Institute and another
of 55.000 to the Polymer Science De
partment of the University of Southern
Mississippi for scholarships.

New Officers
Officers elected for 197\1-;;0 were:

President - Alfred L. Hendry. of A.L.
Hendry & Co .. : President-Elect 
Thad T. Broome. of Precision Paint Co..
Vice-President - Franklin D. Rector.
of Indurall Coatings Inc .. : and
Secretary-Treasurer - Dan M. Dixon.
of Freeport Kaolin Co.

The 1979 Annual Meeting will be held
at the Terrace Garden Inn. Atlanta.
March 19-21.

"Factors Governing Tinter Perform
ance" - Fred Daniel. Elio Cohen. and
Ray Pinario. of Daniel Products Co.

"Theory and Use of Attritor Mills for
Dispersing" - Roy Nelson. of Epworth
Mfg.

"Concept of Horizontal Milling" 
Myron Segal. of Premier Mill Corp.

"Small Media Mills and Media" 
Speaker to be announced from Chicago
Boiler Co.

"Designs of Hi Speed Dispersers"
Jim Wight. of Big H Equipment Corp.

"Dispersing with Ball Mills" 
Speaker to be announced from PaulO.
Abbe. Inc.

"Use of Different Type Media for
Closed Mills" - Geoff Daly. of Jaygo.
Inc.

For further information. contact E.
Harmon. Borden Chemical Co.. 41100
Boyce Rd.. Fremont. Calif. 94538.

CIBA-GEIGY to Again Hold
Colorimetry Seminar, May 22-24

A repeat of last year's successful
two-and-one-half-day seminar on "Col
orimetry and Optics of Pigmented Sys
tems." will be offered by CIBA-GEIGY
Corp.·s Colorimetry Laboratory in
Ardsley. .Y .. May n to 24.

The seminar will provide practical
information on the optical behavior of
pigments in various materials. The
course will acquaint participants with
the application of the science of col
orimetry. color measurement. and the
theories of colorant formulation and
pigment dispersion to the solutions of
typical problems found in industry.

The seminar will be useful for color
technicians. chemists. and others in
volved in colorant formulation and
control. Cost is 5185.

Instructors for the seminar are Ruth
Johnston-Feller. Color Consultant to
CIBA-GEIGY. and Dennis Osmer.
Manager of the Colorimetry Labora
tory.

For additional information. or to reg
ister. contact Dennis Osmer. Col
orimetry Laboratory. Pigments Dep!.
CIBA-GEIGY Corp .. Ardsley. .Y.
1«02.

Two-Phased Polymer Systems
Topic of Lehigh Short Course

An introductory short course on
"Polymer Blends. Grafts. and Blocks
(Two-Phased Polyer Systems)." will be
held at Lehigh University. Bethlehem.
Pa .. June 10-15.

Organized as part of Lehigh's
polymer science program. the course
will stress the interrelationships among
synthetic detail. morphology. mechani
cal behavior. and processing. Examples
will be given of industrially important
materials such as impact-resistant plas
tics. thermoplastic elastomers. polymer
impregnated wood and concrete. mul
tilayer lilms. polymeric surfactants.low
creep fibers. and insulating materials.

The course is based on the book
"Polymer Blends and Composites." by
Drs. Leslie H. Sperling and John A.
Manson. of Lehigh. who will conduct
the course.

Registration fee of 5500 includes a
copy of the book.

For additional information contact
Materials Research Center. Lehigh
University. Bethlehem. Pa. 18015.
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Dispersion Short Course Scheduled at Kent State, May 21-25
A short course on "Dispersion of

Pigments and Resins in Fluid Media"
will be held at Kent State University.
Kent. Ohio. from May 21 to 25. Lec
tures will be conducted in the areas of
surface chemistry fundamentals.
pigment-vehicle treatments. water and
classic systems. and the mechanics of
dispersion.

Presentation will be followed by
practical experiences with commercial
systems and discussions on dispersion
equipment and plan I practices.

Program Chairman Carl J. Knauss. of
the Chemistry Dept. of Kent State. an
nounced the following presentations:

MAY 21

"Fundamentals of Dispersion Prep
aration" - Dr. Richard J. Ruch. of
Kent Statc University.

"Surfactants and HLB" - William
C. Griffin. of ICI America. Inc.

"Polymeric Organic Chemicals as
Dispersants for Pigments" - Dr. Rob
ert D. Athey. Jr.. of Carnegie-Mellon
Institute of Research.

"Surface Chemistry of Pigment-

Vehicle Systems" - Charles A. Ku
mins. of Tremco Corp.

MAY 22

"Methods of Dispersion Modifica
tion" - Dr. Ruch.

"Dispersion of Classic Solvent Sys
tems" - George R. Pilcher. of
Sherwin-Wiliams Co.

"Pigment Dispersion Technology in
Water-Base Systems" - Dr. Robert F.
Conley. of Mineral and Resource
Technology.

"Particle Size Distribution Analysis
of Pigments. Latexes. and Coatings"
Dr. Theodore Provder. of Glidden
Coatings & Resins Div .. SCM Corp.

MAY 23

"Mechanisms of Dispersion Sta
bilization" - Dr. Ruch.

"Dispersion ofTiO, as a Determinant
of Hiding Power" - Fred B. Stieg, of
PigmenTech Consulting.

"Dispersion of Carbon Black and
Other Pigments in Fluid Vehicle for
Printing Inks" - Dr. John W. Van
derhoff. of Lehigh University.

"Factors Governing Tinter Perform-

ance" - Elio Cohen. of Daniel Prod
ucts Co.

MAY 24

"Flow and Processing Mechanics of
Liquid-Solids Systems" - David G.
Bosse, of Maginet-Projects.

"Practical Aspects of Compounding
of Powder Coatings Formulations" 
Stan Jakopin, of Werner pneiderer
Corp.

"Theory and Application of Mixers in
Blendingand Dispersion" - Dr. James
Y. Oldshue. of Mixing Technology of
Mixing Equipment Co.

.. Principles of Ball and Pebble
Milling" - John M. Rahter. of PaulO.
Abbe, Inc.

MAY 25

"H igh Shear Dispersion and
Sandmilling" - William Hair. of
Morehouse Industries. Inc.

"Elastomer-Black Interaction During
Mixing" - Merton Studebaker. Con
sultant.

Additional information may be ob
tained from Carl Knauss, Chemistry
Dept., Kent State University. Kent,
Ohio 44242.

Quality Assurance is Topic of New York/Phila. Joint Technical Seminar

Macbeth Shortens Color Seminar to Regional Meetings

A two-day joint coatings symposium
on "Maintaining Quality Under Pres
sure."' will be hostcd by the New York
and Philadelphia Societies for Coatings
Technology at the National Conference
Center. Exit H. ew Jersey Turnpike.
May 30 and 31.

Scheduled for presentation are thc
following:

MAY 30

"What's Happening to Paint
Quality"" - Joscph Csernica. of Con
sumers Union.

"Laboratory Evaluation. Friend or
Foe"" - Martin B. Freedman. of Rohm
and Haas Co.

"Do You Know How Good Your
Exterior Paint Is'.'" - Dr. Louis R.
Freimiller. of Rohm and Haas Co.

"Improving Quality of Paints with
Additives" - Marvin J. Schnall. of
Troy Chemical Corp.

"Color Communication" - Dale N.
Mosler. of Macbeth Div.

MAY 31

"People Make or Break an Instru
mental Color Control System" - Dr.
Robert Marcus. of pPG Industries. Inc.

"Factors Governing Tinter Perform
ance" - Ramon E. Pineiro. of Daniel
Products Co.
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"Voll" 11et ric Computer Color
Matching" - Bruce H. Todd. of
Chemet ron Corp.

"The Dynometer- A Sedimentation
Analysis Instrument" - Frank Zurlo.
of Byk-Mallinckrodt.

"Measurements of Optical Properties
of Paints" - S. Upton Jenkins. of
Hunter Associates Laboratory.

In addition. following the first day's
presentations. there will be a "hands
on" display of testing and color meas
urement instruments. Exhibiting com
panies are: Byk-Mallinckrodt. Gardner

Macbeth. a division of Kollmorgen
Corporation. has shortened its normal
five day color course to a two day re
gional seminar.

The color seminar is designed to give
a good understanding of the problems
and solutions associated with color and
its quality and production control. Ap
propriate use of visual standards.
proper lighting and instrumentation will
be discussed and demonstrated.

The first day is devoted to lectures
and practical demonstrations. The fee
for the first day is $95 and includes ref
erence material and lunch. The second
day is an informal session of hands-on

Laboratory. Hunter Associates Labo
ratory. and Macbeth Div.

Registration fees are 540 for one day
and $70 for both days. On-site accom
modations are available.

For further information. or to regis
ter. contact either of the Symposium
Co-Chairmen. Elio Cohen. Daniel
Products Co.. 400 Claremont Ave .. Jer
sey City. N.J. 07304 (201-432-0800). or
Stanley LeSota. Rohm and Haas Co"
Springhouse. Pa. 19477 (215-643-0200).

use of lighting control and instrumenta
tion. Technical experts will be on hand
to discuss any color problems that at
tendees bring with them. There is no
charge for the second day.

The dates are: Boston. Mass .. April
26 and 27; Chicago. III.. April30-May I;
Atlanta. Ga.. May 17 and 18: Cleveland.
Ohio. June 7and 8: and Charlolle. N.C..
June 14 and 15.

Additional information and applica
tion forms can be obtained from Lor
raine Richard. Macbeth. lillie Britain
Rd .. P.O. Box 950. ewburgh. N.Y.
12550.
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FATIPEC Invites Papers for 1980 Congress
The XVth Congress of FATIPEC

(Federation of the Associations of
Technicians in the Paint, Varnish. Lac
quer and Printing Ink Industries of Con
tinental Europe) will be held from June
8-13. 1980. at the Rai Congress Centre in
Amsterdam. Netherlands.

In order to attain an accurate and well
integrated program. the Congress hopes
to present information from varied and
internationally oriented sectors of the
coatings industry. Therefore. authors
are invited to submit discussion papers
focusing on the theme. "Activities of
the Coatings Industry in the Framework
of Ecology. Energy and Economy
Problems." Acceptance of submitted
papers will be determined by the
Technical-Scientific Committee. part of
the Dutch organizing structure. on the
basis of its effectiveness in dealing with
the Congress theme.

Registration of papers from speakers
from FATIPEC member countries
should be made to the respective na
tional FATIPEC association. Speakers
from other countries are requested to
register their papers directly to the Con
gress Secretariat: e. Korl'. Oosten
rijklaan 43. Haarlem. Netherlands.

Authors must send their names and
titles of papers to Mr. Korf hy June I:
the abstract by September I: and thefull
text by January I. 1980. Both plenary
leclUres and discussion papers will be
presented in one of the three ofticial
FATIPEC languages: English. French
or German.

Congress Circular # I. with a prelimi
nary registration form is now availablc
from either FATI PEC or the Federation

office at 1315 Walnut St" Phila" Pa.
19107. Circular #2 will be distributcd
later this year to those who have re
IUrned the registration form.

•
During the XIVth Congress held in

May 1978. the Annual General Meeting
of the FATIPEC elected Dr. Milt F.

Kooistra Presi
dent of the Fed
eration. Dr. Kooi
stra received a de
gree in Chemical
Engineering in
1950 from Delft
Technical Univer
sity. In the same
year. he joined
Sikkens Paint CO.

M.F. Kooistra in Sassenheim.
Holland and began his research in coat
ings technology. After developing and
promoting innovative research in vari
ous positions with the company. he was
promoted to Research Manager.

When Sikkens became incorporated
inlo Akzo Coatings. a division of Akw.
Dr. Kooistra began to serve in his
present position of Research Coor
dinator within the Akzo Cn oorate Rc
search Laboratories al Arnhem. HoI
land.

Dr. Kooistra is President oflhe Dutch
N.V.V.T" the Association of DUlch
Paint Technicians. which will be the
host group for the FATIPEC Congress.
Internationally. he is known as the
current President of ISO-TC35. the
worldwide organization on stan
dardization in the lIeld of coatings.

Innovations/Challenges, Topics
Of NCCA Annual Meeting

The annual meeting of the National
Coil Coaters Association will be held at
the Marco Beach Hotel and Villas.
Marco Island. Fla .. on April 30-May 2.

Focusing on the theme. "Innovations
and Future Challenges." the Opening
General Session on Monday. April 30.
will highlight such topics as "The Fu
ture of the Steel Market" - Peter F.
Connor. Inland Steel Co. and "The
Future of the Aluminum Market" 
speaker to be named. Also scheduled
for this session is the presentation of the
winners in the II th Annual NCCA De
sign Competition.

The afternoon session will feature
open Technical Committee meetings
and will include workshops on proc
essing techniques. aluminum-based coil
stock. and color. The business session
on Tuesday morning is scheduled to in
clude the NCCA Membership Meetings
and the election of NCCA Board of Di
rectors.

Featured among the morning
presentations on May 2 are: "Future
Material Requirements for the Au
tomotive Industry" - T.e. Lasko. of
Fisher Body Div. of General Motors
Corp. and an examination of the culvert
stock market by A.1'. Warr. of B & K
Machinery International Ltd.

Concluding the meeting on Wednes
day will be an address by Dr. Michael H.
Mescon. of Georgia State University.
who will speak on "A Conscious Ap
proach to Excellence."

Additional information may be oh
tained from Don White. NCCA. 1900
Arch St" Philadelphia. Pa. 19103.

Energy Efficiency to be Topic of SPE ANTEC, May 7-10

The 37th Annual Technical Confer
ence (ANTEC) of the Society of Plastic
Engineers (SPE) will be held at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel. in New Orleans.
La.. on May 7-1 O. The theme of ANTEC
'79. "Plastics-Efficient Use of Re
sources." will be the subject offour ple
nary session speakers. 30 different edu
cational seminars. 100 exhibits. and
several special events. including a lun
cheon address by Governor Edwin Ed
wards of Louisiana.

Some 205 technical papers will cover
the areas of fabrication. materials. and
end uses. Special sessions will feature
56 papers on resource efliciency with
plastics. plastics in the public interest,
plastic analysis. and plastics in educa
tion. the latter of which will include live
award-winning student papers.
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Some of the key papers of general and
technical interest that will be presented
by industry representatives at the con
ference are:

"World Petroleum Availability" 
U.S. Geological Survey.

"The National Energy Outlook.
1980-1990" - Shell Oil Co.

"The Role of Plastics in Energy Con
servation" - Ethyl Corp.

"Consumer Safety and Plastic Prod
ucts" - Consumer Product Safety
Commission.

"Polyacrylate - A Tough. New En
gineering Polymer" - Union Carbidc
Corp.

"Low Density Film Resins of the
Future" - Dow Chemical Co.

"Applications and Design of a Novel

Polymer Processing Machine" - Far
rell Machinery Group.

Additionally. approximately 25 tech
nical and general interest industry IIlms
on plastics will be shown each day. Clln
currently with the technical paper ses
sions. The movies will cover such topics
as vinyl plastics. reinforccd plastics.
I'Ve. moldmaking. polyolefins. poly
propylene. polymers and fire. and
safety with extrusion and injection
molding. as well as other subjects.

Advance registration fees are $60 for
SPE members and $85 for non-members
for the entire conference.

For additional information. or to reg
ister. contaci Eugene W. Wilson. Soci
ety of Plastics Engineers. 656 W. Put
nam Ave" Greenwich. Conn. 06830.
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Color Technology Program to be Held at Rensselaer in June

Colloidal and Surface Phenomena is SUbject
of Fundamentals Course at Carnegie-Mellon

Carnegie Institute of Technology will
present a series of five-day courses on
.. Fundamentals for Dealing with Col
loidal and Surface Phenomena" at
Carnegie-Mellon University. Pitts
burgh. Pa. Course dates are May 21
25 and September 24-28. 1979.

Presentations will benefit those per
sons who encounter in their work the
unique effects which surface conditions
and degree of dispersion exert upon the
properties of materials and their per
formance in industrial processes. Par
ticipants will develop an understanding
of the basic theoretical concepts in the
field.

Areas to be covered include: Types of
Colloids. Preparation and Purification
ofColloids: Surface Energy and Surface
Tension: Examples of Completely
Polarizable and Non-Polarizable Col
loids: Physical Chemistry of Surfactant
Solutions: Electrokinetic Phenomena
(Electro-osmosis. Streaming Potential.
Electrophoresis): Contact Angle. Wet-

The principles. management. and de
velopment of color technology will be
examined during the three intensive
continuing-studies courses offered by
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Troy.

.Y .. June 4-29.
"Principles of Color Technology."

(June 4-8 and 11-15) will study the areas
of color description. measurement prin
ciples. and color-difference calcula
tions. as well as the use of computers in
color matching and colorant properties.
Hands-on experience will be provided
in laboratory exercises. The course will
be of particular interest to industry per
sonnel responsible for color matching
and color control.

"Color Technology for Manage
ment." (June 18-19) is designed to aid
executives responsible for research.
production. or sales of colored products
in reaching correct management deci
sions based on the principles of color
technology.

.. Advances in Color Technology."
(June 25-29) will utilize both lectures
and laboratory workshops in providing
the latest information on the devel
opments and techniques of color sci
ence and technology. Attendance is
limited to those applicants having ad
vanced knowledge and experience in
color. or those who have completed the
course. "Principles in Color Technol
ogy."
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ting and Adhesion. Friction and Lubri
cation: Critical Coagulation Concentra
tion; Adsorption on Solid Surfaces from
the Vapor Phase and from Solution:
Solid Surface Characterization through
Adsorption Measurements; Methods of
Determining Physical Properties of
Colloids: and Comparison of Different
Techniques for Studying Surfaces.

The course format includes lectures.
problem-solving sessions. anr! labora
tory demonstrations. all designed to
provide a foundation in the fundamen
tals and to introduce specific research
techniques.

The registration fee. which includes
text. course notes. and laboratory fee. is
$675. Lodging is available at a special
rate to registrants.

To obtain more information. or to
register. contact Margaret Morrison.
Post College Professional Education.
Carnegie Institute of Technology.
Carnegie-Mellon University. Schenley
Park. Pittsburgh. Pa. 15213.

Tuition is $425 for both the "Princi
ples" and" Advanced" course. and
$250 for the "Management" course.

For aduitional information. or to reg
ister. please contact Richard J. Teich.
Office of Continuing Studies. Rens
selaer Polytechnic Institute. Troy. N. Y.
12181.

Leadership and Evaluation
Are Topics of Chicago's
Management Seminar

The Joint Education Committee of
the Chicago Society and the Chicago
Paint and Coatings Association will hold
its ninth annual Management Devel
opment Seminar on April 26 at the
Fountain Blue Restaurant. Des Plaines.
III.

Dr. Albert H. Hastorf. of Stanford
University's Graduate School of Busi
ness. will conduct both the morning and
afternoon sessions. The initial session.
"Leadership Style and the Situation."
will review some of today's popular
management styles. contrasting the
task-oriented. centralized style with a
more participative style. Also examined
is the proposition that the effective style
depends on the particular situation.

The afternoon session... Evaluating
People in Organizations." will use
filmed case studies in examining the
evaluations of people and communica
tion with them.

GETTOUGH
WITH

POWDER
COATINGS.
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BTDA is Gulf's unique way to
get more petiormance from your
powder coating materials.
BTDA crosslinksepoxies to

producedurable finishes which
will withstand temperatures up
to 350°F and will provide
superior physical properties,
dielectrics, and resistance to
chemicalsand solvents.
BTDAasacomonomerin

polyimides significantly improves
processability and contributes
exceptional thermal stability,
mechanical strength, and
dielectriccharacteristics.
What's more, BTDA can be

used to upgrade many other
polymercoatingsas well.
BTDA isahigh melting solid

supplied as afine powder.
It's available now in plentiful

supply, exclusively from Gulf.
For more information and a free

one-pound sample of BTDA to
evaluate, call 713/750-3235.
Or write Specialty Chemicals,

Gulf Oil Chemicals Company,
Dept. 102, P. O. Box 3766.
Houston, Texas 77001.

Specialty Chemicals
Gulf Oil Chemicals Company

A division of Gulf Oil Corporation
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People

G. W. Bovenizer

Interstab Chemicals. Inc .. of New
Brunswick. N.J .. has appointed John B.
Watson Manager of its newly estab
lished regional sales office in Dallas.
Tex. Under his supervision. the sales
office will serve the plastics and paint
industries in the southwestern United
States.

Peter B. Statham has been appointed
Marketing Manager for The Flood Co..
Hudson. Ohio. He will be responsible
for the development and implementa
tion of all sales and marketing programs
in connection with Flood's entire line of
specialized coatings and paint additives.

Absolute Coatings. Inc. has engaged
Dr. Berthold Winston as Technical Con
sultant. Dr. Winston. associated with
the coatings industry for the past 30
years. has been a member of the New
York Society for Coatings Technology.
the American Chemical Society. and the
Association of Corrosion Engineers.

Hillar M. Rootare has joined the Re
search and Development Laboratory of
Micromeritics Instruments Corp. as a
Research Scientist. In this position.
he will be responsible for mercury
porosimetry development and consul·
tation on electrophoresis applications.

In a series of promot ions. NL
Titanium Pigments has named James W.
Hartsgrove to the position of Western
Regional Sales Manager. George W.
Bovenizer to Chicago District Sales
Manager. and Robert W. Blackford to
New York District Sales Manager. Mr.
Hartsgrove is a member of the Chicago
Society for Coatings Technology and
Mr. Bovenizer belongs to the North
westernSociety.lnaddition. WilliamR.
VanBeusichem, Charles D. Maisch and
William Powell have been appointed
Sales Representatives in the Eastern.
Lake Central. and Central Regions re
spectively.

W. F. Abercrombie

The ACNA Div .. Montedison. Inc ..
has appointed Eric H. Hill National
Sales Manager for organic pigments. He
will be aided by George Morehouse,
mid-western regional Sales Manager.

EZ Paintr Corp. has announced that
David Bruce LaBolt has been appointed
to the position of Vice-President/Con
troller for the company.

Reliance Universal. Inc. has named
Charles J. Fisher President and Chief
Operating Officer. James Z. Hoffman,
has succeeded Mr. Fisher as Vice
President and General Manager of the
Specialty Chemicals Div. William J.
Rutledge has assumed Mr. Hoffman's
duties as Vice-President. Corporate
Operational Services. and Herbert A.
Champlin has been named Vice·
President. Marketing and Commercial
Development.

Albert E. Cash has been appointed a
Vice-President of the O'Brien Corp.
Promoted last March to the office of
Sales Manager for the Western states
region. Mr. Cash will continue to carry
out his responsibilities in this position at
the company's headquarters in South
San Francisco. Calif.

Meanwhile. Adrian S. Adkins has
been named Corporate Technical Di
rector of the firm. Mr. Adkins is a
member of the Golden Gate Society for
Coatings Technology.

Richard L. White, previously Di
rector of the Technical Marketing
Dept .. Mobay Chemical Corp .. has
been appointed Director of Corporate
Planning. Mr. White is a member of
the Pittsburgh Society for Coatings
Technology. Dr. Arthur L. Baron, Di
rector of the Plastics and Coatings Div ..
has assumed the additional duties of Di
rector of Technical Marketing. and Dr.
Gerard E. Reinert, has been named
Manager of Research for the division.

In a reorganization of the manage
ment of its Organic Chemicals Div .. the
SCM Corp. has made the following ap
pointments: John A. Faber-Vice
President. Administration and Plan
ning, and Assistant to the President:
William B. Stoufer-Vice·President.
Technology. and Assistant to the Presi
dent; George A. Frank-Director of
Employee and Community Relations:
John M. Heijmans-Division Control
ler; Ralph E. Close-Group Vice
President and General Manager of the
Terpene Products Group; Charles W.
Morris-Group Vice-President and
General Manager of Sylvachem; and W.
Arnold Dinkins-Group Vice-President
ofPCR, the company's new acquisition.

Shu-Jen Wu Huang has been pro
moted to the position of Group Leader
for the Organic Chemicals Div. of The
Richardson Co.

Meanwhile. Wayne Stancel has been
named Group Leader-Product/Pro
cess Development of the division. Ms.
Huang and Mr. Stancel are both mem
bers of the American Oil Chemists Soci
ety.

Southern Protective Products Com
pany of Atlanta. Ga .. has appointed Pat
rick G. DeCelles Manager of its new
manufacturing plant in Houston. Tex.
His responsibilities will include super
vising the production of caulking, seal
ants. adhesives. and spackling and
glazing compounds manufaclIJred for
customers in the Southwestern United
States.

Wyandotte Paint Products Co. has
acquired the business of Dumar Paints
and Chemicals. Ltd .. Rexdale. Ontario.
effective February I. 1979. William
Dunn, one of the former owners of
Dumar Paints. will continue to manage
that facility for Wyandotte Paint. Mr.
Dunn is a Past-President of the Federa
tion of Societies for Coatings Technol
ogy.

Meanwhile. Taki J. Anagnostou has
been named Vice-President. Research
and Development for Wyandotte. Mr.
Anagnostou is a member of the Detroit
Society for Coatings Technology.

William F. Abercrombie has been
promoted to the position of Manager.
Research Laboratory. of the J.M.
Huber Corp.. Clay Div. In his new ca
pacity. he will be responsible for the
administrative activities of the labora
tory and the coordination of quality
control for the division.
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HYDROUS AND ANHYDROUS ALUMINUM SILICATE PIGMENTS, KAOLIN CLAYS

Mines and Plants: Sandersville, Georgia
EXECUTIVE SALES OFFICES: P.O. BOX 349, SANDERSVILLE. GA 31082

Write for literature
and samples,

Whillaker Corp. has named David
P.A. Fabrizio President of its newest
subsidiary. ToxiGenies. Inc. Mr. Fab
rizio is a recognized auth'Jrity inlhe de
termination of mUlagenieily. carcino
genicity. 'lIld toxicity.

John M. Pachuta has been promoted
to Markeling Manager for the Thiokol
Corp. Chemical Division's line of aery
lated monomers and urelhane oligo
mers. Mr. Pachuta is a member of the
Chemical Markeli ng Research Assoei
alion.

Burgess offers a complete
line of Aluminum Silicate Pigments ...

• Top quality extenders 10 provide op
timum formulation economy.

• Surface treated versions available for
use in EPOM, nylon, PST, polystyrene
and various elastomers.

COMPANY

BURGESS
PIGMENT

Hunter Associates Laboralory. Inc ..
Failfax. Va .. has appoinled Roherl C.
Rumsey 10 its Marketing Department as
Area Manager of Ihe Middle Allanlic
Stales. He will he headquartered in
Runnemede. N.J.

LOlna Inc .. Fair Lawn. N.J .. has
named Gerald R. Schiller Senior Viee
Presiden!. Formerly Ihe Vice-President
of Manufacturing and Engineering. Mr.
Schiller will share wilh Bernard D.
Allen, President. some of the responsi
bility ror company operations.

In a series of managerial appoint
ments. Filterile has named Royal R.
Swanson-Manager of Field Service
Operalions: William M. Spon·r-Prod
ucl Manager for Induslrial Filter Prod
ucts: Eugene R. Reahl-Regional Sates
Manager for Ihe West Coast: Rohert D.
Evans-Zone Mana~er for the Filler
Group in Houslon~ Texas: I'aul S.
Masasehi-Sales Manager ror Induslrial
Filter Products: D. Ra~ldy Culley-Re
gional Sales Manager f"r Ihe Chicago
area: John R. Seheidcl-Re~ional Man
ager for Ihe Northeastern ar~a: and Vin
cent B. Fadoul-General Sales Manager
and William McCalTery-Operal ions
Manager for Filterile and Fluid Dy
namics Products.

Dr. A.C. Zetllemoyer, Provost and
Vice-President of Lehigh Universily.
Bethlehem. Pa .. has been appointed an
"Honorary (Foreign) Member" of the
Chemical Society of Japan. Division of
Colloid and Surl;,ce Chemistry. This is
the firsl such honorary membership
conferred hy the soeiety.

Dr. Zelliemoyer. following 38 years
of service including more than 10 years
in his present posilion. will relire. dfcc
live June 30. I'iXO. He will conlinue in
research as University Distinguished
Profess"r. effeelive July J. I'iXO. '"ld
will conlinue 10 reptlrt to the President
of I.ehigh.

A nalive of nearby Allenlown. Pa ..
he earned his B.S. and M.S. Degrees at
Lehigh and his Ph.D. Degree at M.I.T.
Hejoined the Lehigh faeulty in 1'141 ami
has been Provost and Vice-President
since 1'16'1. In addition. he was one of
tbe founders of the National Printing Ink
Research Institute and Ihe ('enter for
Surface and Coatings Research. holh al
Lehigh.

Among the numerous honors Dr.
Zelliemoyer has received are Ihe Mal
liello Award rrom the Federation of
Societies f"r Coatings Technology.
Kendall Award from the American
Chemical Society. Honor Scroll from
the American Instil ute "I' Chem
ists. Voight Award from the Graphic
Arts Induslry. Hillman Award from
I.ehigh. Auh Award from the Printing
Ink Induslry. Bond Medal from the
American Oil Chemists' Society. Hon
orary Doctor of Science from Clarkson
College of Technology. and Honorary
D"elor of Letlers from the China
Academy.

He has heen a consultanl to several
governments <llld has kClured widely in
Ihe U.S .. U.S.S.R .. China. Japan. and
Europe. His research in colloid and
surface chemislry is of international
recognition and importance. He has
been elected to Tau Bcta Pi and Sigma
Xi
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Literature

Mixer/Blender

A newly publi~hed data sheet de
scribes a new vibratory system for
mixing and blending various powders to
give intermixing of panicles irrespec
tive of varying specific gravities. The
data sheet includes applications and
technical specifications. For more in
formation. write The Boulton Corp..
801 S. Great Southwest Parkway.
Grand Prairie. Texas 75051.

Pigment Blacks

The surface chemistry of pigment
blacks is discussed in a new technical
bulletin. Noting that "several hundred
different blacks were still on the market
in 1973." the booklet details how man
ufacturing processes determine the dif
ferences between blacks. as well as their
valuc in various applications. To re
ceive a copy of this bulletin. write Pig
ments Div" Degussa Corp.. Route 46 at
Hollister Rd .. Tetcrboro. N.J. 0760S.

Deuterium Gas
The specifications and principle uses

of deuterium gas (D,) are defined in a re
cently issued data sheet. Deuterium gas
is a nonradioactive isotope of natural
hydrogen identical in chemical prop
enies. but different in atomic weight. To
obtain a copy of data sheet 6647. write
Adv. Dept.. Liquid Carbonic Corp.. 135
S. LaSalle St.. Chicago. III. 60603.

Dimethylformamide

The propenies of DMF (dimethyl
formamide) are discussed in a brochure
now available. The versatility of DM F
in neutrality. miscibility. chemical and
thermal stability. and other charac
teristics make it suitable for a wide va
riety of commercial applications. For
additioJl<11 information. write Air Pl'lld
ucts & Chemicals. Inc .. Industrial
Chemicals Dept.. P.O. Box 53S. Allen
town. Pa. 18105.

Polymer Emulsions

Comprehensive data on physical and
chemical propenies of two polymer
emulsions are available in a completely
revised and updated brochure. The
bulletins discuss total solids. viscosity.
and average panicle size. Applications
include interior and exterior flat and
semi-gloss paints. industrial finishes.
caulks. and textile treatments. For more
information. write Organic Chemicals
Div .. W.R. Grace & Co.. 55 Hayden
Ave .. Lexington. Mas~. 02\73.

Electric Airless Sprayers

Four new airless sprayer features arc
described in litenl\ure recently com
pleted. The new features arc a self
cleaning tip. three foot whiphose.larger
tires. and a hose rack. For additional
information. write Michael Kline. Adv.
Dept .. Grace. Inc .. P.O. Box 1441.
Minneapolis. Minn .. 55440.

Ball and pebble mills

FOR FAST, EFFICIENT GRINDING, MIXING
AND DISPERSION OF WET OR DRY PRODUCTS

• Reduce particles to sub-micron fineness.
• No mechanical adjustments of any kind required.
• Design diiierences include bolted or welded lifter

bars, chrome-manganese steel construction, easy to
replace gears, oversized solid steel trunnions with
grease seals ... and more.

• Standard mills from 9 gallon to 3300 gallon capacity
available.

• Jar mills, jar rolling mills and laboratory mills
available from stock.

~»PAUL D.EtJ[II
478 Center Ave., Little Falls. NJ. 07424

(201) 256-4242
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lilillill
lellrllil.
The Brookfield recording Viscometer is a comprehensive
system which gives a permanent record of viscosity
and/or temperature as a function of time.
Four measuring options are available:
• Standard Brookfield disc or cylinder spindles.

• Coaxial cylinder spindle and chamber
a defined system using small samples.
• Cone/Plate for absolute shear rates
using micro (I mil sample volumes.
• Thermosel for measurement at elevated
(SOO"n temperatures.
Optional electronic or pneumatic recorder.

BRooKmLO [NGIN[[RING LABORATORI[S, INC. Dept. K·26SroUGHTON, MASS. 02071 617/344·4310
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The unique physical and chemical
characteristics of Waterground Mica or
Micro Mica can demonstrably extend
film life, durability, and weatherabili·
ty as well as effectively reduce crack
ing and control chalking of trade, in·
dustrial and corrosion resistant paints.

Dust Control
Two basic methods of dusl control.

Ullil collectors and ct:l1tral systems. arc
described and compared in new litera
!lire. Both systems arc described and
lheir respective advantages and disau
vantages in areas such as energy lISC.

Ilexibility. engineering. reliability.
maintenance. and duS! disposal arc out
lined. To obtain a reprint. write DCE
Vnkes. Inc .. Suite '.XKI. Plainview Plaza.
10101 Linn Station Rd .. JelTersontnwn.
Ky. 40~~3.

Antifungal Agent
A Ill'W mildl'\Vcidc. which is now rcl.!

istcrcd as an antifungal agent for lise in
adhesives and sealants. is described in
literalllre recently completed. Physical
propl'r1ics. suggcslcd lise kvcl recolll
mendations for vilrioll~ applicatillll~.

sal'cty. handling. and toxicity informa
tinn alT included in hulletin 77 A-~~. For
further information. write Ahbo"
I.ahnrat"ries. Chemical and Agricul
lural Products Div .. D-~O~. N"rth
Chicag". III. hO064.

Detectors

A six-page applications bulletin
whieh describcs the usc nf two UV de
tect"rs has been prepared. The first de
tect"r is shown 10 be useful in reCllrding
only scleeted components "I' a complex
mixture based upon a particular func
tional group. The second detector is said
to be valuable for identifying aromatic
compounds in complex matrices. For a
copy of bulletin GCD-45. write Perkin
Elmer Corp.. Instrument Div .. Main
Ave.. Mail Stati"n I~. I nrwalk. Conn.
06850.

Rotary Table

A rotary table with dual alignment
lixlUres is the subject of literature now
available. The tahle allows exposure of
one mask while the operator unloads
and loads the previously exposed sub
strate. For further information. contact
Charles Yost. Sales Engineer. Oriel
Corp .. 15 Market St.. Stamford. Conn.
00902.

Fineness of Grind Gage
An eight-page brochure has been re

leased which describes fineness ofgrind
gages that are used for checking particle
size in paste form of products such as
resins. plastisols. chemicals. and paint
and varnish. The pamphlet includes
method of use. scales available. list of
industries that use such gages. complete
specifications of all models of the gage.
applications. and current price lisl. To
obtain a copy. write to Paul N. Gardner
Co.. P.O. Box 0033. Station 9. Fort
Lauderdale. Fla. 33316.

Methods Development
An 18-page. step-by-step manual de

tails the methods development process
involved in attacking a liquid chro
matography separation problem. In
cluded are column and detector selec
tion. sample pretreatment. and chro
matographic optimization. Allached are
useful solvent property charts. and de
tailed descriptions of the solvent and
sample filtration kits. For a copy of
TN-69. write Perkin-Elmer Corp.. In
strument Div .. Main Ave.. Mail Station
12. orwalk. Conn. 00856.

MICA MAKES
IT BETTER

RIDGEWAY CENTER BUILDING. STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT 06905 • PHONE 203·324·9531

Equipment Catalog

A completely revised laboratory and
pilot plant equipment catalog containing
descriptive information and engineering
information has been issued recently.
The 80-page catalog includes informa
tion on testing equipment for batch and
continuous operations such as crushing.
grinding. classification. and concentra
tion. To obtain a copy of catalog 0179.
write SEPOR Laboratory Supply. P.O.
Box 1~5~. Wilmington. Calif. 90748.

For new information and
new formulations of paints
improved with mica, write
or phone for FREE Paint
Formulation Book.
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Letters to tfle Editor

Reader Asks: Will Structures Survive CARS?

To TH E EDITOR:
I have just attended the 1979 Western

Coatings Symposium in San Francisco.
Aside from one plaintive plea. I watched
an industry calmly accept CARB wilh
out a murmur of protest.

The audience and panel on thai Fri
day afternoon session. "Dealing with
Government Agencies and Regula
tions··. werc encouraging Ihe further
dccay of the Painl Industry.

As I drove ahout thc next day I won
dered how many wooden homes and
sleel struclures would exist in America
today if they had first been pai nted wit h
CARB-complying primers. Because
government hureaucrats say we must
change. the paint industry isacceptinga
ruling that says fUlUre wooden homes
and steel struclUres will he paillled with

Book Review

PIGMENT + FULLSTOFF
TABELLEN
1 Auflage

PIGMENT + EXTENDER
TABLES
First Edition

Olaf Luckert
Kiebitzweg 4
0-3014 Laatzen 1
West Germany

Reviewed by
Percy E. Pierce
PPG Industries, Inc.
Pittsbu rg h, Pa.

Pigment + hillstolT Tahellen (Pig
ment and Extender Tables) is a guide to
the commercially available pigments
and extenders in West Germany which
arc used in the coalings. printing ink.
and relatcd industries. The tables arc
writtcn in German. but Olaf Liickert has
made available an English guide for
using the lables which will assist the
Engnsh speaking reader. The book is
logicilly organized so thai the reader

92

paints using vehicles with little or no
moislUre-vapor resistance. These latex
primers still allow moislUre In now
through the film to Ihe subslrale.

How can one predict from acceler
ated lesls how a piece of painted wo,'d
or steel will survive after 50.75 nr even
}OO years') Salt spray tests have little
correlation with actual exposure: Ihere
is no accelerated test 10 duplicate dry rot
and decay. Decay allows the repairman
10 push a nail into Ihe wood with the
pressure of his finger.

Unlilthe induslry can develop latices
with moislure resistance (this will he
come increasingly difficult under an
other proposed regulation concerning
prcmanufacture nutification or new
chemical suhstances) steel and wood

will have little difficulty using the lables
even if he has a minimum facility with
the German language. A section on Ihe
addresses of pigment manufacturers as
well as their agents is included.

The main index is organized so that
color pigments. including white. are
grouped togelher followed by functional
pigmenls. metal pigments. special effect
pigments. extenders. and special effect
extenders. Each of the ahove hroad
classes are further subdivided. For
example. undcr color pigments are
lisled white pigmenls. yellow pigmenls.
orange pigments. etc. Each of Ihese
subhcadings arc further broken down
into more specific catcgnries. A page
reference is givcn for each enlry in the
indcx so thai Ihc uscr can go directly to
the page corresponding to the particular
Iype of pigment.

A key word index based on pigment
name. chcmicalnamc. and trade name is
also provided al Ihe end of Ihe volume
fOrlhose who desire to look up a specific
pigment. pigmentlype. or producttradc
name.

A useful fealure of the tables is Ihe
brief general discussion of thc pigments
which proceeds each table section. giv
ing the reader a general overview of Ihe
Iypes of pigmellls. advantagcs. lechni
cally important considcrations for ap-

surfaces can be painted only wilh a defi
nite risk of premalUre failure. To the
trulhfulmanu"lclUrer who is well aware
of produci liahility. these surfaces ma~

he lost as far as painting is concerned.
Thus we have the further erosion of the
paint inulistry as mllre and more sur
bces for painting are surrendered with
out a struggle.

Why can'tthe painl industry raise it's
voice and he heard') Is it necessary to
accept government regulations that are
not in Ihe best inlerest of society and Ihe
induslry"

R.G. GOH,\II\N
Tcchnical Director &

Viec President
Jones-Blair Co.

Dallas. Tex.

plical ions. and specific applications of
Ihe pigments covcred in thai section.

I heartily rccommend thc Pigment
Tables especially 10 company libraries.
II is a most useful refcrence. II is also a
useful overview of the commert'ial pig
ments area. The reader cannot help but
come away from examining Liickcrt's
Pigmelll + FiillstolT Tabellen better in
fnrmed and wilh a clearer conception of
Ihc commercial pigmenl choices avail
ahle. It is rcgrctt'lble that a similar table
is nol availahle covering domestic U.S.
pigments.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Experienced sales and technical represen·
latives are forming a distribution system for the
Canadian market of chemical products for paint,
paper. plastics. rubber. ink and similarly related
industries.

Weare seeking principals with lines of raw mate
rials with good potential in these areas.

Please reply in confidence to:
P.O. Box 773

Postal Station: "Tour de la Bourse"
Montreal. Quebec. Canada

H4Z lKl
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ATLAS WEATHER-OMETER®
... will reduce weeks of outdoor

exposure to days or even hours.

I
I
I'

..
Results are

consistent and

repeatable. Used

wherever A5TM,

ISO, AATCC and

other tests are

conducted.

And you can duplicate conditions to your

specifications. Available in xenon and

carbon-arc to test for sunlight, rain, humid

ity, thermal shock, varied temperatures, even

polluting gasses.

[I ATLAS
rnlIL,rnl<D'TI'IlliII<D FREE
IQ)rnlWII<Drnl~ bulletin :#: 1300
<D@E:[U:~£~W gives all the facts.

4114 N. Ravenswood, Chicago, 111,,60613, U.S.A, Phone: (312) 327/4520

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

(Mar. 19-21)-Southern Society Annual Meeting. Terrace
Garden Inn. Atlanta, Ga (Thad Broome. Precision Paint Co, 5275
Peachtree Industrial Blvd" Atlanta, Ga. 30341).

1980

SPECIAL SOCIETY MEETINGS

PAINT RESEARCH INSTITUTE MEETING

Coming Events

FEDERATION MEETINGS

(May3)-Detroit Society FOCUS Seminar, "Recent Advances
in Automotive Coatings." Michigan Inn. Detroit, Mich.

(May 3-5)-Pacific Northwest Society. Thirty Second Annual
Spring Symposium. Bayshore Inn. Vancouver, B.C., Canada.
(BD. Lamb. Harrisons & Crosfield (Canada) Ltd" 810 Derwent
Way. Annacis Industrial Estate. New Westminster, B.C., V3M5R1,
Canada).

(May 9)-Los Angeles Society Manufacturing Seminar.
"Computers for the Paint Industry."

(May 22)-Pittsburgh Society Spring Symposium, "Control
ling Corrosion with Organic Coatings." Duquesne University,
Pittsburgh. Pa. (Jim Jones. PPG Industries. Inc" 151 Colfax St.,
Springdale, Pa. 15144)

(May 30-31 )-New York and Philadelphia Societies Joint
Symposium, "Maintaining Quality of Coatings Unde, f',,,ssure."
National Conference Center, Hightstown, N.J.

(June 18)-Golden Gate Society Manufacturing Seminar.
"Mixing Time '79."

(May 1-2)-Paint Research Institute Symposium on Analyti
cal Methods Used to Monitor Product Compliance With Regula
tions. Battelle Institute, Columbus, Ohio. (Dr. Raymond R. Myers,
Chemistry Dept" Kent State University, Kent, Ohio 44242).

(May 7-10)-Society of Plastics Engineers. 37th Annual
Technical Conference. "Plastics-Efficient Use of Resources."
Hyatt Regency Hotel, New Orleans. La. (SPE. Eugene E. Wilson,
656 W. Putnam Ave" Greenwich, Conn. 06830).

(May 10-11)-"Control of Volatile Organic Compound Emis
sions," sponsored by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
National Paint and Coatings Association, Association of Finish
ing Processors of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers. and
Air Pollution Control Association. New Otani Hotel, Los Angeles,
Calif. (Mr. Michael R. Taylor, JACA Corp., 55G Pinetown Rd., Fort
Washington. Pa. 19034).

(May 11-12)-National Paint and Coatings Association.
Production Planning and Inventory Management Seminar, Part
If-Advanced. Stouffer's Inn On The Square. Cleveland, Ohio.
(Everett Call, NPCA, Rhode Island Ave., NW., Washington, D.C.
20005).

(May 14-18)-lnstitute of Applied Technology. Training
Course, "Nuclear Quality-Assured Coating Work." Jackson,
Mich. (Institute of Applied Technology, Suite 600. 1776 K St.
NW. Washington, D.C. 20006)

(May 21-25)-"Colloids and Surfaces." Carnegie-Mellon
University. (Mrs. Gerry Cohen, Course Coordinator, Post College
Professional Education. Carnegie Institute of Technology,
Carnegie-Mellon University, Schenley Park, Pittsburgh, Pa.
15213).

(May 17-19)-Federation Spring Meetings. Third-ranking
Society Officers-17th; Board of Directors-18th; Executive
Committee-19th. Hilton Hotel, New Orleans, La. (FSCT, Suite
832.1315 Walnut St., Philadelphia. PA 19107).

(Oct. 3-5)-57th Annual Meeting and 44th Paint Industries'
Show. St. Louis Convention Center, St. Louis. Mo. (FSCT, Suite
830.1315 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa 19107).
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Coming Events (Continued)

(May 21-25)-Short Course on "Dispersion of Pigments and
Resins in Fluid Media." Kent State University, Kent, Ohio. (Carl J.
Knauss, Chemistry Dept., Kent State University, Kent, Ohio
44242).

(May 22-23)-lnstitute of Applied Technology, Mini Course,
"Coating Inspection: Instruments and Practices.. ' Washington,
D.C. (Institute of Applied Technology, Suite600, 1776 K St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C 20006).

(June 4-8)-Tenth Annual Short Course, "Advances in Emul
sion Polymerization and Latex Technology." Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pa. (Dr. Mohamed S. EI-Aasser, Dept. of Chemical
Engineering, Whitaker Lab. #5, Lehigh University, Bethlehem,
Pa.18015).

(June 4-8 and 11-15)-"Principles of Color Technology."
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y. (R.J. Teich, Office of
Continuing Studies, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y.
12181).

(June 8-13, 1980)-XVth Congress of FATIPEC. RAI Congress
Centre, Amsterdam, Netherlands. "Activities of the Coatings In
dustry in the Framework of Ecology, Energy, and Economy
Problems." (Congress Secretary is C. Kork, Oostenrijklaan 43,
Haarlem, Netherlands).

(June 10-13)-ASTM Committee D-1 on Paints and Related
Coatings and Materials, Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D.C. (J.H.
Bystrom, ASTM, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.)

(June 11-15)-lnstitute of Applied Technology, Training
Course, "Painting and Coating for Industry'" Houston, Tex. (In
stitute for Applied Technology, Suite 600, 1776 K St., N.W,
Washington, DC. 20006).

(June 14-15)-Society of Plastics Engineers, European Sec
tions RETEC, "Latest Improvements in the Development and
Processing of Polyolefins." Ghent, Belgium, (Jacques de Craene,
RIGI p.v.b.a. Noorderlaan 98/36 2030-Antwerpen-Belgium).

(June 17-20)-Dry Colors Manufacturers Association, Annual
Meeting. The Greenbrier, White Sulpher Springs, W. Va. (J.L.
Robinson, DCMA. Suite 100, 1117 N. 19th St., Arlington, Va.
22209).

(June 18-19)-"Color Technology for Management." Rens
selaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y. (R.J. Teich, Office of
Continuing Studies, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y.
12181).

Advertisers Index

(June 20-23)-Oil and Colour Chemists' Association Confer
ence, "The Challenge to Coatings in a Changing World." Strat
ford Hilton Hotel, Stratford-on-Avon, England. (The Director and
Secretary, OCCA, Priory House, 967 Harrow Rd., Wembley,
Middlesex HAO 2SF, England).

(June 24-29)-Air Pollution Control Association 72nd Annual
Meeting and Exhibition, Cincinnati Convention-Exposition
Center, Cincinnati. Ohio. (Public Relations Dept" Air Pollution
Control Association. P.O. Box 2861, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230).

(June 25-29)-"Advances in Color Technology'" Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y. (R.J. Teich, Office of Continuing
Studies, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y. 12181).

(Aug. 11-15)-"Corrosion Control by Organic Coatings."
sponsored by National Association of Corrosion Engineers.
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa. (Prof. Henry Leidheiser. Jr"
Sinclair Lab. #7, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa. 18015).

(Aug. 26-31)-Short Course on "Advances in Emulsion
Polymerization and Latex Technology." Davos, Switzerland. (Dr.
Gary W. Poehlein, Director, School of Chemical Engineering.
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta. Ga. 30332).

(Sept. 11-12)-lnstitute of Applied Technology, Mini Course.
"Coating Inspection: Instruments and Practices." St. Louis, Mo.
(Institute of Applied Technology, Suite 600. 1776 K St" N.W,
Washington, DC. 20006).

(Sept. 23-26)-67th Canadian Paint Manufacturers Associa
tion Convention, sponsored by the Ontario Paint Association.
Harbour Castle, Toronto. Ont. Canada. (R.E. Green. 1666 Aimco
Blvd., Mississauga, Ont. L4W lV4 Canada).

(Sept. 24-28)-lnstitute of Applied Technology, Training
Course, "Painting and Coating for Industry'" Honolulu, Hawaii.
(Institutp of Applied Technology, Suite 600, 1776 K St., NW"
Washing:orl, D.C. 20006).

(Sept. 24-28)-"Colloids and Surfaces." Carnegie-Mellon
University. (Mrs. Gerry Cohen, Course Coordinator, Post College
Professional Education, Carnegie Institute of Technology.
Carnegie-Mellon University, Schenley Park. Pittsburgh. Pa.
15213).

(Sept. 30-0ct. 2)-National Coil Coaters Association Fall
Technical Meeting. Hyatt Regency O'Hare Hotel. Chicago, III.
(Don White, National Coil Coaters Association, 1900 Arch St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103).
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Epon resins, the leader for over 25 years in
solvent-borne epoxy coatings, are now adding new
dimensions in performance to epoxy powder,
water-borne, and higher solids coatings.
Powder coatings
Powder coatings manufactured with Epon Resins
are becoming the choice for applications ranging
from appliance parts to industrial valves. These
resins can be formulated into powders exhibiting
rapid cure and excellent chemical/solvent resistance
and can be applied to achieve your customer's
demanding cost/performance requirements.

Powder coating grade Epon resins are now
manufactured in Shell's new plant utilizing the
latest in process control to yield the cleanest and
most uniform product available. Also, these prod
ucts are shipped to your plant in moisture proof,
multi-ply bags to assure consistent, trouble-free
performance.
Watel'-borne coatings
When the answer to your coating problem is a
water-borne system, Epon resins can be used to
provide the performance you need. Emulsions, dis
persions or solutions, Epon resins will impart the
benefits of epoxy resin to your water-borne coating.
Highe~sotidscoatings

Liquid and liquid solutions ofEpon resins offer you
materials suitable for higher-solids formulations 
especially in light of anticipated regulatory changes

allowing more branched ketones' and aromatics to
be used in higher-solids coatings. Two-package as
well as low temperature baking systems are possi
ble. Both alternatives offer the coatings applicator
higher film thickness per coat, lower baking energy
requirements, and environmental acceptability.
Epon resins as modifiers
Epon resins continue to find use as modifiers for
acrylic, alkyd, urethane and other coating systems.
Whenever you need to incorporate the toughness
and adhesion of epoxy, investigate the use of an
Epon resins modifier to enhance the balance of
properties of the finished coating. Shell's Westhol
low Research Center can help you find the right
Epon resin for your application and provide valu
able formulating assistance.

Whether your interest is in solvent-borne,
higher-solids, water-borne or powder coatings,
come to Shell for answers.

Write, Shell Chemical Company, Manager,
Chemical Communications, One Shell Plaza,
Houston, Texas 77002.

@
Shell Chemical Company
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For super lining ...

Or super shining ...
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SI JOE HAS THE RIGHT ZINC DUST!

Two Oliver Plaza, Pittsburgh, Pa, 15222

For example, for weld through primers and tank liners
that resist both crude oil and salt water ballast, we have

ST JOE 580, a standard particle size zinc dust, with or
without calcium oxide.

And for gleaming finishes, there's ST JOE 530, with
very fine zinc dust particles that protect the underside
of the steel against corrosion but won't show through

S'rJOE
ZINC COMPANY

CHEMICAL SALES

under stamping pressure to mar the smoothness of the
finish side,

In between, there's ST JOE 560, fine enough for many

undercoats and other uses.

We will custom blend packages to suit your requirements.

Send for our new data sheets or call Mike Deelo
(412) 227-3725

A BASIC SOl RCE
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